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Abstract

Photovoltaic (PV) based distributed energy generation has gained a lot of attention during

the last couple of decades. The reason for its popularity are low maintenance, no operating

cost, no pollution, modularity, low gestation period, incentives/subsidies from

governments, decrease in the capital costs etc. Further, it can be commissioned at the

distribution level near the load. However, high penetration level of the PV systems in the

grid may adversely impact the performance of the system. Hence, inspite of all the

advantages mentioned above, it is very desirable to investigate the issues related to PV

systems.

The two major issues with the PV system are the partial shading and low efficiency of the

PV cells. While partial shading presents challenges like difficulty in extracting the

maximum power from PV array, hot spot formation in PV modules, power quality issues

etc., low efficiency of the PV cells increases the cost due to the expense on increased

number of modules, frame, sensors, commissioning cost etc. to generate the desired power

under all conditions. Hence, it requires special attention while designing and operating the

PV system. Various aspects of the PV system have been explored by the researchers over

the years in this context. It includes exploring maximum power point tracking (MPPT)

techniques, global peak power point tracking techniques for partially shaded conditions,

reconfiguration, array configurations, distributed maximum power point tracking

techniques (DMPPT) etc.

The research is aimed to investigate various aspects like PV array configurations, DMPPT

configurations, level of DMPPT, types of converters etc. on the performance of the PV

system in terms of output power, number of components, complexity etc. Though some of

the aspects have been explored earlier, they have not been investigated in depth. DMPPT is

reported earlier but their variations are not evaluated. Similarly the limited DMPPT is not

reported and evaluated for various combinations. The research proposes limited DMPPT

approach and evaluates the compromise to be made on the aspect of output power when

working with the different limited DMPPT approaches. The quasi DMPPT approaches

TCT-CC and TCT-GCC are also presented and evaluated with a view to minimize the cost

by decreasing the number of converters and sensors.
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Another way of reducing the number of converters involved to tackle the issue of partial

shading is to have more number of modules connected in parallel (rather than in series) at

the input of converters. However, it requires the converters with high gain. In this respect,

a PV system based on multiplier circuit based high gain converter (MCHGC) is evaluated

with that of boost converter-based PV system as well as against another high gain

converter based system. The proposed system’s performance is compared even with that of

DMPPT based PV system under various conditions. The effectiveness of the system is

highlighted through the results obtained through the simulations done in

MATLAB/Simulink. In addition the MCHGC based grid-connected CHB-MLI system is

also presented and evaluated against the boost converter based grid-connected CHB-MLI

system. The superiority of MCHGC based grid-connected CHB-MLI in terms of extracting

higher power and feeding good quality power to the grid under non-uniform conditions is

demonstrated through the simulation results.

As mentioned above, the major focus for the PV based DGs interfaced with the grid

through the inverters is to generate the maximum active power and supply it to the grid.

However, the inverters associated with the PV systems can play a role in reactive power

exchange as well. The capability of the reactive power exchange must be judiciously

utilized to have the effective utilization of the inverters. It must be ensured that it does not

lead to the overloading of some inverters. A reactive power sharing algorithm is presented

that effectively utilizes the available reactive margin of the inverters and shares the

reactive power amongst the inverters in such a way that the effective utilization of the

inverters is nearly the same. Further, it ensures that the total loss in the inverters, while

achieving the above objective of equal apparent power sharing, is kept to the minimum.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Compared to the electricity generation from conventional sources, now-a-days, electricity

generation from renewable energy sources is gaining popularity globally. One of the

reasons is the increase in prices of coal, oil, gas etc. and the rate at which these sources are

getting depleted. Another reason for the popularity of the electricity generation from the

renewable sources is the growing concern about the environmental changes.

Further, unlike the electricity generation through conventional sources in a remote

centralized power plant, the green energy generation through the renewable sources could

be in form of a distributed generation and near to the load centre. In addition,

the technological advances have led to the significant reduction in the capital cost for some

of the renewable energy sources like solar photovoltaic (PV) and wind energy generation

systems (WEGS).

Referring to survey of international energy agency (IEA) 2017, global renewable

electricity generation is expected to grow by over one-third (from 6000TWh to 8000 TWh)

till 2022, as shown in Fig.1.1. This is equal to the total power consumption of China, India

and Germany. The share of energy generation from the renewable in the total energy

generation is thus expected to grow to 30% in 2022 from 6% recorded in 2016.

Fig. 1.2 shows the current and expected energy generation from the various renewable

sources. It is evident from Fig. 1.2, that growth rate of electricity generation from solar PV

is the highest followed by electricity generation from wind.  The government policies

(in form of subsidies, incentives, net metering and/or power purchase), which are

conducive for the spreading of large solar PV farms as well as small capacity solar PV

systems (like solar roof-top system by residential users), has largely
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FIGURE 1.1 Electricity generation [1]

FIGURE 1.2 Renewable electricity capacity growth [1]

contributed to the growth. Thus, rather than the centralized electricity generation, utility is

witnessing electricity generation from small distributed energy generation sources

commonly referred as distributed generators (DG). Distributed generation is the term used

when electricity is generated from sources, often renewable energy sources like PV and

wind, in a range of 1 KW – 30MW. The main benefits of DG are ease of commissioning,

less gestation period, modularity, possibility to introduce it into the system at distribution

level, freeing up of transmission capability, lesser line losses, generation from clean (or

less polluting source) etc.[2,3].
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Although these DGs offer several benefits mentioned above, there are certain

challenges/issues which must be properly addressed, particularly when the penetration of

these DGs is high. The issues that needs due attention are synchronization, stability, power

quality, protection schemes, etc.[4]. Particularly with the PV (or wind based) DGs

the major concern is the variation in their output with varying environmental conditions.

Variations in environmental conditions are likely to introduce the power/frequency

oscillations, especially when working with a weak grid. Further, as these DGs are

connected to the utility through the power electronic interface, they must meet

the regulations enforced by the utility.

Today IEEE 1547-2003 [5], ‘Standard for Interconnecting Distributed Resources with

Electric Power Systems’ is considered as the most important standard for interfacing of all

types of DGs. It mentions about general requirements, power quality, response under

abnormal conditions, islanding and design and test conditions, installation, commissioning

etc. It is applicable for interfacing DG at medium as well as low-voltage distribution

networks. It mentions that the PV based DGs need to be disconnected from the utility in

case of abnormal grid conditions in terms of frequency and voltage. The PV inverters must

be disconnected in 0.16s if the voltage at PCC (VPCC) < 0.5Vnom; in 2s if 0.5Vnom < VPCC

<0.88Vnom; in 1.0s if 1.1Vnom < VPCC <1.2Vnom and in 0.16s if VPCC >1.2Vnom where Vnom is

the standard/nominal grid voltage. According to IEEE 1547, the disconnection time is

0.16s if the frequency violates the limits 59.3-60.5Hz.

The quality of the power injected by the PV system into the grid or to the load is also

a major concern and is governed by practices and standards on voltage, flicker, frequency,

harmonics and power factor. The PV system shall disconnect from utility if these standards

are violated. As the DC component may saturate the transformers, the PV systems are not

allowed to inject the DC current component beyond 0.5% of rated RMS current as per

IEEE 1574. According to IEEE 1547 standards the amplitudes of the odd current

harmonics of the order lower than 11th must be less than 4% (even harmonics 25% of that

of odd harmonics permissible) of the fundamental while the THD must be less than 5%.

Further, most PV based grid-connected DGs are designed to operate at the unity power

factor or close to it.  However, for PV installations with large capacity local grid

requirements  apply  as  they  may  participate  in  the  grid  control.  IEEE  1574  being
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a generalized standard it allows the PV based DGs to have reactive power exchange like

other DGs.

Thus, the inverters associated with the PV based DGs must meet the several regulations.

However, they are likely to violate such conditions if improperly designed or controlled,

when carrying low power (operating at very less capacity), or when operating under

abnormal conditions (like unbalanced operation or partially shaded conditions).

Thus there are various areas related to the PV system design and operation which require

careful planning, design and control.

Partial shading, which is mainly investigated in this research work, is one of the major

concerns for the PV system designers, which may lead to violations of some of

the conditions set by the standards mentioned above. Partial shading may occur due to

self-shading between panels in parallel rows, passing clouds, obstruction such as trees and

building, birds dropping etc. It is well established that the crystalline PV cell’s field

efficiency is around 14-16%[6]. The partial shading of the PV module/array further forces

the modules to operate much below this value. It presents even difficulty for the maximum

power point tracking (MPPT) techniques[7]. Thus, it decreases the overall system

efficiency and leads to ineffective utilization of the PV array. Thus, there is a need to

explore the means by which the effect of partial shading on the PV system can be

minimized. The effect can be minimized by the automatic reconfiguration of the array,

employing global peak power point tracking, proper designing of the PV system etc.

The research work investigates the effect of partial shading on the performance of the PV

system and suggests some effective solutions to minimize the effect, thereby enhancing

the output power of the PV system.

1.2 Overview of Thesis

Chapter 2 presents a literature review on the various aspects of the PV based DG system.

Some of the important aspects of the PV based systems like factors affecting performance

of PV systems, MPPT techniques, power electronic converters, PV array configuration,

reactive power control etc. are studied. Based on the literature survey, the research gap is

identified and the objectives for the research work are presented.
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Chapter 3 presents and evaluates TCT-CC and TCT-GCC configurations for maximizing

the power output of the PV array operating under non-uniform or partially shaded

conditions. The performances for these approaches are evaluated under various conditions

using MATLAB/Simulink and their relative merits and demerits are discussed.

Chapter 4 discusses in detail the different PV configurations and level of distributed

MPPPT (DMPPT) under uniform and shading condition. TCT configuration is better

compared to SP under non uniform irradiance condition. Also, Limited DMPPT is superior

compared to DMPPT in terms of cost and efficiency. The MATLAB simulation results are

also included in the chapter to validate the performance.

Chapter 5 introduces the significance of high gain converters in terms of increasing

the output power of the PV system operating under non-uniform conditions. Multiplier

circuit based high gain converter’s (MCHGC) performance is evaluated under various

conditions and the results obtained through MATLAB/Simulink are presented in

the chapter.

Chapter 6 discusses the effect of non-uniform conditions on the performance of cascaded

H-bridge multi-level inverter (CHBMLI) based PV system. It is highlighted through

simulation results that MCHGC based CHBMLI results into lower THD, higher efficiency

and lesser grid voltage unbalance under partially shaded conditions.

Chapter 7 presents a reactive power sharing algorithm, referred as equal apparent power

sharing with least losses (EAPS-LL). The algorithm assigns the reactive power amongst

the inverter operating in parallel (or in a local area) in such a way that the apparent power

of the PV based inverters is equal irrespective of the active power supplied through them.

It also ensures the risk of overloading of the inverter and leads to the lower losses in

the inverter

Chapter 8 finally presents the concluding remarks and future scope from the research

investigations.
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CHAPTER – 2

Literature Survey

Photovoltaic (PV) system has emerged as the most promising source of energy as

it features most of the benefits like eco-friendly, no maintenance cost, modularity,

absence of moving parts etc. A PV system basically contains PV array, power conversion

unit, maximum power point tracing (MPPT) controller, grid interface control

(for grid connected system), energy storage (for standalone system) etc. Several

researchers around the globe continue to work on one or the other aspects related to the PV

system. These aspects include increasing the efficiency of the PV cell, orientation and

configuration of PV array, modeling of PV array to understand the PV characteristics and

the factors which affect them, maximum power point techniques, efficient

power converters, quality of the output power, leakage currents and personnel safety,

use of PV system for reactive power control, effect of PV penetration level on the utility

etc. This chapter presents the research work presented by the researchers over the years in

some of these areas. The report mainly focuses on the PV system designed from

the modules built with crystalline solar cells. The next section discusses the basics of a PV

cell.

2.1 PV Cell / Module/ Array

PV cells can be classified into first, second and third generation cells. The first-generation

cells are crystalline silicon solar cells, that include mono crystalline and poly-crystalline

cells. Mono crystalline cell has higher efficiency (14-18%) compared to poly-crystalline

(11-15%). The second-generation cells are thin film solar cell. It is sub divided in

amorphous, copper-indium dieseline (CIS) or cadmium telluride (CdTe) cells and are

commercially significant in utility-scale photovoltaic power stations, building integrated

photovoltaics or in small stand-alone power system. Thin film cells save material

compared to crystalline cells. But their efficiency is relatively lesser than that of crystalline

solar PV cells. The third-generation solar cells include a number of thin-film technologies
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often described as emerging photovoltaics—most of them have not yet been commercially

operative and are still in the research or development phase [8]. There is a lot of research

invested into these technologies as they promise to achieve the goal of producing low-cost,

high-efficiency solar cells [8-9].

A solar PV cell is basically a PN diode which is made of P type and N type semiconductor

material. It produces electrical power through the photovoltaic effect by converting

the light energy in to electrical energy. Silicon is the most common material used for

the PV cell. It has a small energy band gap between the conduction band and valence band

and hence, needs minimum amount of energy (light) for an electron to jump from

the valence band to the conduction band. So when the radiation of certain wavelengths of

the solar spectrum (with bandgap higher than 1.1eV for silicon solar cell) strikes the PV

cell, the electrons move from valence to conduction band. This results into a potential

difference of approximately 0.5 to 0.6V across the cell. A photovoltaic module consists of

multiple PV cells connected in series to provide a higher voltage output/power. A common

PV module is rated less than 1kW to supply DC electric power. For large commercial and

utility scale PV systems large number of such modules are connected in series and parallel

to form a PV array to supply power in a range of few kW to even hundreds of MW.

Generally, the entire PV array is built from identical modules. Hence, the output/operating

characteristic of an entire array is scaled up representation of the characteristic of a single

module, provided that all of them operate under identical conditions. Some researchers

have presented PV model to study the characteristics of PV module [10-12].

To model a PV module, it is essential to understand and model a basic building block of

a PV cell i.e. a solar PV cell. The most popular equivalent circuit model for a PV cell,

known as a one-diode model, is shown in Fig. 2.1.

FIGURE  2.1 One-diode model of solar a PV cell
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It consists of a current source to represent the photo current (Iph), which is mainly

dependent on the insolation it receives. A diode parallel to current source is due to the

inherent P-N diode nature of the PV cell. The current through it is represented by Id. Rsh

(which carries current IRsh) and Rse (which carries current I) represents internal parasitic

resistances to take into account internal power loss in the PV cell. Rsh originates due to the

fabrication defects while Rse is due to the resistance of the bond between the cells and

the semiconductor itself. Output current (I) of PV cell is expressed in (2.1)

=  − −    (2.1)

=   +   −  
( )

−  1 −  
( + ) (2.2)

where ,

Voc  =   open circuit voltage (V)

Vt    =   the thermal voltage (V)

V    =   output voltage of PV cell (V)

Io    =   dark saturation current (A)

k      =   Boltzmann constant (J/K)

q     =   electron charge (C)

T     =   cell temperature (°C)

Tstc  =   cell temperature at standard test conditions(°C)

ns    =   number of series cells in the module

A     =   ideality factor of the diode

Typical I-V (output current v/s voltage) and P-V (output power v/s voltage) characteristics

of a PV module obtained through equation (2.2) are shown in Fig 2.2. It shows nonlinear

nature of the I-V characteristic. The characteristic is similar to the characteristic of

a voltage source in the higher voltage range (from 85-90% of Voc to Voc) whereas exhibits

the nature of a current source in the lower voltage range (i.e. from 0 till 60-70% of Voc).

In between these ranges of the PV voltage, the I-V characteristic is non-linear in nature.

It is in this range that the power output of the PV is high and near to its maximum value.

It is observed from the P-V curve shown in Fig. 2.2, that there exists a unique operating

point (in this range of voltage) where a maximum power (PMPP) is available from

the module [12-13]. This point is termed as maximum power point (MPP).
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The power on either side of  the MPP decreases, hence the rate of change of power with

respect to change in voltage at MPP is zero (i.e. dP/dV = 0).

FIGURE. 2.2 I-V and P-V characteristics of a PV module

The characteristics of the PV module are dependent on various factors that includes

internal (or design) as well as external factors. The diode ideally factor n, series resistance

Rs, shunt resistance Rsh, etc. are the internal factors while the external factors are

irradiance, temperature, soiling, shading due to nearby objects etc. However, once the

modules are designed one will be more interested in the external factors like temperature,

irradiance level and/or connections that decide the nature of the characteristics.

(a) (b)
FIGURE 2.3 Effect of irradiance on (a) I-V characteristic (b) P-V characteristic

Fig. 2.3 shows the I-V and P-V curve of a module being exposed to different levels of

irradiance. It is observed from Fig. 2.3(a) that the short-circuit current (Isc) is directly

proportional to the irradiance while the decrease in the open circuit voltage (Voc) with the

decrease in the irradiance is very less. Thus, the change in irradiance mainly affects Isc and

not the Voc. As more light strikes the solar cell, more photo-current is output by the current

source. As observed from Fig. 2.3(b), with the increase in irradiance, the maximum power

available from PV also increases. Further, it could be noticed that the MPP for the different

P-V curves corresponding to different irradiance lie in the narrow voltage range.
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(a) (b)
FIGURE 2.4 Effect of temperature on (a) I-V characteristic (b) P-V characteristic

Fig. 2.4 shows the effect of temperature on a solar cell. From Fig. 2.4, it can be observed

that when the temperature changes there is a little change in short circuit current.

However, the open circuit voltage is greatly affected by changes in temperature.

If temperature increases the maximum power decreases. Further, the voltage at which

the MPP occurs varies with the change in the temperature.

Irrespective of the value of temperature or the irradiance, the P-V characteristics of the

PV module or an array exhibits unimodal nature (i.e. single peak). Hence, it is desirable

to always operate the PV at this peak i.e. at the MPP, to have the best possible utilization

of the PV. However, the PV modules may face different operating conditions when placed

in field, which may cause the characteristics of the array to deviate from the unimodal

nature. These factors which may contribute to such deviations include different orientation

of the modules, improper commissioning, different aging, defects in some modules,

droppings by birds, shading of some modules due to nearby objects, partial shading due to

clouds, soiling etc.[13-14]. The next sub-section discusses about the effect of partial

shading, which is one of the major issues and may affect the performance of the PV system

adversely if not properly addressed.

2.2 Effect of Partial shading

Partial shading or non uniform irradiance on PV array can occur mainly due to self-shading

between panels in parallel rows, passing clouds, environment obstruction such as trees and

building, birds dropping etc. [13-16]. As PV modules with different irradiance generate

different photo-current, the modules receiving lesser irradiance forces other series

connected modules to generate lower current. Hence, it reduces the output power and
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efficiency of the system. Further, if the modules receiving lesser irradiance are made to

carry higher current (beyond the Isc value) the voltage across these shaded modules turns

negative. As the shaded PV modules operate in negative voltage range, they act as a load to

the other un-shaded modules. The resulting loss in the cells/modules can increase

the temperature of the shaded modules. If negative voltage increases beyond certain value,

it can damage the shaded cells due to hot spot formation or formation of cracks [17].

One simple approach to address the issue of mismatch of PV module and partial shading

condition is to connect a bypass diode across each PV module to improve the power

generation capability [17-19]. Purpose of the bypass diode is to shunt the current around

a shaded, weak, or damaged panel. If the full current passes through a shaded or weak

panel, overheating and damage may occur. As bypass diode carries the excess current,

the negative voltage across the shaded module gets limited to the on-state voltage drop of

the diode, thereby limiting the loss in the shaded module.

In addition to the bypass diodes, blocking diode is connected in series with each PV string

to take care off the unequal voltages of parallel connected strings. The blocking diode

prevents the reverse current into shaded string, when the strings connected in parallel

operate receive different irradiance. The shaded strings may act as a load rather than

energy source. Also, the blocking diodes help in preventing discharge of the battery

(or power flow from the load/grid side towards the PV array) during night or during low

insolation period.

However, the addition of these bypass and blocking diodes results into the deviation in

the I-V and P-V characteristics from its usual nature depicted by Fig. 2.2. The P-V

characteristic of a partially shaded array no-longer remains unimodal in nature.

It is characterized by the presence of multiple peaks. Even the I-V characteristics of

the non-uniformly irradiated array (partially shaded array) shows the multiple steps unlike

that of the uniformly shaded array, which does not have such steps. Thus, though these

diodes help in providing protection and can help in increasing the power of the PV system,

it is at the cost of increased expense and with more complicated I-V and P-V

characteristics. The P-V characteristic with multiple peak points make it difficult for some

of the conventional MPP tracking (MPPT) techniques to distinguish between local and

global peak points [18-19]. This demands sophisticated MPPT techniques to track the
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global peak power point to improve the efficiency of the PV system or the rearrangement

or reconfiguration of the PV array such that the P-V characteristic tends towards the one

with only one or minimum number of peaks.

2.3. Array configuration and Reconfiguration

PV modules can be connected in different pattern to give different PV array configurations

like Series-Parallel (SP), Total- Cross-Tied (TCT) and Bridge-Linked (BL) [20-23].

The SP configuration, which is the most preferred PV array configuration, comprises of

several strings connected in parallel where each string has several modules connected in

series. The TCT configuration of the PV array is obtained by connecting links (ties) across

each junction of the rows of the SP configuration of the PV array. Thus, it appears like

a matrix where the corresponding elements of the rows of all the columns are connected.

Each row comprising of the modules of the different strings connected together forms a tie.

Hence, in the TCT configuration, voltages across the modules in a tie or across the row are

equal. Further, the resultant current from all the ties is equal. Unlike, TCT configuration,

the BL configuration does not use links at every junctions. In BL PV array configuration,

two (or more) series connected modules are connected in a manner similar to that

represented by a bridge rectifier. These different array (SP, TCT and BL) configurations

perform identically in the uniform operating conditions. Output power of all configurations

is same under the uniform operating condition. However, under partially shaded condition

TCT configuration gives high output power as compared to that of SP configuration due to

the interconnection of the adjacent modules of all the parallel connected strings.

The power can further be increased by reconfiguring the array.

By using reconfiguration of array[24-25], mismatch in the operating condition and partial

shading can be addressed up to some extent. In reconfiguration PV array modules

generating (nearly) equal current are identified first and then they are connected in series.

Further, it is ensured that in the reconfigured array, the PV strings connected in parallel

have equal voltages. However, this needs continuous monitoring of all the PV modules and

the periodic reconfiguration using large number of voltage/current sensors and switch

matrix. This increases additional cost and complexity. Electrical connections of the

modules are dynamically changed (and not the modules position) based on the shading

conditions in the reconfiguration approach. Another approach without change in electrical
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connection is reported in [26]. In this method, the rearrangement of the modules for

increasing the power output under partial shading condition is carried out using principle

of Su-Do-Ku puzzle.

2.4. MPPT Techniques

MPPT (Maximum Power Point Tracking) method is used to operate the PV module at

a point on the PV characteristics where the maximum power is extracted from the

PV module (array).  MPPT method thus helps to improve the effective utilization of the

PV source which can be referred in terms of MPPT efficiency of the PV system.

Various conventional MPPT techniques like Perturb and Observe (P&O),

Incremental Conductance, Fractional Open Circuit Voltage, Fractional Short Circuit

Current etc., have been reported to operate the PV array at the MPP [27-28].

The conventional MPPT techniques fail to track global peak (GP) power point and most of

the time track local peak point.

Tracking of the GP to extract the maximum power from PV array under non-uniform

insolation conditions is a challenging task [15-16,29-30]. Hence, the MPPT approaches

must be designed with a feature to distinguish between the local and the global peaks so

that the output power of the partially shaded PV array increases. Over the years various

techniques are employed to for tracking the global peak. Some of the simple techniques

employ principle of periodic reset and periodic curve scanning [30], widening the search

range [31] and two-stage tracking [32] to track the global peak. Some techniques of

tracking the GP rely on certain deductions derived from the exhaustive study of the I-V and

P-V characteristics of the partially shaded PV array [15-16].  Soft computing techniques

like Neural Networks and Fuzzy Logic Control, Chaotic Search, Non-linear Predicator, etc.

have also been explored [33-38]. The applications of naturally bio-inspired algorithms,

which involves techniques like Genetic algorithm, Particle Swarm Optimization,

Firefly algorithm, Ant Colony Optimization, Cuckoo Search algorithm etc. can also be

used as another approach of tracking the GP [39]. All these approaches tracks GP but

output power is  still  less  than  the  summation  of   maximum   power   that  all   modules

can generate if operated independently.
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2.5. Distributed MPPT

Above methods to track GP is generally used for centralized converter connected with

the large PV array. Instead of these, the output power of the array can be increased by

associating a dedicated power electronics converter (dc-dc converter or inverter) with each

PV module. This dedicated power electronics converter is often mentioned as module

integrated converter (MIC). Thus, maximum power can be extracted from each module

with MIC irrespective of the conditions experienced by other modules. The method used is

called Distributed Maximum Power Point Tracking (DMPPT) where dc-dc converters

associated with modules operate as individual maximum power point tracker [2,40-46].

In this method the resultant output power of all the modules is higher than that obtained

with a single centralized converter operating with GP power point tracking.

The above limitation can be overcome by applying differential DMPPT configurations,

where the converters process mismatch power among the adjacent modules.

The dc-dc converter interconnects each pair of adjacent module and shuffle power between

the adjacent modules to minimize mismatch, if any. However, the inverters used shall have

bidirectional power flow capability [47] and must invert the voltage polarity.

The concept of return energy current converters (RECC) injects the compensation current

in parallel to the PV modules using isolated DC-DC isolated converters [48].

By compensating the extra current (or energy) for the shaded modules, it minimizes the

mismatch among the series connected modules. The current (or energy) is derived from the

overall DC string (the main DC link capacitor). However, it does not give true MPP

operation. By using exact current compensation method this problem can be overcome

[49], where isolated DC-DC converter operates in resonant MPPT mode to track MPP of

each PV module. However, circuit becomes much more complex and also it requires large

number of voltage and current sensors. Another differential DMPPT technique is also

reported for sub-module level DMPPT [50] which employs the principle of generation

control circuit but relies on just neighbour-to-neighbour communication technique.

The main benefits of this technique is higher efficiency of the system, true MPP tracking

capability, smaller converter size, less sensors and lower power ratings of the power

electronics circuit components. The main drawbacks of the system are the complexity in

the MPPT algorithm, control of the converters, and wiring. Further, the hardware
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implementation requires several level shifters. The active-bypass converter [51] also

improves power during mismatch conditions. It is also based on the principle of generation

control circuit. Also, active bypass converters do not process any power during uniform

insolation conditions which increases the efficiency in uniform conditions to higher level

than that of DMPPT. The requirement of number of inductors reduces by one as compared

to that of the conventional DMPPT by using active-bypass converter. For simulation study

just two PV modules are used and also a small resistor is used in the bypass path, which

reduces the efficiency during mismatch conditions.

Thus, several studies have been carried out on DMPPT to improve the efficiency of the PV

system operating under mismatched conditions. Even the sub-module level DMPPT is

explored. However, the overall efficiency gain due to the sub-module level DMPPT is

around 1-2% at the cost of higher complexity and investment. Further in many case the

overall efficiency of the system (PV to grid) is not considered. Even the details like

operating duty cycle, losses in the diodes and switches have been ignored for some studies.

2.6 Power conversion unit

Due to the increased environmental concern and other factors like technological

advancement, ease of mass production, improvement in the efficiency and the lower cost

of photovoltaic (PV) solar cells the large-scale and medium scale PV systems are easily

adopted and it is gaining popularity rapidly. The popular PV system architecture for large-

scale and medium-scale are centralized PV inverter, string PV inverter and multi-string PV

inverter [52-55]. Though the centralized inverter being the simplest and the cheapest, it

lacks modularity and suffers from the issue of losses mismatch as it involves a single

maximum power point tracking (MPPT). Unlike it the string PV inverter configuration has

one inverter per string and hence, overcomes the above limitations, at the higher cost. The

multi-sting inverter configuration embraces the advantages of both these converters. The

dc-dc converter used with each string provides MPPT for each PV string, while the single

inverter helps in exchanging the power with the grid.

According to power transformation stages PV systems’ power conversion unit may be

classified as single-stage or two-stage system [56-58]. The single-stage system employs

only one power electronics converter, which performs all tasks like maximum power point
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tracking (MPPT), dc/ac conversion, grid synchronization, and current control with

requisite voltage amplification. The main advantages of the single-stage system directly

feeding the ac load or grid are reduced weight, low cost, high reliability and high

efficiency [56]. However, it has limited power capacity, limited range of operation,

excessive peak current stresses on power switches etc[58]. Unlike the single-stage system,

a two-stage system generally comprises of two power converters. The first stage is usually

a DC-DC converter which is used to boost the PV array voltage and tracks the maximum

power point, while the second stage is used to convert dc into high quality ac supply and to

feed the power supplied by the PV source to the grid. A two-stage system with a DC-DC

converter in between the PV array and an inverter decouples the PV array from the second

order harmonic component. A two-stage system with isolated DC-DC converter for

a large-scale PV system is introduced in [59]. The inclusion of the transformers used for

isolation helps in reducing the leakage current. In addition, due to the transformer and

multi-phase configuration it has higher voltage gain and high-power capability.

The higher-voltage gain allows one to have lower modules in series which is desirable for

the system which is likely to get shaded more often. However, the inclusion of transformer

(although high-frequency) increases the cost and reduces the efficiency.

In all these PV system architecture (whether single-stage or two-stage), the most obvious

choice is the 3-phase bridge inverter due to the least number of switches and simplicity.

However, multilevel inverters (MLI) are often preferred for large-scale grid-connected

PV systems due to the high-voltage and high-power capability, lower EMI, reduced

switching frequency and improved power quality [60-61].  The cascaded H-bridge

multilevel inverter (CHB-MLI) is one of the better choices for the PV systems amongst

other MLI configurations [62]. It offers features like modularity and independent MPPT

for each array associated with the H-cell. Further, several H-cells can be cascaded together

to generate high/medium voltage to interface PV system directly with high/medium

voltage grid, thereby avoiding a line-frequency transformer. This helps in improving

efficiency.

Multicarrier pulse width modulation (PWM) method is popularly used to control the output

voltage of CHB-MLI. In this method, a set of triangular carriers is used for the modulation

of the MLI. Depending upon whether the triangular carrier signals are phase shifted (PS) or

level shifted (LS), the multicarrier PWM method is known as phase-shifted
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PWM (PS-PWM) or level-shifted PWM (LS-PWM) method, respectively[63].

LS-PWM method has less voltage and current THD compared to PS-PWM.

Comparison of boost-half-bridge and flyback type isolated DC/DC converters for a CHB-

MLI based large scale PV system is presented in [64]. It shows that boost-half-bridge

converter is superior to flyback DC/DC converter due to the lower range of inductor

current, duty ratio and higher efficiency of the system. However, the operation of the entire

system under non-uniform insolation conditions is not reported.

2.7 Reactive power control

Often the grid-connected DGs are allowed to just exchange active power with the grid.

However, now-a-days the grid regulations are relaxed and the DGs are allowed to have

the reactive power exchange as well[65]. The PV based DGs are also mostly operated at

unity power factor to just supply the active power. But the active power delivered by PV

based DG depends on active power from PV array, which is dependent on the irradiation.

As a result the PV inverters are under-utilized for most of the time of the day. Hence, it is

possible to provide reactive power support with the PV inverter to utilize the inverter

effectively. As the level of penetration of PV based DGs is increasing, it is prudent to tap

the potential of these systems to provide support to the reactive power exchange.

Therefore, it is essential that the control scheme for the PV based DGs should ensure

proper reactive power sharing amongst inverters besides the extraction of maximum power

from the PV arrays. There is a lot of research invested on the issues related to the reactive

power management amongst the DGs operating in the microgrid. However, the reactive

power management; especially when several PV based DGs are connected in parallel or

operating in a grid is a challenging task[66].

The most popular approach for power (active and reactive power) sharing amongst

the DGs operating in the MG is the droop control technique [67-68]. The conventional

droop control technique does not require any communication channel between DGs and

employs active power versus frequency (P-ω) and reactive power versus voltage (Q-V)

droop to share active and reactive power amongst the DGs. The conventional P-ω droop

technique is characterized by fixed droop coefficient [69]. However, for the PV based

DGs, as PV is intermittent and environmental dependent source, its active power vary

based on environmental conditions.  This  may  affect  the  effective  utilization  of  the  PV
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sources when working with conventional droop control. For example, if the ouptut power

of one of the PV based DG decreases, its frequencey increases (operating point on the P-ω

shifts left and upwards). As other DGs must operate at the same frequency, they must

reduce their output, thereby  forcing the auxiliary source to supply more power.

Further, as the active power that the PV based DG can supply vary, the available margin

for the DG to support the reactive power also varies. Thus, the reactive power

injection/absorption capability is actually constrained by the available margin with

the inverter besides that of the local load requirement and/or the grid regulations [70].

However, fixed Q-V droop based control ignores it and hence, if the reactive power

demand increases, it is shared amongst the inverters as per the fixed droop set initially.

As a result, the inverter of the DG supplying more active power is likely to operate near its

rating or may get overloaded[70].

A reactive power sharing approach known as equal reactive power sharing (ERPS) divides

reactive power equally amongst inverters, irrespective of the active power supplied by

them[71].  Hence, it leads to unequal utilization of inverters. A two-layer distributed

average control scheme employing a multi-agent system [72] also focuses on voltage and

reactive power control amongst the DGs operating in a microgrid. It avoids the need of

central controller and involves a sparse communication between the DGs to achieve

accurate reactive power control. It also shares the reactive power equally amongst the DGs.

Nothing has been mentioned about the variation in the reactive power vis-à-vis

the variations in the active power. Another approach, known as quasi-master-slave control

approach, with adaptive droop-settings for active and reactive power control can take care

of the varying environmental conditions and distributes the reactive power more uniformly

amongst the DGs. This helps in minimizing the difference in the percentage utilization of

the inverters. The adaptive droop control which enables the maximum utilization of the

volt-ampere (VA) rating of the inverter in a PV/battery hybrid system is also reported in

[73]. It also adjusts the reactive power references (or droop settings) for the inverter as per

the variation in the active power of PV based DG. However, as the references are set

locally without any secondary control involving communication with other DGs, overall

system losses may increase.
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The control approaches presented in [74-76] also focuses on the reactive power sharing

amongst PV based DGs operating in parallel. Optimum reactive power sharing algorithm

(ORPS) [74] aims to maximize the cumulative reactive power capability of the inverters.

It optimizes the reactive power capability of the inverters, but at the cost of unequal

utilization of the inverters under partially shaded conditions or non-uniform operating

conditions.  Some of the inverters may operate around their full capacity while some may

be least utilized, which results into unequal heating of the similar components of different

inverters. Further, it may not result into the best possible solution in terms of the lower

losses in the inverters.

The equal apparent power sharing (EAPS) method [77], assigns reactive power to each

inverter in terms of the available margin of the inverter. Hence, the algorithm ensures that

the reactive power is assigned to the inverters such that apparent power capability of each

inverter is equally utilized. However, the algorithm is meant for PV based DGs having

equal ratings. The modified EAPS i.e. equal apparent power sharing with least standard

deviation (EAPS-LSD), focuses on the order in which the reactive power is assigned to the

inverter and identifies the solution that gives the least standard deviation of the utilization

factors of the inverters. However, these approaches emphasize on just equalizing the

utilization of the inverter and do not focus on the power losses in the inverters.

2.8 Problem Statement and Scope of work

From the previous sections, it is deduced that one of the most important issues in the grid

connected PV system comprising of large number of PV array, is the non-uniform

operating condition e.g. partial shading and mis-match condition of PV modules (section

2.2). Also, it is observed that the output power of PV system under non-uniform operating

conditions is dependent on array configuration, type of converter, number of stages, type of

MPPT employed etc(sections 2.3 - 2.6). The power output of the partially shaded system

can be increased by reconfiguration, GPPPT techniques or DMPPT (sections 2.3 - 2.5).

However, it may be at the increased cost and complexity. Hence, it is desired to evaluate

various other approaches that can be an alternative to the conventional DMPPT for

extracting the maximum possible power from the PV array. The solution should be such

that  it  gives  nearly  the  similar  level  of  output  power  with  significant reduction in the
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components and hence, the cost involved. If power electronics interface is not well-

designed and controlled properly, partial shading or non-uniform operations may result

into one or more of the issues like lower efficiency, harmonics, imbalance, etc(section 2.6).

The issue is more critical when several PV based distributed generators are operating in the

local or micro-grid. Even the power management (active and reactive power) amongst

these sources is a challenge, especially due to environmental dependency of

the performance of the PV system (section 2.7). Hence, it is intended that the power

conversion stages must be judiciously designed to give high efficiency, good quality output

power and the active and reactive power capability. Accordingly, the broader problem

statement for the research area is summarized as under:

“To evaluate the effects of various aspects of the PV system like array configuration,

type of converter, number of stages, level of distributed maximum power point tracking

etc. on the output power capability of the PV array under uniform as well as non-

uniform operating conditions with a view to identify a PV system that can provide

optimum solution in terms of output power, components, cost, complexity, effective

utilization etc. It is also intended to evaluate the effect of environmental variations on

the performance of the grid-connected PV system and on the utility side; and to suggest

the measures for minimizing the effect.”

The scope of work includes:

1. To evaluate output of the PV system for various possible array combinations

(having the same number of PV modules) when operating with DMPPT principle.

2. With a view to reduce the component count, cost and complexity in control,

the DMPPT can be restricted to certain extent. However, this may reduce the

system efficiency. Hence, it is intended to evaluate the output power of the PV

system for various limited DMPPT configurations for uniform as well as

non-uniform conditions and to identify the configuration that gives relatively

satisfactory performance in terms of efficiency and cost.

3. To evaluate one or more factors like type of converter, conversion stages, number

of converters, operating duty cycle etc. on the output power of the PV system and

hence, on the overall system efficiency.
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4. To study the effects of varying environmental conditions on the performance of

a 3-phase grid connected PV system and to identify the features that gives

satisfactory operation under all conditions.  It is desired to design the system

configuration and its control scheme that has higher system efficiency, has less

complexity, can extract maximum possible power from PV array, provides

low THD, can support reactive power control, etc.

5. To devise the control strategy for reactive power sharing amongst PV inverters to

utilize the available capacity (margin available after supplying active power)

judiciously. The sharing should be such that it not only realizes uniform utilization

of inverters but also simultaneously minimizes the power losses.
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CHAPTER – 3

Quasi DMPPT

Partial shading is one of the major issues related to the PV system. It reduces the output

power of the system due to two reasons. One reason is the inability of the series connected

modules to work independently at their individual MPPs. The module (connected in

a series in a string) receiving lower insolation and accordingly generating lower

photocurrent, restricts other modules of the string from generating higher current in spite of

their capacity to generate more current.  Another reason is the appearance of multiple peak

power points, which causes the MPPT algorithms to get trapped around the local peaks.

This power loss due to partial shading can be minimized if the modules receiving higher

irradiance are allowed to generate higher photocurrent and operate near to their individual

peaks, even when some modules in series supply lower current (due to the lower irradiance

received by them). This can be achieved by applying the principle of current compensation

through some additional source or external hardware connected in parallel with

the modules.

This chapter presents and evaluates two different configurations to realize the above

objective of minimizing the effect of partial shading of the reduction of output power.

These are referred as current compensation with TCT (TCT-CC) and Generation Control

Circuit with TCT (TCT-GCC). The principles of operation for TCT-CC and TCT-GCC are

based on current compensation and voltage equalization respectively. TCT configuration is

considered as it minimizes cost of PV system and yet allows extracting of maximum

possible power from the PV array under uniform and non-uniform insolation conditions. In

both approaches, PV modules always remain connected to the load/ grid and losses in the

converters  (except that in boost converter)  are  eliminated  by  keeping  them   ineffective

during uniform irradiance conditions.
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3.1 Current Compensation with TCT Configuration (TCT-CC)

The TCT-CC method presented in this section employs the principle of current

compensation for matching up the current of the ‘ties’ connected in series Following

sub-sections presents the TCT-CC configuration and an algorithm for current

compensation to maximize the output power of the system under non-uniform operating

conditions.

3.1.1 System Configuration of TCT-CC configuration

The TCT-CC configuration for maximizing the output power of partially shaded array is

shown in Fig. 3.1(a). It comprises of the array in a TCT configuration, which is obtained

by connecting links (ties) across each junction of the similarly located modules of

the various PV strings connected in parallel. Thus, the TCT configuration shown in Fig.

3.1(a) having  ×   PV modules resembles similar to that of a matrix of dimensions

×  having elements a11 to aij.  Hence, the sub-scripts for referring the modules of the PV

array is considered in the similar manner.  The PV array is thus formed of nt rows, each

having mt modules connected in parallel.  Each of these nt rows having mt PV modules is

referred as a ‘tie’. Hence, the PV module PVij refers to the jth module of ith tie.

As shown in Fig. 3.1(a), a DC-DC converter is connected across each tie. The decoupling

capacitor Cout, which is connected across the PV array to reduce the ripple in the output

voltage of PV array, acts as the input to these nt DC-DC converters connected across the

ties. Under non-uniform operating conditions (i.e. mis-match in the output current of ties),

these DC-DC converters taps the power from the decoupling capacitor and utilizes it to

minimize the current discrepancies among the series connected ties. However, it is must to

have the isolation in the DC-DC converters as all these converters are fed from the same

capacitor Cout. Hence, flyback converter topology shown in Fig. 3.1(b) is selected for nt

DC-DC converters connected across ties. These flyback converters operate only during the

non-uniform operating conditions (i.e. when modules of the array receive different

irradiance) to match the difference in the currents of series connected ties.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 3.1: TCT-CC configuration for minimizing the mismatch in current: (a) TCT-CC system
configuration  (b) flyback converter

The different operating modes in which the TCT-CC operates is explained here in brief for

a TCT-CC configuration having two ties as shown in Fig. 3.2. Under uniform operating

conditions, flyback converter is passive i.e. does not operate as shown in Fig. 3.3(a).

However, under non uniform condition, the flyback converters become active and operate

in following modes. The modes are explained considering shading on tie-2 (i.e. PV21 and

PV22 receive lower irradiance than PV11 and PV12)

Mode-I— The switch of flyback converter associated with the tie having lower irradiance

(SW2 of 2nd flyback converter in this case) turns on and energy from the capacitor Cout is

stored in the transformer’s core of the flyback converter.  Diode D2 during this mode

remains off as shown in in Fig. 3.3(b).
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FIGURE 3.2 TCT-CC with flyback converter

(a)

(b)

(c)
FIGURE 3.3  Operation of TCT-CC (a) under uniform irradiance condition, under non-uniform operating

condition (b) Mode-I and (c) Mode-II

Mode-II-- As shown in 3.3(c) diode D2 gets forward biased and allows current iconv2  to

flow causing the voltage at its output vconv2  to rise. Thus, the energy stored in

the transformer’s core during Mode-I is transferred to the capacitor connected across tie-2.

Further, as resultant current of the tie2 and output current of the 2nd flyback converter can
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now exceed the short circuit current of the tie-2, tie-1 is no longer constrained by just

the output current of the tie-1. Thus, iconv2 helps to minimize the current discrepancies

among series connected ties.The current compensation process using the TCT-CC

configuration is explained in brief through the Fig. 3.3 and principle is also briefly

described below. It is further explained in detail using the control algorithm in the next

section.

It is observed that the change in the irradiance has a very little impact on the open circuit

voltage (Voc) of the PV module. Further, the MPP occurs at 0.75 to 0.8 times the Voc.

Hence, irrespective of irradiance received by the module, the voltage corresponding to

MPP remains almost same. Thus, if this voltage (0.75 to 0.8 times the Voc) is maintained

across the modules connected in parallel, all the modules operate near to their individual

MPP irrespective of the irradiance received by them. Thus, for the PV array of Fig. 3.1(a),

if each tie is made to operate at this specified voltage, the maximum power from all

modules of ties can be extracted. The flyback converters assigned with each tie helps in

maintaining the voltage of these ties near to the voltage corresponding to the MPP.

This in turn requires the flyback converter associated with the tie that is generating lesser

output current than others, to inject the compensating current (icomp)  such that the  resultant

of the  tie  current and the compensating current for all the ties is same.

As the flyback converter has to inject the current only under mismatch conditions,

the power rating of the flyback converter (as the voltage across ties are nearly same about

0.75 to 0.8 times Voc) corresponds to the mismatch in the power output of the ties having

the highest and the lowest output currents. The power rating of the converter can thus be

determined based on the worst possible scenario. In other words, it is determined based on

the maximum compensating current the flyback converter needs to inject and the voltage

corresponding to MPP. Thus, the input rating of the converter is determined using (3.1).

 =   ×  _  (3.1)

where Pconv is the output power of converter, icomp_i  is the compensating current injected by

the ith flyback converter and vconvi  represents its output voltage. If the efficiency of flyback

convert is 90%, the converter must be designed for power rating P=Pconv/0.9.

The output voltage of the flyback converter is regulated by adjusting the duty cycle of

switch SWi using vconvi as the reference voltage. This reference voltage is derived using
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the algorithm presented in the next section 3.1.2. Output voltage vconvi and compensating

current icomp_i for the flyback converter of ith tie are expressed by (3.2) and (3.3),

respectively.

 =   ×  1 −   ×  (3.2)

_  =   ×  
1 −  

  ×  _
(3.3)

Here, N1 is turns of primary winding of transformer of flyback converter;

N2 is turns of secondary winding of transformer of flyback converter;

di  is the duty cycle of ith converter;

VPV  is the voltage across decoupling capacitor and

iconv_in  is the input current of ith flyback converter.

The total output voltage and current of PV array with the TCT configuration are:

=  
(3.4)

 =  _ +  
(3.5)

where VPVi is the voltage across ith tie and iPVij is the current generated by the module PVij.

Total power supplied to flyback converters is

 =   ×  _

(3.6)

and hence, the output power Pout of the system is

 =   ×     −    (3.7)

3.1.2 Control Algorithm of TCT-CC configuration

The algorithm of the proposed TCT-CC method is shown in Fig. 3.4. Initially, the main

converter (Boost converter – shown as MPPT unit) operates and tracks the peak which may

not be the optimum operating point. During this time all the flyback converters are kept

inactive.  To determine whether mismatch has occurred or not, voltage across each tie of

TCT configuration are measured. The tie receiving lower irradiance or one which is shaded
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has lesser voltage than the ties with unshaded modules.  Based on this fact the tie with the

shaded modules is identified. Once the shaded tie is identified, the duty cycle of the MPPT

unit (i.e. the main converter) is held constant and those of the flyback converters are

adjusted in turns such that the voltage of the ties having shaded modules increases.

The MPPT unit (i.e. the main converter) operates with the conventional P&O algorithm to

extract the maximum power from the PV array. Thus, the algorithm helps in increasing

the output power from the partially shaded array.

FIGURE 3.4 Algorithm for the propose TCT-CC method MPPT

The operation of the algorithm is explained using the PV array shown in Fig. 3.2.

The array comprises of two ties – each with two modules. The irradiance on the modules
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PV11 and PV12 of tie-1 is considered as 1000W/m2, while that  on PV modules PV21 and

PV22of tie-2 is 500W/m2.Temperature (T=25°C) is considered for all the modules. I-V and

P-V characteristics of these two ties (tie 1 and 2) under the non-uniform irradiance

mentioned above are shown in Fig. 3.5(a) and Fig. 3.5(b), respectively. Under these non-

uniform conditions (with flyback converters inactive) current passing through the PV ties

is governed by tie-2 that generates the lowest photo-current. As irradiance received by tie-2

is less, its output voltage VPV2 (point A) is less than output voltage VPV1 of tie-1 (point B).

Hence, all the PV modules operate far from their respective MPPs.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 3.5 Case to describe TCT-CC algorithm: (a) I-V characteristic of ties, (b) P-V characteristic of the
ties

The output power of tie-1 can increase if its operating point shifts from point B to D i.e. by

decreasing the tie voltage. On the contrary the output voltage of the tie-2 is increased to

increase its output power. Thus, for tie-2 the operating point moves from point A to C. The

decrease in the voltage VPV1 of tie-1 and the increase in the voltage VPV2 of tie-2 is

achieved by controlling the duty cycles of the flyback converters of tie-1 and tie-2,

respectively. The duty cycles are changed till the error ΔV between the output voltages of

the two tie is within the acceptable limit (less than ΔV*). The current error ΔI = icomp_i
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(mismatch in the output current of the two ties) shown in Fig. 3.5 (a), is supplied by

converter of tie-2. Thus,  the  two  ties  can  be  made  to  operate  at  different  currents and

voltages enabling one to track individual MPPs of these ties.

As evident from the above sections, the TCT-CC configuration requires just one flyback

converter for each tie unlike the DMPPT technique. This minimizes the requirement of

sensors, converters, MPPT controllers etc., thereby reducing the cost. Another approach of

increasing the output power of the partially shaded array is based on generation control

circuit, which is presented in the following section.

3.2 Generation Control Circuit with TCT Configuration (TCT-GCC)

Generation control circuit (GCC) comprises of an inductor and two switches. The structure

of the GCC is similar to that of a half-bridge inverter, with a difference that an inductor

takes the position of the load. Just like TCT-CC the GCC comes into picture only when the

non-uniform condition occurs. It also helps in reducing the component counts as compared

to that of DMPPT.  The system configuration and the control algorithm for TCT-GCC

approach is presented in the following sub-sections.

3.2.1 System Configuration of TCT-GCC

Fig 3.6 shows the TCT-GCC configuration comprising ‘nt’ ties. Each tie consists of ‘mt’

modules. Here only ‘nt’ number of chopper circuits are required compared to ‘mt × nt’

required for DMPPT configuration. The TCT-GCC configuration needs nt-1 inductors as

shown in Fig. 3.6. A boost converter marked as the ‘MPPT UNIT’ in Fig 3.6 is employed

to track the peak power point. It is controlled using the conventional P&O algorithm.

Switch SWi of the GCC along-with the anti-parallel diode across it provides the

bidirectional current capability. The bidirectional current capability of the switch along

with the inductor, facilitates exchange of the charge between the adjacent capacitors Ci.

Thus, it has the feature of equalizing the output voltages of the ties. Further, the large

negative voltage across the modules can be prevented as anti-parallel diodes connected

across each switch SWi can function similar to that of conventional bypass diodes. Even in
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 the case of failure of switches, the main converter can continue to extract higher power

from the partially shaded array by tracking the GP using global peak power point tracking

technique. Of course the power obtained from the array under such case is less than that

obtained  when  TCT-GCC  is  in  operation.  But  certainly,  it  is more than the case when

 bypass diodes are absent.

FIGURE 3.6 System configuration for TCT-GCC method

When all the ties receive equal irradiance and generate equal photo-current, the trigger

pulses to the switches of the TCT-GCC are inhibited. Thus, GCC connected across ties

remain inactive/idle under uniform insolation conditions. The pulses are applied to the

multi-stage chopper of TCT-GCC only when non-uniform condition results. Under the

non-uniform conditions, the output voltage of each PV tie is regulated near to the voltage

corresponding to the MPP by controlling the off-duty ratios of multi-stage choppers. This

results into extracting maximum possible power from the partially shaded PV array.

The relationship between the voltage across each PV module and the off-duty ratios of

each switches of the TCT-GCC are expressed in (3.8).

∶  ∶ … ∶  ∶ … ∶ =  ∶  ∶ … ∶  ∶ … ∶     (3.8)

where  is off-duty ratio of switch SWi.

 =  ( ) (3.9)

Here, Ti(OFF) is the OFF time of switch SWi and Tsw is the switching time interval.

= 1
(3.10)
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The off-duty ratio of ith tie depends on generation control voltage VPVi of ith tie and the

input voltage to boost converter VPV.

= 1 −  =  (3.11)

The output current iPV of the system is given as

 =    
(3.12)

 =    
(3.13)

where Ii is the ith PV tie current and iPVij is the current generated by the module PVij.

The output power Pout of the system is

=   ×  =   ×  
(3.14)

To illustrate the operation of the TCT-GCC configuration, the configuration having two

ties as shown in Fig. 3.7(a) is considered. The lower tie is considered to experience the

shading i.e. tie 2 receives lesser irradiance. The switching sequence of switch SW1 and

SW2 and inductor current under this case are shown in Fig. 3.7(b). The different operating

modes of TCT-GCC configuration are explained through Fig. 3.8. Under uniform

insolation conditions both the switches SW1 and SW2 are OFF making the GCC dummy

(Fig. 3.8(a)). However, under non-uniform conditions considered, these switches operate

such that they satisfy (3.10).  Depending on status of these switches the operation is

classified in two modes described as under:

Mode-I-- The switch SW1 turns ON and hence inductor stores the energy. The energy is

derived from the upper tie that receives higher irradiance. As a result, voltage across tie-1

decreases. During this mode SW2 remains OFF as shown in Fig. 3.8(b).

Mode-II-- The switch SW2 turns ON and SW1 remains OFF during this mode as shown in

3.8(c). Hence, the energy stored in the inductor is released and subsequently stored in the

capacitor connected across the lower tie. Hence, the voltage across the lower tie increases.
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(a)

(b)
FIGURE 3.7 (a) TCT-GCC and (b) waveforms of switching sequence and inductor current

(a)

(b)
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(c)
FIGURE 3.8  Different modes of operation of TCT-GCC (a) Mode-I (b) Mode-II and (c) Mode-III

The entire operation of the voltage equalizing with the TCT-GCC configuration is further

explained in detail using the control algorithm in the next section.

3.2.2 Control Algorithm of TCT-GCC configuration

The control algorithm of the TCT-GCC approach is shown in Fig. 3.9. Just like that of

TCT-CC, the main (Boost) converter used as the MPP tracker initially tracks the peak,

which may or may not correspond to the optimum operating point. During this period all

the multi-stage choppers are deactivated and the voltage across each tie of the TCT

configuration is measured and compared to identify if partial shading condition has

occurred or not. Once the non-uniform condition is detected, the duty-cycle of the MPP

unit i.e. the boost converter is kept constant and the duty-ratios of GCCs of TCT-GCC are

adjusted. The off-duty ratio of the tie having the lowest output voltage (i.e the tie receiving

lowest irradiance) is calculated and adjusted. Accordingly, the off-duty ratios of all other

switches are also adjusted to meet the conditions expressed by (3.8) – (3.10). The above

process of identifying the tie having the lowest voltage and then the adjustment of the off-

duty ratios is continuously done to achieve voltage equalization amongst the tie.

Periodically, the boost converter (MPPT unit) is also activated to confirm that the

operation is maintained at or near to MPP.  This is ensured by setting a flag periodically for

a very small duration during which the MPPT unit is activated and its duty-ratio controlled

through conventional MPPT algorithms like P&O or Incremental Conductance. The time

when the flag is set, the duty ratio (or the off-duty ratio) of the switches of GCC are held

constant.
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FIGURE 3.9  Algorithm of TCT-GCC technique for MPPT

Fig.3.10 shows the gate pulse sequence of switches SW1-SWn in partially shaded condition

which represents the expression (3.10) graphically. It can be observed that at any instant

only one switch is turned off leading to the resultant of off-duty ratios of all switches to

unity.

3.3 Simulation results of TCT-CC and TCT-GCC method

The algorithms of the TCT-CC and TCT-GCC methods are simulated using

MATLAB/Simulink software. The specifications of the SOLAREX-MSX60 PV modules

used for MATLAB simulation under standard test conditions are shown in Table 3.1.
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FIGURE 3.10 Gate signals of the multistage chopper for TCT-GCC

TABLE 3.1 SOLAREX-MSX60 PV Module Specification at 1000 W/m2. 25oC

Parameter Value
PV module’s Power 60 W
Open Circuit Voltage 21 V
Short Circuit Current 3.8 A
Voltage at MPP 17.1V
Current at MPP 3.5V

For evaluation of both these configurations, PV array comprising to two ties- each having

two PV modules is considered. All the PV modules (PV11, PV12, PV21 and PV22) are

considered to receive the same irradiance of 1000 W/m2 till t=0.5s. At t=0.5s the irradiance

on the PV modules PV21 and PV22 of tie-2 decreases to 500 W/m2 creating the non-

uniform conditions for the PV array as shown in Fig. 3.11(a). At t=3s PV12 module also

gets shaded and the irradiance on it decreases to 800 W/m2 as shown in Fig. 3.11(b). Other

PV modules are considered to still have the same irradiance that prevailed before t=3s.

(a) (b)
FIGURE 3.11 Shading patterns of PV module for TCT-CC and TCT-GCC (a) t=0.5-3s (b) t>3s

Till t=0.5s irradiance of 1000 W/m2 is received uniformly by all the PV modules of the
array. Hence, for the interval t=0-0.5s, flyback converters of TCT-CC and multistage
choppers of TCT-GCC configurations remains inactive. During this interval, the main DC-
DC  converter  (MPPT unit),  which  is controlled using P&O MPPT algorithm, tracks the

Time (s)
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peak resulting into output power of about 240W in both the cases. At t=0.5s irradiance on

the PV modules of tie-2 decreases to 500W/m2 due to partial shading. During t=0.5s-0.9s,

no converters are active except the main boost converter that tracks the MPP. Due to the

shading of tie-2, the output current reduces to 3.8A while the power reduces to 130W.

The output current and the power before t=0.5s are 7A and 240W, respectively as shown in

Fig.3.12. Thus, the partial shading causes the output current and power to decrease

significantly.

At t=0.9s the flyback converters and multistage choppers of TCT-CC and TCT-GCC

configurations are activated. In TCT-CC approach, flyback converter injects current in

parallel with tie-2 to reduce the current mismatch of the two ties. The voltage across tie-2

is increased in small steps to increase the output power of the shaded array. This results in

to increase in output current and power of the PV system to 4.7A and 163W, respectively.

With the irradiance of 1000 W/m2 on tie-1 and 500 W/m2 on tie-2, the maximum power

that the array can produce if the modules are operating independently is 180W.

Against this the total power obtained from the PV array as shown in Fig. 3.12(d) is (Tie1’s

power + Tie-2’s power) = 114+58=172W. Thus, the power extracted with the TCT-CC

approach is about 8W lesser than the maximum power of 180W. It is also observed from

Fig.3.12(d) that the power supplied to the main converter (referred as PV system power in

Fig. 3.12(d)) is 163W. It is further 9W less than that extracted from the PV array. The

reduction in the power is due to the losses of the flyback converters. The flyback

converters are relatively less efficient as they involve indirect energy transfer. Thus,

overall 17W power lost is due to the inaccuracy in MPPT and the losses in the flyback

converters. At t=3s, when irradiance on the PV12  (tie-1’s module) decreases to 800W/m2 ,

the net output power of the PV system further reduces to 156.5W against the 168W

available from the array.

In TCT-GCC approach, after the initial tracking of the peak by the main converter, the

multistage choppers operate after t=0.9s. During this the gate pulses are applied to the

swiches of multi-choppers and the duty ratio of the main converter is maintained constant.

The off duty-ratio of the two GCC/choppers are then slowly tuned to equalize the voltages

of the two ties. It is observed from Fig. 3.12(a) that the difference in voltages of the two

ties of the TCT-GCC configuration is lesser than that obtained with TCT-CC approach. On

the activation of TCT-GCC algorithm, the output power of the system increases to 150W.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 3.12  Waveforms of (a) voltages of tie-1 and tie-2, (b) input current of boost converter, (c) PV
aarray voltage and (d) power of tie-1, tie-2 and power fed to boost Converter.
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When the flag is set, the boost converter operating with P&O control further increases the

output power to 171W. The periodicity of the flag is one second i.e after every one second

it is set and it stays on for 0.01s duration. Once the flag is set (equal to 1) the P&O control

starts and  the duty  cycles of  GCC  choppers are kept constant while the duty ratio of  the

main converter is adjusted through P&O algorithm.

The output power of the PV array and current with TCT-GCC approach is 173.5W

(Powers of Tie-1 and Tie-2 = 115.5W + 58W =173.5W) and 5.1A, respectively. The total

power  fed  to the boost converter is 171W,  which is still 9W less than 180W,  the sum of

maximum power that all modules can generate under the given conditions. The difference

of 9W is due to the power lost in GCC/multi-phase choppers (2.5W) and power lost due to

inaccuracy in tracking the MPP (6.5W).  The inaccuracy in the tracking is due to the fact

that in the TCT-GCC approach the GCC (and the flyback converter in TCT-CC) connected

across each tie tries to maximize the output power of tie by operating on the resultant

characteristic of the tie rather than on the characteristic of the individual modules. As a

result it can be considered as a MPPT technique, where MPPT tracking is distributed to the

level of ties and to the lowest level of modules. Hence, it can be considered as a quasi-

DMPPT technique.

At t=3s, the irradiance on PV12 module also decreases, resulting into reduction in the net

output power of the PV system. The power supplied to the main converter under this

shading condition with the TCT-GCC approach is 161W against the 156.5W observed with

the TCT-CC approach. Thus, compared to the TCT-CC approach, the TCT-GCC approach

increases the output power by 4.5% for the period t=0.9s-3s and 2.9% for the period t>3s.

Each row of Table 3.2 shows irradiance on the different modules, power extracted from the

array with the two approaches and the maximum possible output power of PV array if all

the modules are working independently Thus, each row represents the operation

corresponding to the different shading pattern on the PV array. G_PVij represents the

irradiance received by the module PVij, while Po_wo_fc  is the maximum power obtained in

absence  of  flyback  converters. Po_CC and Po_GCC  represent  the maximum  power tracked

with TCT-CC and TCT-GCC approaches, respectively.
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TABLE 3.2  Power extracted from PV array for TCT-CC and TCT-GCC approaches under various
irradiance conditions

G_PV11
(W/m2)

G_PV12
(W/m2)

G_PV21
(W/m2)

G_PV22
(W/m2)

Po_wo_fc
(W)

Po_CC
(W)

Po_GCC
(W)

∑
(W)

1000 1000 1000 1000 235 ---- ---- 240
1000 1000 1000 500 171 200 203 210
1000 800 500 500 125 156 161 168
1000 1000 500 500 130 163 171 180
1000 800 600 400 125 156 161 168
1000 600 400 400 92 124 126.5 144

Table 3.2 shows that the power extracted from the partially shaded conditions is much

higher for TCT-GCC configuration than that obtained with TCT-CC approach.

3.4 Summary

Two approaches referred as TCT-CC and TCT-GCC are presented to increase the output of

the partially shaded array. In both the cases, the additional converters used (flyback

converter and GCC for TCT-CC and TCT-GCC, respectively) remains idle under uniform

conditions and gets activated only during partial shading conditions. As these converters

remain inactive during uniform irradiance condition, the converter switching losses does

not occur during uniform irradiance conditions. Amongst the two quasi-DMPPT

approaches, it is observed that the TCT-GCC yields more power, about 2.9% to 4.5% than

that of TCT-CC. Further, TCT-GCC is simple and easy to design as it does not need

isolated DC-DC converters unlike that of TCT-CC configuration for which it is must to

have isolated converters (like flyback converter). Also, rating of flyback converter is

usually less as it is difficult to design the flyback converter exceeding 250W due to the

practical considerations. Also, TCT-GCC has reliability than TCT-CC. In TCT-GCC,

the bypass diode connected across the switches serves the function of conventional bypass

diodes connected across the PV modules. Hence, in case the switches of the multistage

choppers of TCT-GCC fail to operate, the bypass diodes can still provide the path for the

mismatch current. Thus, it helps in preventing any damage to modules. However,

the bypass diodes can lead to multiple peaks when the multistage choppers fail to operate.

The MPP tracker can track the GP under such case to extract higher power, provided the

GPPPT algorithm is used to control the main converter. The main advantage of both the

TCT-CC and TCT-GCC configurations presented is the reduced number of converters and

the sensors. The main reason for the reductions in sensors and converters is adoption of
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TCT configuration. Further, as the control scheme relies only on the voltage across the ties

and the input current of the main boost converter, the TCT-GCC approach greatly reduces

the cost, complexity and losses. Simulation results obtained in MATLAB/Simulink proves

TCT-GCC as an effective approach in enhancing the output power of partially shaded

array.
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CHAPTER – 4

PV Array Configurations and DMPPT

Non-uniform operating conditions for photovoltaic (PV) modules of the PV array,

especially the different irradiation levels received by the modules greatly affects the energy

yield of the PV system. Researchers have focused on the different aspects like global peak

power point tracking (GPPPT) techniques, reconfiguration of the arrays, distributed

maximum power point tracking (DMPPT) etc. to maximize the power output of the PV

array operating under partially shaded conditions [15-16, 24-25, 29-46] .

Reconfiguration or the array or reorientation of the module of the arrays helps in

minimizing the negative effects of partial shading by reconnecting the PV modules in the

best possible position. In such methods first the modules are classified into different groups

based on the irradiance levels (like dark, grey and bright) received by them and then the

modules belonging to similar groups are reconnected together to maximize the power

output [78]. Even some of the modules are removed in the reconfigured array, which may

lead to asymmetric arrangements. This demands additional static converters to equalize the

voltage/current caused due to asymmetric arrangements. Thus, it involves complexity and

requires additional components like sensors, switches, converters etc.

Several researchers have also addressed the issue of the conventional MPPT techniques of

getting trapped at the local peak. In this respect GPPPT techniques have been presented to

operate at the point, which is the global peak power point rather than the local peak [15-

16,29-39]. The GPPPT techniques do not require any additional hardware unlike the

reconfiguration. However, it is unable to extract the maximum power from each module

having different operating conditions. This limitation can be addressed by the DMPPT

where a dedicated DC-DC converter is associated with each module. These converters act

as individual MPP trackers and hence, can maximize the output power of the PV array

operating under non-uniform conditions. However, the number of converters, driver
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circuits, sensors and complexity increases. Further, the power is always processed through

the converters irrespective of whether the shading exists or not.

This chapter investigates certain aspects related to DMPPT which have been not focused in

detail by the researchers while exploring the maximization of the output power of the PV

array. In this context various DMPPT configurations, the level of DMPPT, duty cycle of

the converters, effect of on-state resistance of power semiconductor switches etc. under

uniform and non-uniform conditions have been studied. Further effect of partial shading on

the output of various configurations (operating with a centralized converter) is also

presented and compared with that of various DMPPT and limited DMPPT approaches

presented in this chapter.

4.1 PV System Configurations

Fig. 4.1 shows the system to evaluate the power yield of the entire system for different

configurations of the PV system. The PV system shown in Fig. 4.1 may have different

forms ranging from a large single PV array feeding the inverter directly or it may be in

form of the DMPPT configuration, where a DC-DC converter is associated with each

module. The various configurations of the PV system considered are detailed later in Figs.

4.2 through 4.4.The role of the DC-DC converter(s) is to boost the voltage and to track the

MPP. Perturb and Observe (P&O) MPPT method is used to control the DC-DC converter

for tracking the MPP of the associated module or array. For the configurations like

DMPPT, the MPPT is actually distributed but shown as a single block in Fig. 4.1 for

simplicity. The D.C. output power from the PV system is fed to the grid through the three-

phase inverter, which acts as a grid interface. The inverter is controlled using P-Q control

to feed the desired active power (P) and reactive power (Q) into the grid. The D.C. voltage

vdc across the capacitor C is regulated at the desired level to ensure transfer of maximum

power Pmpp extracted from the PV system to the grid side.

The following sections describe the performance of the PV system for different array

configurations, with  DMPPT  and  with  limited  DMPPT  feature  when  operating  under

uniform and non-uniform conditions.
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FIGURE 4.1 System Configuration

4.2 PV array configuration

PV array is made of series and parallel connection of PV modules, which in fact is

obtained by connecting PV cells in series and parallel. Number of modules to be connected

in series and parallel is often guided by the load requirement.

Six different popular array configurations are series (S), parallel (P), series–parallel (SP),

total-cross-tied (TCT), bridged-link (BL), and honey-comb (HC i.e. modified BL). Series

configuration is the simple and basic configuration formed through series connected PV

modules. Here, the same current flows through every PV module, and the total voltage is

the sum of the voltages across the individual modules. Output voltage of series

configuration is high, however output current is low. Hence, this configuration is rarely

used. To generate higher DC output current, PV modules are often connected in parallels.

However, due to less output voltage this configuration is not generally used. In order to get

desired output voltage, PV modules are first connected in series to make a string and then

these strings are connected in parallel to construct series –parallel (SP) configuration.

The TCT configuration is derived from SP configuration by connecting cross-ties across

each row of the modules. In this configuration, the voltage across each row (i.e. modules

forming a tie) is equal and the current of all the ties is the same. A bridged-link (BL)

configuration, has the structure that resembles to H-bridge inverter (or a diode rectifier),

with a difference that the switching device are replaced by two (or more) series connected
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modules. Thus, the links are connected between the adjacent strings to give the bridge

structure that have the appearance of letter ‘H’. Several bridges formed in the arrays are

linked together through connecting links. Honey-comb (HC) configuration is a modified

version of BL configuration and its bridge size is variable. Thus, TCT, BL and HC

structure is relatively more complex and involves more components than the SP

configuration. Though TCT, BL and HC configuration are relatively complex than SP

configuration, it may yield more power than SP configuration under partially shaded

conditions. The performance of SP configuration in partial shaded condition can also be

improved by employing bypass diode across each PV module. However, the PV array with

bypass diodes (AWBD) exhibits the I-V characteristics with multiple peaks unlike the PV

array that does not have bypass diodes i.e. array without bypass diodes (AWOBD).

Different PV array configurations like AWOBD, AWBD and TCT are evaluated next with

a centralized MPPT for maximizing the power of the PV system and efficiency of the

overall system.

Fig. 4.2 shows a series-parallel (SP) configuration which feeds a DC-DC boost converter,

which in turn is connected to the inverter. It comprises of ‘m’ strings connected in parallel

where each string comprises of ‘n’ modules connected in series. If the bypass diodes

connected across modules are absent and if the links shown in Fig. 4.2 are open, the array

configuration represents the AWOBD.

FIGURE 4.2  PV array configurations:  AWOBD, AWBD and TCT
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The output voltage Vpv of the AWOBD configuration having ‘n’ modules in each of the m

parallel connected PV strings is thus, expressed by (4.1) and the current generated ipv by

the SP array is expressed by (4.2)

 =   

(4.1)

=   
(4.2)

where Vpvi is the output voltage of each PV module and ipvij is the current generated by jth

string.

If the bypass diodes are present along each modules (with the links between the adjacent

modules still open or absent), the array configuration is termed as AWBD. If the generated

current of ith module in jth string decreases due to partial shading (or due to any other

reason), the bypass diode across that module (ith module of jth string) begins to conduct. It

carries current equal to the difference of the current of that string and the current generated

by that shaded module. The bypass diode also restricts the reverse voltage to the value less

than the breakdown voltage of the PV cells. The bypass diode can be mathematically

modeled as one resistance whose value is very high when it is reverse biased and is low

when forward biased. The output voltage Vpv of the AWBD configuration having ‘n’ ties is

thus, expressed by (4.1) and the current ipv generated by the AWBD configuration is

expressed by (4.2). Vpvi still represents the output voltage of each PV module but ipvij in

(4.2) is now the resultant current carried by ith PV module and its associated bypass diode

of jth string.

If the links shown in Fig. 4.2 are closed and the bypass diodes are not present, the array

configuration is referred as TCT configuration, where each row comprising of ‘m’ modules

is known as a tie. The output voltage of the TCT configuration having ‘n’ ties and the

current of the TCT array can be expressed by (4.1) and (4.2), respectively. However, Vpvi in

(4.1) now represents the output voltage of each tie and ipvij in (4.2) is the current generated

by jth module of ith tie. It must be noted that as the current of all the ties must be equal,

under non-uniform irradiance condition the subscript ‘i’ in ipvij refers to the tie generating

the least current. The limitation with the arrangement is that the large number of

modules/ties required in series as the boost converter has limited voltage gain.
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4.3 DMPPT

Unlike the previous sub-section, centralized MPP tracker where only one DC-DC

converter is used for tracking the maximum power point of the overall I-V characteristics

of the PV array, the DMPPT concept relies on extracting the maximum power of each PV

module by operating on the I-V characteristics of each module. In this method, each PV

module is connected with a dedicated MPP tracker in the form of a DC-DC converter as

shown in Fig. 4.3. Hence, number of DC-DC converters required is equal to the number of

PV modules. Thus, in DMPPT the DC-DC power module connected across each PV

module assists individual PV module to operate at its maximum power point, thereby

avoiding scenario of multiple peaks. Such multiple peaks are quite common with a large

partially shaded PV array having a centralized MPP tracker.

FIGURE 4.3 PV system employing DMPPT.

Fig. 4.3 shows the PV system with a DMPPT control approach. It consists of ‘m’ strings of

DC-DC converters connected in parallel where each string comprises of ‘n’ DC-DC

converters connected in series. Total, m×n DC-DC converters are needed for m×n

modules, which increases the cost of the system. In addition, m×n decoupling capacitors,

voltage sensors and current sensors are also required. Generally, to step up the PV module

voltage, boost or buck-boost DC-DC converter is used.
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Each of these DC-DC converters is controlled using the P&O algorithm to operate the PV

module at its MPP. The output voltage of ith DC-DC converter of jth string is expressed by

(4.3)

=   ∑  (4.3)

where Ppvij is output power of ith PV module of jth string. Ppvij is computed from Vpvij and

ipvij, the output voltage and current of ith PV module of jth string, respectively.

The resultant output voltage of series connected DC-DC converters for jth string is

represented by (4.4).

=  
(4.4)

4.4 Limited DMPPT feature

The main disadvantage of DMPPT feature is that irrespective of the uniform or non-

uniform irradiance condition, the output power of PV module is always processed through

the DC-DC converters that are used as MPP trackers. Further, it requires higher number of

DC-DC converters, sensors and decoupling capacitors. Also, while operating under

uniform irradiance, the same DC-DC converter, which helps in improving the output

power and efficiency in partially shaded conditions, may result in the decrease in

efficiency of the PV system (due to the losses in converters). The problem of DMPPT

regarding requirement of large number of DC-DC converters along with MPPT controls

and sensors can be solved by using limited DMPPT method.

In limited DMPPT approach ‘x’ modules are connected in parallel with a single boost

converter as shown in Fig.4.4. The main benefit of parallel connected PV module is that

even if the modules in the parallel assembly receive different irradiance, the voltages

corresponding to their MPPs are nearly the same. Hence, by regulating the voltage across

the parallel assembly (referred as tie) around this voltage all the modules can be made to

operate near to their individual MPPs. Thus, the single DC-DC converter can regulate the

output voltage of the tie near to this voltage corresponding to MPP, forcing all the modules

to operate around their MPP. However, boost or buck-boost converter has limited gain.

Hence, it requires series connection of several such parallel assemblies.
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FIGURE 4.4 PV system with limited DMPPT feature.

If the gain of DC-DC converter (step up converter) is kg, the number of such ties for x×y

PV modules can be computed from (4.5).

=   ×  
(4.5)

The number of ties and converters can further be reduced, if two-stage boosting as shown

in Fig. 4.4 is employed. In two-stage boosting, each converter of the first stage (associated

with individual assembly) is independently controlled to extract the maximum power from

that group. The second-stage converter referred as ‘Main Boost Converter’ regulates the

voltage vdc. If all the converters are considered to operate with nearly the same gain kg, the

number of converters can be computed from (4.6). For the sake of simplicity, the control

scheme is not shown in the Fig.4.4.

=  
 ×  

(4.6)

For the same number of PV modules, various configuration of PV array with centralized

MPPT, various configurations of DMPPT and limited DMMPT are derived from the

generalized structures of Figs. 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. These configurations are

evaluated under uniform as well as non-uniform conditions with respect to their

performance in  terms  of  the  power  yield and efficiency of the overall system. The next

section presents simulation results for these various configurations.
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4.5 Simulation results

PV array comprising of total 80 SOLAREX-MSX60 PV modules is considered for

evaluating the performance of various configurations of PV array, DMPPT and limited

DMPPT approaches discussed in the previous sections. The PV system feeds the power to

the 3-phase, 415V, 50Hz grid. The voltage Vdc at the input of inverter is regulated at 700V.

Various irradiance patterns are considered to evaluate DMPPT and limited DMPPT

approaches. Uniform operating conditions (1000W/m2 and 25°C) are considered for all PV

modules till t=0-3s. To test the performance under non-uniform conditions, different

irradiance patterns are considered for different time intervals.  During the period t=3-5.5s it

is considered that the modules 21 through 30 and modules 31 through 40 receive irradiance

of 0.5 kW/m2 and 0.3kW/m2, respectively while remaining modules receive 1kW/m2

during period t=3-5.5s. This is indicated by irradiance pattern (i) in Fig. 4.5 and Table 4.1.

Other irradiance patterns considered for the simulation study for the periods t=5.5-8s and

t>8s are mentioned in Fig. 4.5 and Table 4.1.

FIGURE 4.5 Irradiance (in kW/m2) on PV modules at different time intervals
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Table 4.1 Irradiance in (kW/m2) on PV modules at different time intervals

PV modules t = 3 – 5.5 s
Pattern (i)

t = 5.5 – 8 s
Pattern (ii)

t = 8 – 10 s
Pattern (iii)

PV 1 – PV 4 1 0.5 0.5
PV 5 – PV 20 1 1 1

PV 21 – PV 30 0.5 0.5 0.5
PV 31 – PV 40 0.3 0.3 0.3
PV 41- PV 50 1 1 1
PV 51 – PV 60 1 1 0.8
PV 61 – PV 80 1 1 1

The inverter specifications and the control logic for the inverters are kept the same for the

comparison of DMPPT approaches. P&O algorithm is used to track the MPPT and boost

DC-DC converter(s) is employed for all approaches to have uniformity in comparison. The

results showing the effect of level of DMPPT on the output power of the PV system is

presented in the following sub-sections.

4.5.1 PV array configuration

For evaluating the performance of PV array configurations under various uniform and non-

uniform operating conditions, a two-stage system is considered. First stage employs a

boost converter which is fed by the PV array (that may have either of AWOBD, AWBD or

TCT configurations). The second stage consists of a 3-phase, two-level, bridge inverter,

which acts as an interface between the DC-DC converter and the grid.

As at high gain (i.e. corresponding to high duty cycle) the efficiency of the boost converter

decreases, the gain of DC-DC converter is considered as 2.5 to determine the number of

PV modules in a string. Hence, to achieve output voltage of Vdc=700V with converter’s

gain as 2.5, n=16 PV modules are required in a string.  Thus, the array comprises of 5

strings each with 16 modules in series (n=16 and m=5 for 80 PV modules). The relative

comparison of the total power extracted from 80 PV modules (Ppv), power supplied to the

grid (P) and the efficiency of the PV system (η = P/Pmax) are mentioned in the Table 4.2

for the various array configurations (AWOBD, AWBD and TCT).

Under uniform insolation conditions for t=0-3s, power extracted from the various PV array

configurations (AWOBD, AWBD and TCT) are same (4800W). However, the power

supplied to the grid by the PV system is 4500W indicating loss of 260W due to inaccuracy

of MPPT and the power loss the converter and inverter. Addition of bypass diodes to the
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AWOBD configuration (i.e. the AWBD configuration) improves the efficiency. The

efficiency of the system (η) with AWBD configuration increases by 3.7%, 6.3% and 1.3%

for non-uniform irradiation patterns (i) through (iii), respectively over that of AWOBD.

The presence of bypass diodes results into multiple peaks, and hence, the MPPT may get

trapped at local peak for AWBD. Thus, the inability of the conventional MPPT technique

to track the global peak and the losses in bypass diodes (in addition to the losses in

converter and inverter) are the reasons for not having very high efficiency.

The TCT configuration (without bypass diodes) shows about 9.83%, 20.78% and 20.83%

higher efficiency than that of AWBD for pattern (i) through (iii), respectively. AWBD and

TCT perform better than that of AWBOD. In all of the cases, TCT gives even better output

than AWBD. The main advantage of having a large single array (AWOBD, AWBD or

TCT) with a centralized converter is the requirement of a just one DC-DC converter, which

offers the simplicity and the least cost.

Fig. 4.6 shows the duty-cycle and the power supplied to the grid for various shading

pattern considered. It is observed that the duty cycle of the converters for the various array

configuration increases under non-uniform insolation conditions.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 4.6  Performance with different array configurations: (a) Duty cycles (b) Power supplied to the grid

As observed from Fig. 4.6(b), output power of the system (power supplied to the grid and

load) with TCT configuration is higher than that obtained with AWBOD and AWBD. The

output current, voltage and power of the PV array for TCT configuration are shown in

Figs.4.7(a) through (c) for various shading patterns considered. The output power of PV

array under uniform insolation condition for t=0-3s is 4760W. However, output power of

PV inverter which is supplied to grid and load is 4520W as shown in Fig.4.7(d). The power

loss of 240W is due to the power loss in the converter and inverter. Under non-uniform or
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partially shaded condition(t>3s), the active power supplied by the PV array decrease and

hence the power supplied to the grid decreases. Figs. 4.7(e) and (f) show the three-phase

grid current and grid voltage, respectively. As the voltage at the point of common coupling

(PCC) is established by the stiff grid the voltage at the PCC remains constant. Hence, with

the variation in irradiance or due to shading the magnitude of the grid current magnitude

varies in accordance to the available power from the PV system.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
FIGURE 4.7 Waveforms of (a) output current of PV array, (b) output voltage of PV array, (c) output power
of PV array, (d) active power of grid,load and inverter, (e) three phase grid current and (f) threee phase grid
voltage

4.5.2 DMPPT

In DMPPT, each PV module is connected with a dedicated DC-DC converter as shown in

Fig. 4.3. Thus, 80 PV modules with 80 boost converters with their MPPT algorithms are

used. Four different cases having different values of n and m (where n= number of boost

converters in series and m= number of such strings) such that n × m = 80, are evaluated.
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Table 4.2 Output Power & Efficiency for Different types of a PV Array Configuration

t = 0 – 3 sec t = 3 – 5.5 sec t = 5.5 – 8 sec t = 8 – 10 sec

Ppv P η (%) D Ppv P η (%) d Ppv P η (%) d Ppv P η (%) D
Pmax 4800 - - - 4080 - - - 3960 - - - 3840 - - -
Maximum power extraction with PV array configuration .
AWOBD 4760 4520 94.2 0.62  4040 3050 74.75 0.64 3918 2350 59.34 0.68 3800 2400 62.5 0.65

AWBD 4760 4520 94.2 0.62 4040 3200 78.4 0.65 3918 2600 65.7 0.71 3800 2450 63.8 0.71

TCT 4760 4520 94.2 0.62 4040 3600 88.23 0.62 3918 3425 86.48 0.61 3800 3250 84.63 0.61
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The boost converter’s parameters are shown in Table 4.3. The switching frequency (fs) for

all the converters are considered as 20kHz

In DMPPT technique as each module has its dedicated converter, the switch must be rated

for the current that is equal to the Isc of the PV module (3.8A). Hence, the MOSFET with

current rating higher than 3.8A must be selected. One of such MOSFETs is IRF-510

having ratings VDS=100V, ID=5.6A and on-state resistance RDS(ON)=0.54ohm. Other

MOSFETs MTP3055E or BUZ71A with 12A current rating and RDS(ON)= 0.1ohm  can be

the alternative due to their low on-state resistances. In the simulation study BUZ71A is

considered to have higher efficiency of the system.
Table 4.3 Ratings of components for Boost converter used for DMPPT

Component Specifications
Inductor 2.5mH with internal resistance, RL= 0.001Ω
MOSFET
BUZ71A

On state resistance, Ron=0.1Ω
Turn-on delay time, td(on)=20ns
Rise time, tr=65ns
Turn-off delay time, td(off)=70ns
Fall time, tf=35ns

Diode Forward voltage drop,VD=0.8V
On state resistance,RD=0.001Ω

4.5.2.1 Case 1 : m=4 and n=20

Four strings (m=4) each having twenty (n=20) series-connected DC-DC boost converters

are considered in parallel as shown in Fig. 4.3. Strings 1 through 4 consist of dc-dc

converters 1-20, 21-40, 41-60 and 61-80, respectively. d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6 and d7 are the

duty cycles of the converters associated with PV1-PV4, PV5-PV20, PV21-PV30, PV31-

PV40, PV41-PV50, PV51-PV60 and PV61-PV80, respectively.

As Vdc=700V is desired, output voltage of all the DC-DC converters at uniform irradiance

condition is approximately 35V (=700/20). Each boost converter hence, operates at duty

cycle of 0.53 under uniform operating conditions. However, the duty cycle of the

converters vary with the different irradiance patterns shown Fig. 4.5. Fig. 4.8(a) shows the

variation of the duty-cycles of the converters di while Fig.4.8(b) shows the power supplied

to the grid for the different irradiance patterns.

At t=0.3s, when the irradiance on the modules PV21-PV30 and PV31-PV40 decreases to

0.5kW/m2 and 0.3kW/m2 respectively, d3 and d4 changes to operate at the new MPPs of
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these shaded modules. As Vdc is regulated and as the converters connected in series must

supply the same current in spite of different power generated by the PV modules, the

output voltage of relatively more shaded module must be less than that of lesser shaded

module. Hence, the control algorithm must decrease the duty cycle of the converters of the

modules having relatively more shading, while increase the duty cycle of the converters of

the modules having higher irradiance (i.e. lesser shading). Hence, duty cycle d3 of the

converters associated with PV modules PV21-PV30 increases to 0.63, while duty cycle d4

of the converters associated with PV modules PV31-PV40 decreases to 0.39. At t=5.5s

when irradiance pattern (ii) comes into effect, the duty cycle d1 of converters associated

with shaded PV modules PV1-PV4 reduces to 0.175 while d2 of converters of unshaded

PV modules PV5-PV20 to 0.58 to tap maximum power from the string and to regulate the

output voltage of the string at 700V. On the similar lines with irradiance pattern (iii), d5

increases to 0.58 while d6 decreases to 0.47. Duty cycle of the converters of PV modules

PV61-PV80 remains constant (=0.53) throughout.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 4.8 Performance with DMPPT – case 1: (a) Duty cycles (b) Power supplied to the grid

4.5.2.2  Case 2 : m=5 and n=16

Five strings (m=5) each having sixteen (n=16) series-connected DC-DC converters are

considered for this case. Strings 1 through 5 comprises of boost converters associated with

modules 1-16, 17-32, 33-48, 49-64 and 64-80, respectively. The variations in the duty

cycles di of the converters for the various irradiance patterns shown in Fig. 4.5 are listed in

Table 4.4. Fig. 4.9 shows the variations of the duty cycles of the boost converters and the

power supplied to the grid for the various irradiance patterns shown in Table 4.1.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 4.9 Performance with DMPPT – case 2: (a) Duty cycles (b) Power supplied to the grid

Table 4.4 Duty cycles of converters the for Case 2- (DMPPT)

Duty cycle
di

PV modules String number di  for different intervals
0-3s 3-5.5s 5.5-8s 8s-10s

d1 1-4 1 0.62 0.62 0.35 0.35
d2 5-16 1 0.62 0.62 0.67 0.67
d3 17-20 2 0.62 0.76 0.76 0.76
d4 21-30 2 0.62 0.54 0.54 0.54
d5 31-32 2 0.62 0.25 0.25 0.25
d6 33-40 3 0.62 0.21 0.21 0.21
d7 41-48 3 0.62 0.76 0.76 0.76
d8 49-50

61-64
4 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.67

d9 51-60 4 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.59
d10 65-80 5 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

4.5.2.3  Case 3 : m=8 and n=10

In this case, cascaded connected converters in a string are reduced to ten (n=10). Hence,

eight strings (m=8), each with ten (n=10) converters in series are required for 80 PV

modules. String 1,2,3,…8 comprises of converters 1-10, 11-20, 21-30,…,71-80,

respectively. Output voltage of all the converters under uniform irradiance conditions is

approximately 70V (=700/10). Duty cycle of each converter is 0.76 at uniform irradiance

condition. The variation in the duty cycles di of the converters corresponding to the various

irradiance pattern shown in Fig. 4.5 are listed in Table 4.5 and shown in Fig. 4.10(a). The

power supplied to the grid is shown in Fig. 4.10(b).

(a) (b)

FIGURE 4.10 Performance with DMPPT – case 3: (a) Duty cycles (b) Power supplied to the grid
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Table 4.5 Duty cycles of converters the for Case 3- (DMPPT)

Duty cycle
di

PV modules String number di  for different intervals
0-3s 3-5.5s 5.5-8s 8s-10s

d1 1-4 1 0.76 0.76 0.63 0.63
d2 5-10 1 0.76 0.76 0.81 0.81
d3 11-20 2 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76
d4 21-30 3 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76
d5 31-40 4 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76
d6 41-50 5 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76
d7 51-60 6 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76
d8 61-70 7 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76
d9 71-80 8 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76

4.5.2.4  Case 4 : m=10 and n=8

Ten strings (m=10), each with eight(n=8) series-connected converters are considered for

this case as shown in Fig. 4.3. Thus, strings 1,2,3,… 9 and 10 comprises of converters 1-8,

9-16, 17-24,… 64-72 and 73-80, respectively. Output voltage of all the converters under

uniform conditions is approximately 87.5V (=700/8). Duty cycle of each converter is 0.81

at uniform irradiance condition. The variation in the duty cycles di of the converters

corresponding to the various irradiance pattern shown in Fig. 4.5 are listed in Table 4.6 and

shown in Fig. 4.11(a) while the power supplied to the grid is shown in Fig. 4.11(b).

Table 4.6 Duty cycles of converters the for Case 4- (DMPPT)

Duty cycle
di

PV modules String
number

di  for different intervals
0-3s 3-5.5s 5.5-8s 8s-10s

d1 1-4 1 0.81 0.81 0.72 0.72
d2 5-8 1 0.81 0.81 0.86 0.86
d3 9-16 2 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81
d4 17-20 3 0.81 0.86 0.86 0.86
d5 21-24 3 0.81 0.72 0.72 0.72
d6 25-30 4 0.81 0.83 0.83 0.83
d7 31-32 4 0.81 0.72 0.72 0.72
d8 33-40 5 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81
d9 41-48 6 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81
d10 49-50 7 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.835
d11 51-56 7 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.795
d12 57-60 8 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.79
d13 61-64 8 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.83
d14 65-72 9 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81
d15 73-80 10 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81

The relative comparison of the performance for these four different cases, in terms of total

power extracted from 80 PV modules (Ppv), power supplied to the grid (P) and the

efficiency of the PV system (η = P/Pmax) are summarized in the Table 4.7. The efficiency

is around 93.8% for the first two cases. It is observed that the shading does not have much

effect on the efficiency of the system. Also, the duty cycle of all the converters is always
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(a)  (b)

FIGURE 4.11 Performance with DMPPT – case 4: (a) Duty cycles (b) Power supplied to the grid

less than 0.63 for case (i). For case (ii) also most of the converters (except converters 17

through 20 and 41 through 48 i.e. total ten converters as observed from Table 4.4) have

their duty cycle well below 0.65 for most of the times. Unlike these two cases, all the

converters for cases 3 and 4 operate at high duty cycles as observed from Tables 4.5 and

4.6 and Figs. 4.10 and 4.11.

The duty cycle at which the converter operates greatly affects the conduction losses

(Pcon_loss) and hence, the efficiency of the dc-dc converter as indicated by (4.7).  The

equation is obtained from the steady-state DC equivalent model of the boost converter [79]

  _ = _ ( +  +  (1 − ) ) (4.7)

where d =duty cycle of the boost converter, Iavg_i= average (DC) input current of the

converter and kr is the parameter that depends on the ripple. Its value varies from 1 (for

zero ripple in the input current) to 1.3333 (for the ripple equal to Iavg_i  in the input current).

Thus, as the duty cycle of the boost converter increases, it increases the first term of (4.7).

In addition, if duty cycle d becomes too large, the ripple in the inductor current increases,

resulting into a higher value of kr. RD is usually too small and hence, the last term does not

affect much.  As a result, the efficiency of the converter reduces as duty cycle increases as

is observed from Table 4.7. Under uniform insolation conditions, for cases (iii) and (iv), all

the converters operate at duty cycles of 0.76 and 0.81, respectively against the duty cycles

of 0.53 and 0.62 for the cases (i) and (ii), respectively. Hence, a reduction is observed in

the efficiency for the cases (iii) and (iv), for which the converters operate with high duty

cycle. Further, high duty cycles result into higher current/voltage stresses on the

components of the converters and also lead to increase in electromagnetic interference

(EMI).
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As seen from table - 4.6, the duty cycle of DC-DC converter 17 is 0.81 till 0-3s of uniform

insolation conditions and 0.86 from 3-5.5s is due to shading of some PV modules.

Fig. 4.12 shows voltage and power drop across Inductor, MOSFET and diode components

of Boost converter. It has been observed that by increasing duty cycle voltage stress across

components increases and hence power drop across components increases.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIGURE 4.12 Waveforms of voltage and power drop across : (a)-(b) Inductor, (c)-(d) MOSFET and (e)-(f)

Diode.

Another loss component that affects the efficiency is the switching loss. The switching loss

of the power semiconductor device (MOSFET) is dependent on the turn-on (ton) and turn-

off time (toff) of the device, the switching frequency (fs), voltage across the switch (Vsw) and

the current through it, as represented by (4.8).

     _ = 0.5  + (4.8)
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In addition to these losses, the losses due to the diode reverse recovery Pd_loss also plays a

significant role in deciding the efficiency of the system. It can be calculated using (4.9).

_ = _   +  (4.9)

where Vconv is the output voltage of the converter, trr is the reverse recovery period and Qr

is the reverse recovery charge. The values for trr and Qr are considered as 60ns and 200nC,

respectively for the loss calculation [79].

Using (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) _ , _  and Pd_loss for the device (for case (i) of

uniform insolation condition) turns out to be 0.669W, 0.232W and 0.287W, respectively.

For calculating conduction losses value of kr =1.0033 is considered assuming 10% ripple in

the current. Hence, for 80 converters the total loss in the Power MOSFETs and diodes is

95.04W. The efficiency of the inverter is around 96.5%, resulting into total theoretical

output of 4501.72W, which is in line with the simulation results tabulated in the Table 4.7.

The variations from the simulation results may be due to the exclusion of losses in stray

capacitance, snubber losses and approximation in the value of kr (that depends on ripple).

4.5.3 Limited DMPPT

The number of converters and cost can be minimized by limiting the principle of DMPPT

and applying two stage boosting as discussed in the previous section. The effect of number

of PV modules (x) in parallel and number of such assemblies (y) in series for x×y PV

modules on the output power of the PV system and duty cycle of DC-DC converters are

presented in the following sub-sections.

The parameters for first and second-stage boost converters are mentioned in Table-4.8.

MOSFET, PSMN7R0-100PS, which has on state resistance of 6.8mΩ, is considered as the

power switch for the first-stage boost converters. Its voltage and current ratings are 100V

and 100A, respectively. For second stage boost converter, two MOSFETs

IPW65R080CFD, each having 80A current capacity, are operated in parallel as the

switching device. The second-stage boost converter is operated with constant duty cycle of

around 0.68. Hence, voltage required at the input terminals of second stage boost converter

is around 230V for achieving vdc=700V. All the boost converters are operated at 20 kHz

switching frequency (fs).
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Table 4.7 Output power and efficiency for different DMPPT configurations.

t = 0 – 3 sec t = 3 – 5.5 sec t = 5.5 – 8 sec t = 8 – 10 sec

Ppv P η (%) dmax Ppv P η (%) dmax Ppv P η (%) dmax Ppv P η (%) dmax

Pmax 4800 - - - 4080 - - - 3960 - - - 3840 - - -
Maximum power extraction with DMPPT
m=4,
n=20 4760 4500 93.75 0.53 4040 3810 93.38 0.63 3918 3695 93.30 0.63 3800 3580 93.22 0.63

m=5,
n=16 4760 4490 93.54 0.62 4040 3800 93.13 0.76 3918 3685 93.05 0.76 3800 3570 92.96 0.76

m=8,
n=10 4760 4440 92.50 0.76 4040 3750 91.9 0.76 3915 3625 91.5 0.8 3800 3500 91.1 0.8

m=10,
n=8 4760 4400 91.67 0.81 4040 3700 90.7 0.83 3915 3575 90.3 0.85 3800 3450 89.8 0.85
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Table 4.8 Component Specification for the Boost converter for Limited DMPPT

Component Specifications
Inductor 2.5mH with internal resistance, RL= 0.001Ω
MOSFET
PSMN7R0-100PS
(first stage)

On state resistance, Ron=6.8mΩ
Turn-on delay time, td(on)=34.6ns
Rise time, tr=45.6ns
Turn-off delay time, td(off)=103.9ns
Fall time, tf=49.5ns

MOSFET
IPW65R080CFD
(second stage)

On state resistance, Ron=0.04Ω
Turn-on delay time, td(on)=20ns
Rise time, tr=18ns
Turn-off delay time, td(off)=85ns
Fall time, tf=6ns

Diode Forward voltage drop, VD=0.8V
On state resistance, RD =0.001Ω

4.5.3.1  Case 1 : x=20 and y=4

Four primary converters (y=4) each having twenty (x=20) PV modules connected in

parallel are considered for this case. With x=20 and y=4 for the system shown in Fig. 4.4,

total five converters are required, four for MPPT (primary) and the fifth for second level

boosting to achieve the desired voltage Vdc=700V. The input voltage of second-stage boost

converter is same as the output voltage of cascade connected first-stage boost converters. It

is around 230V. Thus, each of the four cascaded converters must provide about

57.5(=230/y)V. Hence, under uniform irradiance conditions, voltage gain and duty cycle of

first-stage boost converter is around 3.38 and around 0.7, respectively.

As x=20 and y=4 modules, PV1-PV20, PV21-PV40, PV41-PV60 and PV61-PV80

are connected in parallel at the input terminals of DC-DC converters 1,2,3 and 4,

respectively. Table 4.9 and Fig. 4.13(a) show the variation in the duty cycles di of the

converters corresponding to the various irradiance pattern shown in Fig. 4.5. Duty cycle for

all the converters is 0.7 at uniform irradiance condition. At t=3s, shading occurs on PV

modules 21-40. Due to this duty cycle of DC-DC converter-2 (d2) reduces to 0.37, while

that of all other converters increase to regulate the resultant output voltage of the four

cascaded converters to 230V. Further at t=5.5s, PV1-PV4 also gets shaded resulting into

the decrease of d1 (to 0.72) and simultaneous increase of d2, d3 and d4 to 0.39, 0.75 and

0.75, respectively. Similarly, at t=8s the shading of PV51-PV60 causes d3 to decrease

while duty cycles d1, d2 and d4 of other converters to increase. Fig. 4.13(b) shows power

supplied to the grid for three different irradiance patterns considered.
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Table 4.9 Duty cycles of first-stage converters for Case 1- (Limited DMPPT)

Duty cycle
di

PV modules DC-DC
converter

di  for different intervals
0-3s 3-5.5s 5.5-8s 8s-10s

d1 1-20 1 0.7 0.745 0.72 0.73
d2 21-40 2 0.7 0.37 0.39 0.405
d3 41-60 3 0.7 0.74 0.75 0.73
d4 61-80 4 0.7 0.74 0.75 0.76

(a) (b)

FIGURE 4.13 Performance with Limited DMPPT – case 1: (a) Duty cycles (b) Power supplied to the grid

4.5.3.2  Case 2 : x=16 and y=5

Instead of x=20 and y=4, if x=16 and y=5 are considered for the system shown in Fig. 4.4,

five primary converters (y=5), each having sixteen (x=16) PV modules connected in

parallel are needed. Hence, total six converters are required, five for MPPT and the sixth

for second level boosting to achieve the desired voltage Vdc=700V. Modules PV1-PV16,

PV17-PV32, PV33-PV48, PV49-PV64 and PV65-PV80 are connected in parallel at the

input terminals of DC-DC converters 1,2,3,4 and 5, respectively. Each of the five cascaded

converters provide about 46(=230/y)V. Hence, under uniform irradiance conditions, ideal

(theoretical) voltage gain and duty cycle of first-stage boost converter are around 2.71 and

0.631, respectively.

The variation in the duty cycles di of the converters corresponding to the various irradiance

pattern shown in Fig. 4.5 are listed in Table 4.10 and shown in Fig. 4.14(a). Irradiance on

PV modules, which are connected with DC-DC converters 1, 4 and 5 do not vary much.

Hence, their duty cycle remain nearly the same. However, the duty cycles of the converters

2 and 3, which are connected with modules experiencing higher shading, reduces

significantly. Fig. 4.14(b) shows power supplied to grid for different time intervals
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. Table 4.10 Duty cycles of first-stage converters for Case 2- (Limited DMPPT)

Duty cycle
di

PV modules DC-DC converter di for different intervals
0-3s 3-5.5s 5.5-8s 8s-10s

d1 1-16 1 0.63 0.68 0.645 0.655
d2 17-32 2 0.63 0.47 0.48 0.5
d3 33-48 3 0.63 0.51 0.52 0.535
d4 49-64 4 0.63 0.68 0.69 0.65
d5 65-80 5 0.63 0.68 0.69 0.695

(a) (b)

FIGURE 4.14 Performance with Limited DMPPT – case 2: (a) Duty cycles (b) Power supplied to the grid

4.5.3.3  Case 3 : x=10 and y=8

This case considers eight primary converters (y=8) each having ten (x=10) PV modules

connected in parallel. Thus, 9 converters are required, eight for MPPT and ninth for the

second level boosting to achieve the desired voltage vdc=700V. Parallel connected modules

PV1-PV10, PV11-PV20, PV21-PV30, ….. , PV71-PV80 are connected in parallel at the

input terminals of DC-DC converters 1,2,3,….., 8, respectively.  Each of the eight

cascaded converters provide about 28.75(=230/y)V. Hence, under uniform irradiance

conditions, ideal(theoretical) voltage gain and duty cycle of first stage boost converter are

around 1.69 and 0.41 respectively.

The variation in the duty cycles di of the converters corresponding to the various irradiance

pattern shown in Fig. 4.5 are listed in Table 4.11 and shown in Fig. 4.15(a).  Under

uniform insolation conditions for t=0-3s, the duty cycles of all converters is 0.41. At t=3s,

insolation on the modules PV21-PV30 and PV31-PV40, connected with converters 3 and

4, respectively reduce to 0.3kW/m2 and 0.5kW/m2. As the power (and current) produced

by the parallel assemblies formed by these PV modules is significantly less than that of

other parallel assemblies, the duty cycles of the converters associated with these
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parallel assemblies must be lowered significantly to maintain the same current at the output

of all the converters. Hence, the duty cycles of converters 3 and 4 decrease and are limited

to 0.05, which is set as the minimum duty-cycle for the converters. As the converters 3 and

4 are forced to operate in such a way that they maintain the same current at the output of

the cascaded converters, the operation of the converters shift away from the MPP resulting

into the decrease in the total output power.

Table 4.11 Duty cycles of first-stage converters for Case 3- (Limited DMPPT)

Duty
cycle

di

PV modules DC-DC
converter

di  for different intervals
0-3s 3-5.5s 5.5-8s 8s-10s

d1 1-10 1 0.41 0.51 0.41 0.43
d2 11-20 2 0.41 0.51 0.525 0.54
d3 21-30 3 0.41 0.05 0.06 0.09
d4 31-40 4 0.41 0.05 0.05 0.05
d5 41-50 5 0.41 0.51 0.525 0.54
d6 51-60 6 0.41 0.51 0.525 0.43
d7 61-70 7 0.41 0.51 0.525 0.54
d8 71-80 8 0.41 0.51 0.525 0.54

(a) (b)

FIGURE 4.15 Performance with Limited DMPPT – case 3: (a) Duty cycles (b) Power supplied to the grid

Fig. 4.15 shows duty cycle of DC-DC converter and power extracted to grid for case-3. It

is observed that, as all the PV modules connected in parallel with DC-DC converters 2,5,7

and 8 receive irradiance of 1kW/m2 throughout, the duty cycles of these converters are

equal. The power obtained under uniform insolation conditions for this case is slightly

higher than the previous two cases. However, as the equalization of the output current

forces some of the converters to operate away from the MPP, the output power is much

lesser (than that obtained for previous two cases) under non-uniform insolation conditions.

Fig. 4.15(b) shows the power supplied to grid for different irradiance patterns. The output

power and efficiency for various insolation conditions is tabulated in Table 4.13.
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4.5.3.4  Case 4 : x=8 and y=10

With x=8 and y=10 for the system shown in Fig. 4.4, total 11 converters are required, ten

for MPPT and eleventh for second level boosting. PV modules PV1-PV8, PV9-PV18,

PV19-PV27,….. PV73-PV80 are connected in parallel at the input terminals of DC-DC

converters 1,2,3,….., 10, respectively.  Each of the ten cascaded converters provide about

23(=230/y)V. Hence, under uniform irradiance conditions, ideal(theoretical) voltage gain

and duty cycle of first-stage boost converters are around 1.35  and 0.26, respectively. The

variation in the duty cycles di of the converters corresponding to the various irradiance

pattern shown in Fig. 4.5 are listed in Table 4.12 and shown in Fig. 4.16(a).

At t=3s, shading occurs on PV modules 21-30 (0.5kW/m2) and 31-40(0.3kW/m2). Due to

this duty cycle of DC-DC converters 4 and 5(d4 and d5) reduce and are limited to the

minimum value of 0.05. Hence, just as mentioned in the previous case, it results into the

decrease in the efficiency of the system. Fig.4.16(b) shows the power supplied to grid for

different time intervals corresponding to the three different irradiance patterns.

Table 4.12 Duty cycles of first-stage converters for Case 4- (Limited DMPPT)

Duty cycle
di

PV modules DC-DC
converter

di for different intervals
0-3s 3-5.5s 5.5-8s 8s-10s

d1 1-8 1 0.26 0.42 0.255 0.28
d2 9-16 2 0.26 0.42 0.44 0.46
d3 17-24 3 0.26 0.23 0.255 0.28
d4 25-32 4 0.26 0.05 0.05 0.05
d5 33-40 5 0.26 0.05 0.05 0.05
d6 41-48 6 0.26 0.42 0.44 0.46
d7 49-54 7 0.26 0.42 0.44 0.365
d8 55-64 8 0.26 0.42 0.44 0.395
d9 65-72 9 0.26 0.42 0.44 0.46
d10 73-80 10 0.26 0.42 0.44 0.46

Table 4.13 shows output power of the entire system for various limited DMPPT

approaches when operating with different irradiance patterns. It is observed that under

uniform insolation conditions, the efficiency with limited DMPPT is much lesser than that

obtained with AWBD, AWBOD and TCT as shown in Table 4.2.

However, under non-uniform insolation conditions significant increase is observed in the

efficiency as compared to that of AWBD, AWBOD and TCT. It is observed from
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 4.16 Performance with Limited DMPPT – case 4: (a) Duty cycles (b) Power supplied to the grid

from Table 4.13 that the efficiency for uniform insolation conditions is marginally higher

for cases-3 and 4 as compared to that of cases-1 and 2. However, the efficiency for cases-3

and 4 is significantly lower than that registered with cases-1 and 2 for non-uniform

insolation conditions (i.e. for t>3s). This is due to the reason that the converters associated

with the shaded modules are forced to operate at low output voltage to maintain high

output current, which is required to have the same current at the output of the series

connected converters. As a result, the converters (especially those that are connected with

highly shaded PV modules) may not operate at the real MPP of the associated PV

assembly.

It is also observed that the efficiency obtained with the limited DMPPT configuration is

around 89%, which is about 4-5% lesser than that obtained with the DMPPT approach. The

reason for the lower efficiency is the higher current and the voltage that switch has to

handle. The higher voltage and current to be handled increases all the three types of losses

(represented by (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9)) . The value of trr and Qr is considered double than

the previous case due to the increase in the device (diode) rating. With kr=1.0033 (for 10%

ripple in current), from (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9), the conduction loss, switching loss and diode

reverse recovery loss (for the case-1 under uniform insolation conditions) for each of first-

stage converters are 29.79W, 9.4W and 10.12W, respectively while that for the second-

stage converters are 11.36W, 17.99W and 39.08W, respectively. Thus, the total loss in the

DC-DC converters is around 265.67W which is much higher than that observed with the

DMPPT approach (95.04W). Hence, the overall efficiency of the system is 3-4% lower.

The difference could however, be minimized by selecting the diodes with lower RD, trr and

Qr and the power MOSFETs having low Ron.
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Table 4.13 Output power and efficiency for different Limited DMPPT configurations.

t = 0 – 3 sec t = 3 – 5.5 sec t = 5.5 – 8 sec t = 8 – 10 sec

Ppv P η (%) dmax Ppv P η (%) dmax Ppv P η (%) dmax Ppv P η (%) dmax

Pmax 4800 - - - 4080 - - - 3960 - - - 3840 - - -

Maximum power extraction with different levels of DMPPT

x=20,
y=4 4760 4300 89.58 0.7 4025 3625 88.84 0.75 3900 3500 88.38 0.75 3780 3390 88.28 0.76

x=16,
y=5 4760 4315 89.90 0.62 4030 3650 89.50 0.68 3910 3535 89.27 0.69 3790 3425 89.20 0.7

x=10,
y=8 4760 4325 90.10 0.41 3860 3460 84.80 0.51 3740 3360 84.84 0.52 3620 3250 84.60 0.54

x=8,
y=10 4760 4330 90.20 0.26 3690 3300 80.88 0.42 3568 3175 80.18 0.44 3450 3075 80.07 0.46
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Table 4.14 shows comparison of the all approaches in terms of number of converters, cost,

complexity of design and control etc. System-efficiency below 85% is considered as less,

that between 85% and 90% is considered as a medium while that above and around 90% is

considered higher for the comparative analysis.

Table 4.14 Comparison of Different approaches

Approach for extracting
maximum power

Type/Number of
Converters

Cost Complexity System-efficiency
Uniform

conditions
Non-

uniform
conditions

AWOBD/AWBD/TCT Boost (1) Less Simple High Less
DMPPT Boost (80) High complex High High

Limited DMPPT feature:
x=20, y=4

Boost (5) Medium Simple Medium Medium

Limited DMPPT feature:
x=16, y=5

Boost (6) Medium Simple Medium Medium

Limited DMPPT feature:
x=10, y=8

Boost (9) Medium Simple High Less

Limited DMPPT feature:
x=8, y=10

Boost (11) Medium Simple High Less

4.6 Summary

The performance of PV system is greatly influenced by non-uniform operating conditions,

especially when the different modules receive different irradiance levels. Under these

conditions, the overall efficiency of the PV system varies with the type of array

configuration, MPPT technique (conventional or GMPPT), type and number of converters

employed, etc. Single centralized converter-based PV system proves to be better under

uniform insolation conditions irrespective of the array configuration as it requires the least

components, complexity and cost. However, under non-uniform conditions, the system

efficiency reduces significantly.

The DMPPT approach is the best solution for such non-uniform operating conditions for

increasing the output power. The simulation and the analysis show that just associating a

converter with each PV module is not sufficient. The DMPPT configuration should be

designed such that the operating duty cycle of the converters must not reach to a high

value. For the same number of PV modules, the DMPPT configuration, which results into

less strings and more number of series connected converters, is preferred as it results into

the least conduction as well as the switching loss in the converter.
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The limited DMPPT approach, where the DMPPT concept is applied to a certain extent

only, minimizes the overall cost of the system as the number of converters required is

significantly less. Based on the level to which the DMPPT is applied, different limited

DMPPT configurations are possible. The configuration which has high number of modules

connected in parallel (i.e. with lesser number of converters) is observed to perform better.

Compared to DMPPT, the limited DMPPT has about 4% lower efficiency as all the three

losses (conduction loss, switching loss and diode-reverse recovery loss) increase

significantly. One of the reasons for the lower efficiency is the higher current (that

switches need to handle) arising due to the large number of modules connected in parallel.

As evident from (4.7), the conduction loss is dependent on the duty cycle of the converter,

square of the average inductor current and on state resistance of the MOSFET. Hence,

higher current resulting from the large number of parallel connected modules is the major

attributing factor to the increase in conduction losses. In addition, the higher output voltage

of the individual converter along with the high current results into higher switching losses

as compared to that of the converters in DMPPT. The higher diode reverse recovery losses

is due to the increased trr and Qr associated with the diode of higher power rating. Further,

in limited DMPPT as the number of converters increase, the converter(s) whose PV

parallel assembly is highly shaded may fail to generate the current equal to that of the other

converters. Hence, not only these converters are unable to generate their maximum power,

but also they force other converters to operate at high output voltage and duty-cycle, which

increases losses in this converter. This results into decrease in the overall efficiency of the

system. Thus, if limited DMPPT approach needs to be applied to reduce the cost, the

configuration with more number of modules in parallel must be preferred as it has higher

immunity against  the  shading  i.e. has  better  ability to equalize the current of the series-

connected converters.
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CHAPTER – 5

High Gain Converters

The gap between the actual power supplied to the grid and the maximum power that all the

PV modules would have generated when working independently, can be minimized by

DMPPT or Limited DMPPT approaches to improve the performance of a PV system,

which is likely to operate under partially shaded conditions.  The number of converters and

the associated sensing and measuring circuits and its components required for DMPPT or

Limited DMPPT (discussed in the previous chapter) can be reduced, if the converters are

operated with high gain.

To achieve high voltage gains classical boost and buck-boost converters must be operated

with high duty cycles. But it results in high current and/or voltage stresses in the

components of the converters. Besides the stresses, operating the converters with high duty

cycles may present issues like increased electromagnetic interference (EMI) and reduced

efficiency.  Further, the gain of the boost of buck-boost converters is practically limited

around 3 to 4 due to practical considerations like losses and efficiency. The limited number

of series connected non-isolated DC-DC converters (boost and buck-boost) may not boost

up the voltage to the desired level for the proper functioning of the inverter employed as

grid interface[80]. This limitation can be overcome by employing high-gain converters

[81]-[82]. The high gain can be obtained with transformer for isolated DC-DC converters.

Flyback, forward and push-pull converters, which fall under this category of isolated

transformer based DC-DC converters, are quite popular. One such isolated converter that

derives the features of both boost and flyback converters is integrated boost-flyback

converter (IBFC).  However, the design of transformer for the isolated converters may be

complex and the additional stage may increase the losses, thereby reducing the system

efficiency. The alternative to this isolated converters is to have non-isolated DC-DC

converter  with  high gain. One such non-isolated  DC-DC  converter  with  high  gain  that
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derives the features of boost converters along with multiplier stages is the multiplier-

circuits based high-gain converter (MCHGC).

This chapter presents and evaluates two different high gain converter-based PV systems on

the basis of their capabilities to enhance the power output of a partially shaded array.

The first one is based on the integrated boost-flyback converter (IBFC), which combines

the principle of boost and the flyback converters.  Another PV system is based on the high

gain that employs dual boost converters along with voltage multiplier circuits.

These configurations and the PV system based on these configurations are elaborated next.

5.1 Integrated Boost-Flyback Converter (IBFC).

The integrated boost-flyback converter (IBFC) that derives the features of both boost and

flyback converter is shown in Fig. 5.1(a).  The primary of the transformer having

magnetizing inductance Lm, diode Dboost and the MOSFET switch S form the boost

converter, while the transformer, switch S and diode D1 / D2 form the flyback converter.

Thus, as the principles of both the converters are employed together in this converter using

only one switch, it is termed as integrated boost-flyback converter (IBFC). Two secondary

windings are taken for the transformer, to obtain two flyback circuits for enhancing the

boosting capability as shown in Fig. 5.1(a). It is advantageous to operate the converter in

continuous conduction mode, as it results into smaller ripple across the output of PV

module(s), which increases the power extracted from the PV module(s). If Lmcrit is the

inductance corresponding to the operation at the boundary of continuous and discontinuous

conduction, Lm must be greater than Lmcrit to have continuous conduction. The critical

magnetizing inductance Lmcrit, of IBFC converter is given by,

=  
(1 − )

2 _   (1 + )  
(5.1)

where d is duty cycle of switch S, vconv is the output voltage of IBFC, Io_c is output current

of IBFC, fs is switching frequency and N=N2/N1= N3/N1 (N2=N3) is the turns ratio of

transformer. The voltage gain of the IBFC converter shown in Fig.  5.1 is expressed by

(5.2)

=  
1 + 2

1 −
(5.2)
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where Vpv is the output voltage of PV module(s) connected at the input terminals of the

IBFC.  As observed from (5.2), the voltage gain of IBFC is the function of d and N. It is

also evident from (5.2) that the voltage gain is higher than boost or flyback converter

operating independently. The high gain can be achieved by adjusting duty cycle as well as

by keeping N >1. However, (5.2) represents the voltage gain under ideal conditions i.e.

assuming all components of the converter are lossless. The detailed analysis showing the

voltage gain for the devices having on-state (internal resistances) is given in Appendix C.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 5.1  IBFC based PV system:  (a) IBFC (b) Cascaded connected IBFCs

The gain of the single IBFC may not be sufficient to attain the desired voltage Vdc. In IBFC

approach ‘a’ modules are connected in parallel with a single IBFC and such ‘b’ IBFCs are

cascaded i.e. connected in series as shown in Fig. 5.1 (b) to derive high voltage Vdc.

However, IBFC converter ratings are low due to inherent flyback converter that employs a

high frequency transformer. Hence, to achieve high power generally more than one number
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of cascade connected IBFC strings shown in Fig. 5.1(b), are connected in parallel. Duty

cycle of each IBFC is controlled independently to extract the maximum power from the

associated group. The main drawbacks of this method are limited power handling

capability, requirement of high frequency transformers and complexity in designing IBFC

etc.

5.2 Multiplier-Circuits based High-Gain converter (MCHGC)

The above limitations of IBFC can be overcome by employing a non-isolated DC-DC

converter configuration having high gain. Fig. 5.2 shows one such converter. The converter

employs two boost converters along with several voltage multiplier stages. Each voltage

multiplier stage of the multiplier-circuits based high-gain converter (MCHGC) is formed

using a capacitor and a diode to step-up the input voltage. As the converter employs the

features of boost converter, presence of inductor in series with the source results into a

very low ripple in the input current. MCHGC configuration can provide gain as high as 20

by increasing the number of stages. Fig. 5.2 shows MCHGC with five voltage multiplier

(M) stages.

FIGURE 5.2 MCHGC with five voltage multiplier stage.

The operation of the Fig. 5.2 can be divided into three modes. In mode-I both switches

SW1 and SW2 are on as shown in Fig. 5.3(a). Both the inductors are charged from their

input sources Vpv1 and Vpv2. The current in both the inductors rise linearly. The diodes in all

multiplier stages are reverse biased and do not conduct. The voltage multiplier capacitor

voltages remain unchanged and the output diode Do is reverse biased. The load is supplied

by the output capacitor Co during this mode.

In mode-II, switch SW1 is off and SW2 is on as shown in Fig. 5.3(b). All the odd numbered

diodes (D1, D3, D5) are forward biased and the inductor current IL1 flows through them, in
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turn charging the odd numbered capacitors (C1, C3, C5) and discharging the even numbered

capacitors (C2, C4). The output diode Do is reverse biased, and the load is supplied by the

output capacitor Co.

In mode-III, switch SW1 is on and SW2 is off as shown in Fig. 5.3(c). All the even

numbered diodes (D2, D4) are forward biased and the inductor current IL2 flows through

them charging the even numbered capacitors (C2, C4) and discharging the odd numbered

capacitors (C1, C3, C5). The output diode Do is forward biased charging the output

capacitor Co and supplying the load.

(a)

(b)

(c)
FIGURE 5.3  Different modes of operation of five-stage MCHGC (a) Mode-I (b) Mode-II and (c) Mode-III
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The output voltage equation of the converter vconv depends on number of multiplier stage

(M)  and is expressed by (5.3)

    =  
+ 1
2 1 − +

+ 1
2 1 −      for odd M

        =  
+ 2
2 1 − + 2 1 −          for even M

(5.3)

where d1 and d2 are the duty-cycles of switches SW1 and SW2, respectively.

As the converter is derived by combining the two boost converters and multiplier circuits

together, the inductor design is similar to that of boost converter. For operating the boost

converters in continuous conduction mode the inductances L1 and L2 can be computed

using (5.4) and (5.5).

=  ∆    
(5.4)

=  ∆
(5.5)

where ΔIL1 and ΔIL2 are the ripple in currents through L1 and L2 and fs is the switching

frequency.

From (5.3), it is evident that one needs few such converters in series to achieve the desired

value of Vdc.  Fig. 5.4 shows just two such converters connected in series to obtain the

intended Vdc. The duty cycle of the switches can be controlled independently to track the

MPP of the four PV groups feeding the two converters. ‘a’ modules are connected in

parallel with a single PV group and such ‘b’ PV group are connected as shown in Fig. 5.4.

5.3 Simulation Results

The system configuration considered for evaluation of the two high-gain converters

discussed above is the same as shown earlier in Fig. 4.1. in Chapter 4. The ‘PV System’

shown in the system configuration of Fig. 4.1 now considers either the PV array along with

IBFCs (as presented by Fig. 5.1(b)) or PV array along with MCHGCs (as shown in Fig.

5.4). The shading patterns considered for evaluation of IBFC and MCHGC based system

are also considered the same as mentioned in the Table 4.1 (and as represented by Fig. 4.5)
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in chapter 4. To achieve high voltage gains, classical boost and buck-boost converters

require large switching duty ratios. Large duty cycles not only results into high stress on

FIGURE 5.4 PV array with MCHGC.

the components, but also reduces the efficiency significantly. Unlike them, high-gain

converters can operate at low duty cycles and still achieve high voltage. The relative

performance of two such high gain converters in terms of power extracting capability and

efficiency of the overall system under different conditions is presented next.

5.3.1 . Integrated Boost-Flyback Converter (IBFC).

With high gain IBFC connected in series the number of converters required decreases

compared to DMPPT. It further does not require second stage boosting like limited

DMPPT as shown in Fig. 5.1(b). All the IBFC are considered identical i.e. have same

parameters. The turns-ratio of high frequency transformer for each IBFC is taken as 3

while magnetizing inductance (Lm) of high frequency transformer is 9.61mH. The

switching frequency (fs) is considered as 10kHz. The effect of number of PV modules ‘a’

in parallel in a tie across the IBFC, number of such assemblies or IBFCs ‘b’ in series and

number of such strings of IBFC ‘e’  in parallel for a×b×e = 80 PV modules on the output

power of the PV system and duty cycle of IBFCs are presented here.
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The desired voltage Vdc=700V for the system shown in Fig. 4.1 can be achieved with four

IBFC converters (b=4) each having gain of about 10. Thus, each of the four cascased

converters in each string must provide about 175(=700/b)V. As the gain is around 10, the

input source with voltage of 17.5V is required. This is near to the VMPP i.e. voltage

corresponding to the MPP for the SOLAREX MSX-60 under STC. Hence, ten PV modules

are considered in parallel (a=10) as input source for each IBFC. Overall two strings (e=2)

are required for the system having 80 PV modules. Hence, under uniform irradiance

conditions (G=1000W/m2, T=25oC), the duty cycle of IBFC converter must be around 0.56

(obtained using (5.2)), respectively.

Fig. 5.5 shows power supplied to the grid for various shading pattern considered in Fig.

4.5. It is observed that the power supplied to the grid is significantly lower than what the

PV array can generate. Table 5.1 presents the summary of the power extracted from the PV

array Ppv and the power supplied to the grid P. It is observed that the power supplied to the

grid and the efficiency, even under the uniform irradiance conditions, is much lower than

the DMPPT and limited DMPPT approach. One of the reasons is the indirect energy

transfer due to the inherent flyback nature of the IBFC converter. Another reason is the

losses in the devices (conduction and switching losses) and the transformer due to the

internal resistance of the devices. This resistance (or drops due to them) causes the duty

cycle to deviate (increase to about 0.7 under STC) from that mentioned earlier (=0.56).

Higher duty-cycle affects the efficiency as mentioned in chapter 4. Analysis showing the

relationship of voltage gain and efficiency with duty cycle is also included in Annexure-C.

Even with five IBFCs in a string, much difference is not observed. The results with five

IBFCs in series (a=8, b= 5, e=2) are also included in Table 5.1 for the comparison.

Table 5.1 Output Power & Efficiency for High gain converters

t = 0 – 3 sec t = 3 – 5.5 sec t = 5.5 – 8 sec t = 8 – 10 sec

Ppv P  η (%) Ppv P  η (%) Ppv P  η (%) Ppv P  η (%)

Pmax 4800 - - - 4080 - - - 3960 - - -

Maximum power extraction with  high gain converter

Pmax 4800 - - 4080 - - 3960 - - 3840 - -
IBFC
(a=4) 4740 3325 69.27 2967 2200 53.92 2935 2400 60.61 2859 2300 59.9

IBFC
(a=5) 4740 3550 73.96 2967 2200 53.92 2935 2400 60.61 2859 2350 61.2

MCHGC 4760 4425 92.18 4040 3800 93.13 3918 3700 93.43 3800 3600 94.74
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FIGURE 5.5  Power supplied to the grid for IBFC for a=10, b=8,e=2

5.3.2. Multiplier-Circuits based High-Gain Converter (MCHGC)

The MCHGC has higher gain compared to the boost converter and IBFC.  The MCHGC

with five multiplier stages is considered. As evident from (5.3) it can give voltage-gain

(under ideal conditions) near to 20 with duty cycle around 0.7. Thus, just two series

connected MCHGC converters (having voltage gain 20) can boost the input voltage of

about 16.5-17.5V of the sources connected at the inputs of the MCHGCs to the desired

voltage Vdc=700V. The MPP voltage of the SOLAREX MSX-60 PV module under STC,

which is VMPP =17.1V, falls within this range. Hence, twenty modules are connected in

parallel at each input of the MCHGCs.  The values of inductances L1 = L2 of MCHGC and

the switching frequency (fs) for MCHGC are considered as 25mH and 20kHz, respectively.

As just two MCHGCs with 20 parallel connected modules at each of its input are needed,

a=20 and b=4 (Fig. 5.4). Hence, PV modules PV1-PV20 and PV21-PV40 are connected at

the first and second inputs of the first MCHGG converter, respectively while PV41-PV60

and PV61-PV80 are connected at the first and second inputs of the second MCHGG

converter, respectively. Fig. 5.6(a) shows power supplied to the grid for various shading

pattern considered in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 5.6(b) shows outputs power of PV arrays.

(a) (b)
FIGURE 5.6 Performance of MCHGC based system under different conditions: (a) Power supplied to grid

(b) Output power of PV arrays
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5.4 Comparison of power extracted for different approaches

The relative comparison of the total power extracted from the array comprising of total 80

PV modules (Ppv), power supplied to the grid (P) and the efficiency of the PV system (η =

P/Pmax) is mentioned in the Table 5.1 for high gain converters. During uniform irradiations

(for t<3s) when the all the modules receive similar irradiance, the output with MCHGC is

much higher than that obtained with IBFC. It is also observed that for the IBFC based

system, the overall efficiency of the system decreases further under partially shading

conditions while it is not much affected for the MCHGC based system by the shading

patterns.

The data for centralized converter configurations having different array configurations,

DMPPT and limited DMPPT are also provided in the Table 5.2. The waveform for duty

cycle and power supplied to grid for various array configurations is already displayed in

Fig. 4.6, while those for DMPPT configurations and limited DMPPT are shown Figs. 4.7

through 4.10 and Figs. 4.11 through 4,14 respectively and hence not represented here. It is

observed from Table 5.2, that the output of MCHGC based system is significantly higher

than the centralized converter configuration with any of the array configurations like

AWOBD, AWBD and TCT under non-uniform operating conditions. Even under uniform

irradiance conditions, the efficiency of the MCHGC based system is comparable to that of

centralized converter configurations. System-efficiency of 92 -94% is observed with

MCHGC based system. In fact it is observed from the Table 5.2 that MCHGC offers even

better performance than the arrangements that involve DMPPT or limited DMPPT

features.

5.5 Summary

Single centralized converter based PV system has the least components, complexity and

cost. Under uniform insolation conditions they offer high output power. However, the

system-efficiency of the PV system based on a centralized converter working with a single

array reduces significantly under non-uniform conditions. DMPPT increases the output

even under partially shaded condition, but requires dedicated converter with each module.

Limited DMPPT can reduce the cost and components required but at the cost of some

reduction in power as compared to that obtained from DMPPT.
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Table 5.2 Output Power & Efficiency for different PV array configuration, DMPPT feature, level of
limited DMPPT and high gain converters

t = 0 – 3 sec t = 3 – 5.5 sec t = 5.5 – 8 sec t = 8 – 10 sec

Ppv P  η (%) Ppv P  η (%) Ppv P  η (%) Ppv P  η (%)

Pmax 4800 - - - 4080 - - - 3960 - - -

Maximum power extraction with PV array configuration .

AWOBD 4760 4520 94.2  4040 3050 74.75 3918  2350 59.34 3800  2400 62.5

AWBD 4760 4520 94.2 4040  3200 78.4 3918  2600 65.7 3800  2450 63.8

TCT 4760 4520 94.2 4040 3600 88.23 3918 3425 86.48 3800 3250 84.63

Maximum power extraction with DMPPT.

m=4,
n=20 4760 4500 93.75 4040 3810 93.38 3918 3695 93.30 3800 3580 93.22

m=5,
n=16 4760 4490 93.54 4040 3800 93.13 3918 3685 93.05 3800 3570 92.96

m=8,
n=10 4760 4440 92.50 4040 3750 91.9 3915 3625 91.5 3800 3500 91.1

m=10,
n=8 4760 4400 91.67 4040 3700 90.7 3915 3575 90.3 3800 3450 89.8

Maximum power extraction with different level of DMPPT.
x=20,
y=4 4760 4300 89.58 4025 3625 88.84 3900 3500 88.38 3780 3390 88.28

x=16,
y=5 4760 4315 89.90 4030 3650 89.50 3910 3535 89.27 3790 3425 89.20

x=10,
y=8 4760 4325 90.10 3860 3460 84.80 3740 3360 84.84 3620 3250 84.60

x=8,
y=10 4760 4330 90.20 3690 3300 80.88 3568 3175 80.18 3450 3075 80.07

Maximum power extraction with high gain converter
IBFC
(a=4) 4740 3325 69.27 2967 2200 53.92 2935 2400 60.61 2859 2300 59.9

IBFC
(a=5) 4740 3550 73.96 2967 2200 53.92 2935 2400 60.61 2859 2350 61.2

MCHGC 4760 4425 92.18 4040 3800 93.13 3918 3700 93.43 3800 3600 94.74

This chapter has presented high-gain converters-based PV system. The advantage of

having high-gain converters is to avoid the series connection of the PV string. This in turn

minimizes the issue of mis-match in the current of series connected modules. Two high-

gain converters (IBFC and MCHGC) based PV system are presented and evaluated for

uniform and non-uniform insolation conditions. It is demonstrated through the simulation

results that the output of MCHGC based PV system is much higher than that obtained with

IBFC based system for uniform as well as non-uniform irradiance patterns. The power

output and efficiency is better than Limited DMPPT or DMPPT. Even under uniform-

insolation conditions efficiency is high, in the range of that provided by the centralized
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converter based system employing a single array. The system efficiency under all the cases

in MCHGC is higher than 93%. Thus, the non-isolated, high-gain converters like MCHGC

based PV system is superior to all other approaches as it gives high efficiency under all

cases with limited components and cost.
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CHAPTER – 6

CHBMLI

For the medium or large power applications, often the centralized inverter or multi-string

inverter configuration is preferred. The inverter used with these configurations must feed

the power to the grid at good power quality (i.e. low total harmonic distortion) to comply

the statutory standards enforced by the regulatory bodies or grid. Multilevel inverters

(MLI) can easily match up the requirement of good quality output current as it can

generate a stepped output voltage waveform, where the output can be made to resemble

more closely to a sinusoidal wave by increasing the number of levels [60-61]. In addition,

MLI offers advantages like high-voltage and high-power capability, low switch stress, low

electromagnetic interference, low device switching frequency, lower filter size, capability

to operate in fault tolerant mode by bypassing faulty modules etc. Amongst MLI

topologies, cascaded H-bridge (CHB) inverter has several features which make it suitable

for grid-connected PV applications. PV arrays can easily meet the requirement of isolated

DC source for each H-bridge (H-cells) of CHB-MLI. Further it offers flexibility in system

expansion which creates possibilities to connect it with medium or high voltage grids [62-

63]. In addition it offers the feature of maximum power point tracking at H-cell level.

Though CHB-MLI is well-suited for high-voltage high-power PV system, issues like

unequal irradiance on the PV arrays of different H-cells or the imbalance in the grid side

effects the performance of CHB-MLI and makes the control of the CHB-MLI much more

challenging [80-82]. The voltage imbalance on the grid-side caused due to unbalanced

voltage sags or faults may cause the dc-link voltages of H-cells to diverge. A control

technique based on negative sequence current control is used by A. Morya et al. [80], to

equalize the loading of cells. However, the effect of variations in the input power on the

operation of the system is not mentioned. A control scheme based on traditional VOC

presented in [81] with an additional feature to control the drift of dc-link voltages, can

work satisfactorily even when the PV arrays generate different powers. A feed-forward
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 loop is added in the modulation stage, which adjusts the amplitudes of the reference

signals used for carrier-based pulse-width modulation (PWM) technique. As the amplitude

of the reference signals are adjusted based on the irradiance received by the PV arrays, it

effectively regulates the dc-link voltages. However, the control-scheme is suggested for

single-phase system and the PV arrays are directly connected across the H-cells. Such

single-stage system requires more H-cells in series for high voltage applications as it does

not involve the voltage-boosting, which is common with the extra step-up converter in the

two-stage systems. Another choice is to have more PV modules in series for each H-cell to

get high output voltage for connecting with the high or medium voltage grid. But a string

having more number of modules in series is more susceptible to shading. Further due to the

single-stage structure a second-harmonic voltage ripple (caused by 100Hz power variations

within each fundamental cycle due to single-phase H-cell configuration) appears at the

dc-link capacitors connected across PV arrays, which causes the oscillations around MPP

reducing the power extracted from the PV arrays [82].

A two-stage system with a DC-DC converter in between the PV array and an inverter

decouples the PV array from the second order harmonic component. A two-stage system

with isolated DC-DC converter for a large-scale PV system is introduced in [59]. The

inclusion of the transformers used for isolation helps in reducing the leakage current. In

addition, due to the transformer and multi-phase configuration it has higher voltage gain

and high-power capability. The higher-voltage gain allows one to have lower modules in

series which is desirable for the system, which is likely to get shaded more often. However,

the inclusion of transformer (although high-frequency) increases the cost and reduces the

efficiency.

The chapter presents a CHB-MLI configuration for grid-connected PV system that can

effectively perform in uniform as well as non-uniform insolation conditions. The features

of these two-stage PV systems includes following

1. It includes a multiplier circuit based high-gain converter (MCHGC) at the first

stage. It reduces the number of modules required in series. This helps in minimizing the

problem of mismatch caused by partial shading. The P-V characteristic of PV arrays are

mostly unimodal in nature and problem of getting trapped at local peak is very low.
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2. The high-gain multiplier circuit has two inputs due to the two inherent boost

converters embedded in the configuration. This leads to the increase in the number of

MPP trackers resulting into extraction of higher power during mismatch conditions.

3. Inclusion of the MCHGC decouples the second harmonic voltage ripple from

capacitors connected across the PV arrays. This minimizes the voltage deviation around

MPP and hence, maximizes the output power.

4. The control scheme takes care of the mismatch in the power generated by different

PV arrays (belonging to the same and/or other phases) and hence, the MCHGC based

system generates good quality current with relatively low imbalance.

5. The control scheme embeds the feature of exchanging the reactive power between

the inverter and the grid.

6.1 System configuration

The two-stage grid-connected PV system configuration with cascaded H-Bridge multilevel

inverter (CHB-MLI) is shown in Fig. 6.1. The first-stage comprises of the DC-DC

converters fed from the PV array, while the second stage comprises of the H-cells. As the

system configuration for all the three phases are identical, the details for only phase-A is

shown in Fig. 6.1. Each phase comprises of 4 H-cells in series to realize 9-level output.

The output of CHB-MLI is connected to the 3-phase grid through interfacing inductors.

The DC-DC converter can be a boost converter shown in Fig. 6.3. However, the boost

converter has limited voltage gain. Hence, it is proposed to use high-gain efficient

converters in place of boost converters. Hence, the PV system based on the multiplier

circuit based high-gain converters (MCHGC) and the cascaded H-cells based multilevel

inverter configuration is proposed. The overall PV system configuration for one phase is

shown in Fig. 6.4.

Each of the DC-DC converters used at the first-stage, function as the maximum power

point tracker for the associated array. Thus, the system inherently has some degree of

distributed maximum power point tracking as each converter tracks the MPP of the
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associated array independently. The CHB inverter’s role is to synchronize the output

voltage of the inverter with the grid and to exchange the active and/or reactive power with

the grid. The detailed control scheme for the DC-DC converters and the H-bridges (or H-

cells) is given in the section 6.2.

FIGURE 6.1. Grid connected PV system.

The following sub-sections describe the boost converter and MCHGC CHB-MLI

structures, which are considered to evaluate the power yield when operating under uniform

and non-uniform conditions.

6.1.1   Cascaded  H bridge multilevel inverter

In a cascaded H-bridge MLI shown in Fig. 6.2, the output waveforms with nl=2km+1 levels

can be obtained with km number of cascaded H-bridges in each phase. With increase in the

number of H-bridges, the number of levels in the output voltage increases, leading to lower

voltage THD. Here, CHB-MLI with four series connected H-bridges (km=4) are considered

to give nine-level output. For simplicity only one phase is shown in Fig. 6.2 as the

structure of other phases are identical. The phase-shifted multicarrier pulse width

modulation method is used to control the output voltage of CHB MLI. The phase-shifted

PWM (PS-PWM) method, utilizes the same sinusoidal modulating signal and nl - 1=2 km

carriers signal (triangular waveforms) of the same frequency and amplitude for deriving

the gate pulses for the switches of the H-cells belonging to the same phase.
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However, the carrier waveforms are shifted in phase. The phase shift φ depends on the

level of the converter and is expressed as φ =180/ km.

FIGURE 6.2 Nine level cascaded H bridge multilevel inverter (one phase)

The phase-shifted carriers with km cascaded H-bridges introduce a multiplicative effect on

the inverter operating frequency, which means that the equivalent switching frequency of

the inverter is 2km times the actual switching frequency of semiconductor device for

unipolar scheme. Therefore, low THD can be achieved with low device switching

frequency, leading to lower losses and higher efficiency of the converter.

6.1.2   DC/DC converter

Each DC/DC converter step ups the output voltage of connected PV array VPV to Vdc.

Besides stepping up the voltage, the DC/DC converter ensures that the operation of the

array is maintained around MPP for uniform as well as for non-uniform conditions. The

following sub-sections describe the boost converter and high gain converter-based system

considered to evaluate the power yield when operating different environmental conditions.
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6.1.2 .1  Boost converter based System

Each phase consists of 4 PV array along with 4 boost converter and 4 H bridge inverter to

obtains 9 level in output voltage. As the system configuration for all the phases are

identical, the details for only phase (phase –a) is shown in Fig.6.3. Fig. 6.3 shows a series-

parallel (SP) configuration of PV array which feds a DC-DC boost converter, which in turn

is connected to the one of the series connected H bridge inverters. SP configuration of PV

array comprises of m strings connected in parallel where each string comprises of n

modules in series. The number of modules in series and parallel are decided by the output

voltage of VPVi and the power PPVi (i=1,2,3 and 4) of the ith PV array.  The voltage VPVi of

the PV array is stepped-up and regulated to the desired output voltage Vdci by adjusting the

duty-cycle of the converter and by realizing the power balance across the capacitor

connected at the output of the boost converter.

FIGURE 6.3 Boost converter (one phase)

6.1.2 .2  High gain converter based system

Performance of the PV array having more modules in series is affected more in case of

partial shading than that with lower modules in a string. Hence, the best way to reduce the

effect of shading is to decrease the number of modules in a string. But it requires

converters to provide high voltage gain. To achieve high voltage gains classical boost and

buck-boost converters must be operated with high duty cycles. But it results in high current
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and/or voltage stresses in the components of the converters. Besides the stresses, operating

the converters with high duty cycles may present issues like increased electromagnetic

interference and reduced efficiency. Hence, practically these converters’ voltage gain is

limited to 2.5-3.5. Hence, to obtain desired output voltage Vdci with lower value of n

(modules in series), DC-DC converter with a high gain is desired. The obvious choice for

the high gain converter is to adopt a non-isolated DC-DC converter configuration.

Fig. 6.4 shows MCHGC converter that has two boost-converters along with several voltage

multiplier stages. Each voltage multiplier stage of the multiplier-circuits based high-gain

converter (MCHGC) is formed using a capacitor and a diode to step-up the input voltage.

Each array associated with the boost converter based CHB-MLI (of Fig. 6.3) is now

divided into two sub-arrays. Thus, eight identical sub-arrays are formed from the four

arrays of Fig. 6.3. Each of these two sub-arrays (derived by splitting the array of Fig. 6.3)

is now connected at one of the inputs of the MCHGC converter as shown in Fig. 6.4. The

duty-cycle of the two switches of the MCHGC can be controlled independently to track the

MPP of the two PV sub-arrays. Thus, unlike the boost converter based CHB-MLI having

four MPP trackers per phase, the MCHGC based CHB-MLI employs eight MPP trackers.

FIGURE 6.4 MCHGC converter (one phase)
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The working and design of MCHGC is mentioned in chapter 5 and hence, not repeated

here.  This configuration can provide gain as high as 20 by increasing the number of

stages. Hence, this converter gives desired voltage Vdc with low value of duty cycle.

6.2   Control System

The control diagram for the two-stage PV based grid-connected system employing DC-DC

converters as the first stage and CHB-MLI inverter as the second stage is shown in Fig.6.5.

The first stage converters (dc-dc converter), which may be either boost or MCHGC, are

controlled using Perturb and observe (P&O) to extract the maximum power from the arrays

associated with those converters. The duty ratio of each DC-DC converters is adjusted

using a PI controller to maintain the voltage at the output of the PV array equal to that

corresponding to voltage at the MPP.

The control of second-stage involving cascaded H-cells is much more critical as it deals

with synchronization, DC voltage regulation, reactive power control, minimization of

imbalance in the DC voltages of H-cells and supplying of the maximum power extracted

from the PV to the grid. The H-cells are controlled not only produce the required voltage

levels but also supplies the maximum power extracted from the PV to the grid. For this it is

required to regulate voltages Vdcxi (where x=A, B or C for phases A, B, and C and i=1

through 4 for cascaded H-cells) at the DC buses through the external voltage (or active

power) control loop shown in Fig. 6.5. In addition to the regulation of dc bus voltages Vdcxi,

inverter control ensures reactive power compensation and proper grid synchronization. The

synchronization of the CHB-MLI and grid is done using a three-phase Phase Locked Loop

(PLL).

The firing signals of the nl H-cell (here nl=4) are generated using PS-PWM technique ,

where the reference waveforms v*xi for each phase (x=a, b, c and i=1through 4),  are

compared with the carrier waveforms having a phase shift angle φ=180˚/nl amongst them

[64]. The reference waveforms v*x are generated using the synchronous voltage-oriented

control (SVOC) which comprises of two loops: inner loop and outer loop. The SVOC

method is applied in dq reference frame rotating at speed ω and with d axis aligned along

the grid voltage vector [64]. The inner loop controls the grid current while the outer loop

ensures active and reactive power control. The active power control is ensured by
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regulating the twelve dc link voltages. The inverter’s output currents iabc and grid voltages

vabc are transformed to d-q rotating frame by Park’s transformation of 6.1.

=
cos − sin

cos( − 120°) − sin( − 120°)
cos( + 120°) − sin( + 120°)

6.1

In dq frame as the fundamental component gets converted to a dc quantity, PI can be used

to accurately control the currents Id and Iq at the desired values I*d and I*q, respectively. ∗

is generated by processing the error of ∗  and Vdcavg, where Vdcavg is the average of the

twelve dc-bus voltages. While ∗   which regulates the dc-bus voltages is closely linked

with the active power to be supplied, ∗ is dependent on reactive power compensation

required. The output of the PI controllers processing these current errors, along-with a

decoupling network, are used to generate the reference control signals ∗ and ∗. The

reference waveforms v*x are finally generated through inverse park transformation

application on ∗ and ∗ resulting into generation of ∗, reference signals for three phase.

The twelve reference signals ∗ , which are used to generate modulating indices to produce

switching signals for ith H-cell of xth phase, can be finally derived from v*x by normalizing

it with vdcxi and scaling by 1/nl.

To tackle the issue of un-identical power generated by the PV arrays and hence, the

mismatch in the voltages Vdcxi, a feed forward control is employed. Rather than using the

twelve dc-link voltages directly for generating the reference signals for PS-PWM, the

magnitude of these dc-link voltages are adjusted (compensated) through the output of the

P- controller which processes the error of the averaged dc-link and the actual dc-link

voltages. The voltage reference signals ∗ are then normalized with these adjusted dc-link

voltages and scaled by 1/nl to generate individual modulating signals ∗  for each H-cell.

Any change in modulating indices affects the amount of current drawn from dc-link

capacitors which varies dc-link voltages. Thus, dc link voltages are regulated accordingly

and maintained at a constant average value.
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FIGURE. 6.5  Control Algorithm

6.3   Simulation Results

A two stage PV based 3-phase 9-level grid-connected CHB-MLI PV system is considered

for simulation. It comprises of total 4200 SOLAREX MSX60 PV modules to generate

251.5kW under standard test conditions (STC i.e. 25°C, 1kW/m2). As all the three phases

must supply equal power under uniform insolation conditions, the number of PV modules

assigned to each phase is 1400.

These 1400 modules are further arranged to form smaller arrays. The configuration of

these arrays is dependent on the voltage gain of the first-stage converters (dc-dc converter)

and the peak of the ac voltage on the grid side. To operate the inverter in linear modulation
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range it is desired to keep the voltage of the cascaded H-bridges higher than the peak of the

grid side voltage. Thus, it is intended that each H-cell generates the output voltage level of

±1.65kV. This requires that the dc-dc converter must step-up the voltage to this level.

If the first-stage dc-dc converter is a boost converter than due to its limited voltage-gain

capability (about 3-4 times), it requires higher input voltage. Hence, the array associated

with each dc-dc converter of the boost converters based CHB-MLI of Fig. 6.3 comprises of

strings with 35 modules in series. Thus, the array configuration of each of these arrays

having 350 modules is 35 x 10 (i.e. 10 strings each with 35 modules in series). The

simplified representation of the array is shown Fig.6.6, where Sij (i=1 to 7 and j=1 to 10)

represents sub-string with 5 modules connected in series.

To evaluate the performance of the system, uniform as well as non-uniform irradiation

conditions are considered. During the time interval t=0–2s, all the arrays (12 arrays: 4

arrays associated with each phase) receive uniform irradiations of G=1kW/m2. After t=2s,

it is considered that clouds results into the non-uniform conditions whereby some of the

arrays get partially shaded. Table 6.1 describes the shading pattern on the sub-string of the

PV arrays that get shaded during the different time intervals. All other sub-strings not

mentioned in the Table 6.1 receive irradiation of G=1kW/m2. It is evident from the Table

6.1 that all the arrays associated with the phase-C, arrays 3 and 4 of phase-A and arrays 1

and 2 of phase-B are not shaded and receive G=1kW/m2 throughout. Fig 6.6(a),(b) and (c)

show arrays that remain shaded during the time interval t=2-4s while Fig 6.6(d),(e) and (f)

represent arrays that get shaded during the time interval t≥4s. The shading pattern

mentioned in the Table 6.1 can be understood with the illustrative array of Fig.6.6(b). It

shows that the first 13 modules (first two sub-strings fully and the third partially) of the

first three strings receive 0.7kW/m2 while the first 25 modules (first 5 sub-strings) of the

4th through 7th strings receive irradiation of 0.4kW/m2 while all other modules receive

1kW/m2.

The shading pattern for the evaluation of MCHGC based CHB--MLI is considered the

same as mentioned in the Table 6.1. However, as the MCHGC has higher gain compared to

the boost converter and also as it requires two sub-arrays for a single converter, the PV

sub-assemblies need to be rearranged. The shaded PV arrays of Fig. 6.6(a)-(f) are now split

into two as shown in Fig. 6.7 to form the two arrays required for MCHGC. Unshaded PV
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FIGURE. 6.6  Shading pattern of PV module for boost converter (a) Array-1,Phase-A, t=2-4s, (b) Array-
2,Phase-A, t=2-4s, (c) Array-4,Phase-B, t=2-4s, (d) Array-1,Phase-A, t>4s, (e) Array-3,Phase-B, t>4s (f)
Array-4,Phase-B,  t>4s

Table 6.1 Irradiance of all PV array in W/m2 for Boost Converter

time (s) Phase-A Phase-B

Array Sij G in kW/m2 Array Sij G in kW/m2

2s-4s 1 i=7; j= 1-3

i=6-7; j= 4-7

0.7

0.4

4 i=1-3*; j= 1-2

i=1-5; j= 3-7

0.7

0.4

2 i=1-3*; j= 1-3

i=1-5; j= 4-7

0.7

0.4

-- -- ---

after 4s 1 i=1-2; j= 1-3

i=1-5*; j= 4-7

0.7

0.4

3 i=6*-7; j= 1-2

i=6*-7; j= 3-7

0.7

0.4

-- --- --- 4 i=1; j= 1-2

i=1-4*; j= 3-7

0.7

0.4

*partially shaded: only two to three modules of the sub-strings receive lower irradiation

arrays discussed earlier and not shown in Fig. 6.6 (and Table 6.1) are also split into two but

not shown in Fig. 6.7 for the sake of brevity. Further all the sub-strings in these arrays are

now connected in parallel. Thus, both the arrays of the MCHGC comprises of 35 parallel

connected sub-strings (each with 5 modules in series) resulting into the array size of 5 x

35. The shading pattern is considered the same as that shown in Table 6.1. This is also

observed from Figs. 6.6 and 6.7.
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FIGURE. 6.7  Shading pattern of PV module for MCHGC (a) Array-1,Phase-A, t=2-4s, (b) Array-2,Phase-

A, t=2-4s, (c) Array-4,Phase-B, t=2-4s, (d) Array-1,Phase-A, after t=4s, (e) Array-3,Phase-B, after t=4s after

(f) Array-4,Phase-B, after t=4s

The parameters of the boost converter and the MCHGC converter used in the simulation

study are mentioned in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 Parameters of converters, load and grid used for simulation

Boost Converter:
Switching frequency 20kHz
Inductor 1.22mH
Capacitor 5000µF
MCHGC Converter
Switching frequency 20kHz
Inductor 10mH
Capacitor (booster) 47µF
Capacitor filter 5000µF
DC-AC converter (CHB-MLI)
Switching frequency of inverter 1kHz
Inverter kVA rating 300kVA
DC bus capacitor 5000µF
Coupling inductor (Lf) 20mH
Grid Parameters
Vg (L-L, rms) 6.6kV
Frequency 50Hz
Grid impedence Rg=5.4Ω;

Lg=172μH
Load Parameters
Active Power P=210kW
Reactive Power Q= 150kVAR

The dc-dc converters in both the configurations (boost and MCHGC converter based CHB-

MLIs) are controlled using perturb and observe algorithm to extract the maximum power
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from the associated PV arrays. The CHBs are the same and are controlled using the phase

shifted carrier based PWM, where the carrier frequency is selected as 1kHz. The regulation

of the voltage across the input capacitors of CHBs help in supplying the active power

derived from the (associated) PV array to the grid. The reference reactive power Q* is set

as zero for this case to just exchange the active power with the grid.

The performance of both boost and MCHGC converter based CHB-MLIs are evaluated in

terms of power extracted from PV arrays, MPPT efficiency ηPV, overall efficiency of the

system η, voltage unbalance factor (VUF) and total harmonic distortion (THD) of the grid

current.  Table 6.3 shows the relative performance of the boost converter based CHB-MLI

and MCHGC based CHB-MLI with different shading patterns.  It shows the power

extracted from each PV array, total power extracted from PV arrays associated with each

phase (PT), as well as the sum of maximum power that all modules associated with a given

phase can generate (PMPPT) if they were operating independently. In addition the MPPT

efficiency expressed as ηPV = PT/PMPPT and the overall efficiency of the PV system η =

P/PMPPT (where P is the power supplied to the grid for the given phase) are also mentioned

for these configurations for the different shading patterns.

It is observed from Table 6.3 that under uniform insolation conditions (till t=2s), all the

arrays generate the same output power and hence, irrespective of boost or MCHGC based

topology, the output power from the PV array remains the same. The MPPT efficiency is

observed to be as high as 99.69% for both the configurations. However, the overall

efficiency is noticed to be slightly higher for the MCHGC based CHB-MLI. The reason is

the operation of the boost converters at higher duty cycles causing higher losses [78]. Also,

as the switch of each boost converter carries higher current than MCHGC, the power loss

in boost converter is higher.

At t=2s the partial shading represented by Figs. 6.6(a), (b) and (c) occurs, resulting into the

shading of PV arrays 1 and 2 associated with the boost converters of phase A and the PV

array  4 associated with the converter of Phase B. As observed from the Table 6.3, the

output power of these arrays decreases significantly. The P-V characteristics of these

shaded arrays are shown in Figs. 6.8(a) and (b), which are characterized by the presence of

multiple peaks. The operation for the shaded PV arrays 1 and 2 for phase A occurs at peaks

A3 (14900W) and B3 (14740W), respectively as observed from Fig. 6.8(a) and Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3. output power(W)of PV arrays using boost and MCHGC converter

PV
array

Phase A Phase B Phase C
t=0s t=2s t=4s t=0s t=2s t=4s t=0s t=2s t=4s

1
Boost 20900 14800 14600 20900 20900 20900 20900 20900 20900
MCHGC 20900 19150 16760 20900 20900 20900 20900 20900 20900

2
Boost 20900 14500 20900 20900 20900 20900 20900 20900 20900
MCHGC 20900 16350 20900 20900 20900 20900 20900 20900 20900

3
Boost 20900 20900 20900 20900 20900 14050 20900 20900 20900
MCHGC 20900 20900 20900 20900 20900 18550 20900 20900 20900

4
Boost 20900 20900 20900 20900 13850 14000 20900 20900 20900
MCHGC 20900 20900 20900 21000 15865 17172 20900 20900 20900

PT   =
∑PPV

Boost 83600 71100 77300 83600 76550 69850 83600 83600 83600
MCHGC 83600 77300 79160 83600 78565 77522 83600 83600 83600

PMPPT =
∑MPPT

Boost 83860 77858 80158 83860 78936 78757 83860 83860 83860
MCHGC 83860 77858 80158 83860 78936 78757 83860 83860 83860

η PV(%) Boost 99.69 91.32 96.43 99.69 96.98 88.69 99.69 99.69 99.69
MCHGC 99.69 99.28 98.75 99.69 99.53 98.43 99.69 99.69 99.69

P
Boost 78700 66000 72300 78700 71300 64800 78700 78700 78700
MCHGC 80000 73800 75800 80000 74800 73920 80000 80000 80000

η (%) Boost 93.84 84.75 90.20 93.84 90.33 82.28 93.84 93.84 93.84
MCHGC 95.40 94.78 94.56 95.40 94.76 93.86 95.40 95.40 95.40
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It must be noted that the operating point A3 corresponds to the local peak (LP) with

14900W as compared to the global peak (GP) point A1 with 16027W. The reason for the

operation getting trapped at LP is the inability of the P&O algorithm to distinguish

between LPs and the GP. The operating point (B3) for the array 2 of phase A is the global

peak. Similarly, the operating point for the array 4 of phase B also corresponds to the GP

point A3 (13930W) as shown in Fig. 6.8(b). Similarly, due to the shading represented by

Figs. 6.6(d), (e) and (f), the P-V characteristics of the shaded arrays for t>4s display

multiple peaks as shown in Fig. 6.8(a) and (b). It is observed that the operation for the

array 1 of phase A and the array 4 of phase B occurs at the GPs (at 14650W and 14140W,

respectively), while that of the array 3 of phase B occurs at the LP (14256W against the GP

having 17316W). The actual power extracted (mentioned in Table 6.3) from the shaded

array is slightly lower due to the oscillations around the MPP. Also, it is observed from the

Table 6.3 that even if the operating point corresponds to the GP, the extracted power is

much less than the sum of maximum power that all modules of that array can generate if

they were operating independently.

(a)

(b)
FIGURE 6.8. P-V curves of Boost converters: (a)  Phase A (b) Phase B.

The characteristics for the shaded arrays represented by Figs. 6.7(a), (b) and (c) are shown

in Fig. 6.9(a) while that for shaded arrays of Figs. 6.7(d), (e) and (f) are shown in
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Fig. 6.9(b). Unlike characteristics represented in Figs. 6.8 (a) and (b), the characteristics

shown in Figs. 6.9 (a) and (b) are mostly unimodal (i.e. have single peak) in nature. As a

result the problem of getting trapped at local peak is very rare. Further, the power at the

peak approaches the value which is much closer to the summation of the power that the all

the modules could have generated when working independently. This is reflected in terms

of the significantly higher MPPT efficiency ηPV (98.4% - 99.6%) with MCHGC based

CHB-MLI, especially under partialy shaded conditions, as compared to that of boost

converter based CHB-MLI. The overall per-phase efficiency η of the MCHGC based

configuration is around 93.9-95.4% for all the phases irrespective of the shading. Unlike it,

the overall per-phase efficiencies of the boost converters-based configuration varies greatly

for the three phases. The phase associated with the shaded arrays exhibits lower efficiency

as compared to the phase having unshaded arrays.

(a)

(b)
FIGURE 6.9 (P-V curves of  MCHGC converters: (a)  Phase A (b) Phase B..

The efficiency is observed as 84% for phase-A for t=2-4s and 82% for phase-B for t>4s

while it remains about 94% throughout for the phase-C having unshaded arrays. The total

power extracted from all the three phases by the MCHGC based CHB-MLI is 240000W
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(η=95.40%), 228600W (η=94.99%) and 229720W (η=94.62%)  against 236100W

(η=93.84%) , 216000W (η=89.76%) and 215800W (η=88.89%) for the boost converter

based CHB-MLI, for the time intervals t=0-2s, t=2-4s and t>4s, respectively. Thus, the

total power fed to the grid (and/or load) with the proposed MCHGC system configuration

increases by 3-4%.

With a view to study the impact of this asymmetric shading on the quality of the current

supplied by the inverter and the grid current are produced in Fig. 6.10. Figs 6.10 (a) and (b)

show the output current of the boost converter based CHB-MLI (for phase-A) and

MCHGC based CHB-MLI (for phase-A), respectively, while Figs. 6.10(c) and (d) show

the grid current with the boost converter based CHB-MLI and MCHGC based CHB-MLI

(for phase-A), respectively. Fig. 6.10(a)-(d) show that the grid current and inverter current

of boost converter based CHB-MLI has more distortion in current and is also characterized

by higher value of total harmonics distortion (THD).

Table 6.4 shows THD comparison with Boost and MCHGC approach for uniform and non-

uniform conditions for the different time intervals. It shows that the asymmetric shading of

the three phases affects the performance of the boost converter based CHB-MLI much

more than that of the MCHGC based CHB-MLI. The THD of grid current and output

current of MCHGC based CHB-MLI is less than 5% and magnitudes of individual

harmonics are also less than 3% (under all conditions considered) thereby complying the

IEEE-519 and IEEE 1547 standards. As the performance is satisfactory under non-uniform

conditions and able to comply to the statutory requirements, it is obvious that the

performance is still better under uniform operating conditions.

Table 6.4. THD (%) comparison for Boost and MCHGC approach

THD
(%)

Phase A Phase B Phase C

t=0s t=2s t=4s t=0s t=2s t=4s t=0s t=2s t=4s
Inverter
current

Boost 1.65 5.74 4.88 1.91 5.23 6.03 1.68 4.45 5.2
MCHGC 1.58 2.92 2.49 1.54 2.83 2.7 1.61 2.65 2.53

Grid
Current

Boost 2.71 8.72 7.45 2.6 7.15 8.58 2.61 6.41 7.26

MCHGC 2.48 4.53 3.86 2.41 4.16 4.08 2.55 3.99 3.78
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
FIGURE 6.10  Current waveforms for Phase-A, t=2-4s (a)-(c) inverter current and grid current with boost
converter based CHBMLI (b)-(d) inverter current and grid current with MCHGC based CHBMLI
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Due to the asymmetric conditions, the active powers generated by three phases are

unequal. This may lead to the injection of currents of unequal magnitude in the three lines

of the three-phase grid. Fig. 6.11 (a) and (b) shows the three-phase currents supplied by the

Boost converter based CHB-MLI and the MCHGC based CHB-MLI, respectively for the

shading pattern corresponding to t>4s. The unequal current fed to the grid causes unequal

voltage drops in the line impedance causing the voltage imbalance at the point of common

coupling (PCC), especially in a weak grid. Table 6.5 shows voltage unbalance factor

(VUF) under uniform as well as non-uniform conditions with the two configurations. The

VUF is expressed by (6.1).

% =  
.   .   .  .

.   . 100
(6.1)

Table 6.5.  VUF (%) comparison of Boost and MCHGC approach

Converter t=0-2s t=2-4s t=4-6s
Boost 0.6 6.7 10.67

MCHGC 0.4 2.5 5.6

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 6.11 three phase current supplied by the CHB-MLI for t>4 (a) using boost converter, (b) using
MGHGC
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It is observed that under uniform irradiance condition (t<2s), VUF for both the converters

is very less indicating voltages of nearly equal magnitudes for the three phases. However,

under partially shaded conditions, the VUF increases with a relatively much higher value

for the boost converter based CHB-MLI as compared to that observed with the MCHGC

based CHB-MLI.  This may affect the performance of some critical load connected at the

PCC. Fig. 6.12 shows the 9-level output phase voltage for the CHB-MLI.

FIGURE 6.12 output phase voltage of 9-level CHB-MLI

The simulation results shown till now are with the case where the CHB-MLI is operated to

just exchange the active power with the grid. However, the control scheme shown in

Fig. 6.5 has the feature to even provide the decoupled reactive power control. The

simulation results shown in Fig. 6.13 display this decoupled active and reactive power

control.

The same shading pattern represented by Fig. 6.7 and mentioned in the Table 6.1 is

considered on the arrays of the MCHGC based CHB-MLI. The reference reactive power is

set as 0kVar till t=1s (i.e. DG provides just active power). At t=1s the reactive power

reference is set as 84.66kVar to meet the lagging reactive power demand of the load. The

reference reactive power is then set to -84.66kVar for t >3s to supply leading reactive

power to the grid.

Fig. 6.13(a) shows the active power balance for each phase. At t=0s as the MPPT starts, the

active power supplied by the PV array increases slowly and hence the active power supplied

by the grid to the load decreases accordingly. Till t=2s (uniform irradiance conditions), the

DG (PV based CHB-MLI) supplies 80kW per phase.  As the active power required by the

load per phase is 70kW, 10kW is fed to the grid (Fig. 6.13(b)). During this period the

reactive power supplied by CHB-MLI is zero. Hence, the grid must supply 50kVar (per

phase) reactive power required by the load as shown in Fig. 6.13(c). At t=1s, when the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 6.13 Active and  reactive power control: (a)-(c) active and reactive power supplied through the
inverter, respectively, (b)-(d) active and reactive power supplied to the grid, respectively.
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inverter is set to supply reactive power of 84.66kVar per phase, 50kVar demand of the load

is met and the rest  (84.66-50=34.6kVar) is supplied to the grid as shown in Fig. 6.13(d). At

t=3s, the reactive power command is set as -84.66kVar to show the reactive power

absorption capability of the system. The minor deviation in the reactive power supplied to

(or absorbed from) the grid from the set value is due to the reactive power associated with

the coupling inductor.

It is observed from Fig. 6.13(a) and (c) that the active power and reactive power are

controlled independently. As observed from Fig. 6.13(a) and (c) the change in reactive

power does not affect the active power supplied by the DG. Similarly, due to the MPPT,

when active power is changing, no effect is felt on the reactive power supplied through the

inverter.

However, under non-uniform or partially shaded conditions, when the CHB-MLI supplies

unequal power in the three phases (t=2-6s), the reactive power supplied/drawn for the three

phases are also unequal Fig. 6.13(c). As observed, the reactive power supplied by by CHB-

MLI in phases A,B, and C are 93kVar, 87kVar and 91kVar (against 84.66kVar reference

set per phase) for the duration 2-3s.  Similarly, the reactive power supplied in phases A,B,

and C are -76.5kVar, -82.4kVar and -78.2kVar (against -84.66kVar reference)  for t=3-4s

and -75.9kVar, -80kVar and -81.2kVar (against -84.66kVar reference) for t=4-6s . Thus,

the reactive power is not equally and accurately controlled in unbalanced active power of

PV inverter.

6.4 Summary

Performance evaluation of the proposed MCHGC based CHB-MLI system is done for

various uniform and non-uniform operating conditions through simulations performed

using MATLAB/Simulink. The comparison is also carried out with two-stage CHB-MLI

converter-based PV system that has conventional boost converter as the first stage. It is

observed that under non-uniform conditions, the MCHGC and the CHB-MLI system in

conjunction with the control scheme discussed performs much better in terms of the power

extraction from the PV array, quality of the current fed to the grid and reliability of the
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system. The power fed to the grid with the proposed system configuration increases by 3-

4% compared to that with the boost based CHB-MLI. The THD is also observed to be well

below 5% and voltage unbalance factor is less compared to boost configuration based

CHB-MLI. The control scheme also provides decoupled active and reactive power control

under uniform as well as non-uniform irradiance conditions However, when the unequal

active power is supplied through the three-phases under non-uniform conditions, a

mismatch is observed in the reactive power exchanged through the three-phases.the grid.

This also leads to unequal reactive power distribution in the three phases of the grid.
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CHAPTER – 7

Reactive Power Management Strategy

The main objective of this chapter is to maximize the output power of PV system. The,

several studies have been carried out to increase the output active power of the PV system

or to minimize the system losses. But, it is also desired to use the capability of the PV

inverter to support the reactive power requirement of the grid or the load. The issue of the

reactive power management; especially when several PV based DGs are connected in

parallel or operating in a grid, becomes crucial. These DGs must be operated properly to

exchange active and reactive power with the grid to maintain stable operation of the

system. Many countries have liberalized the policies to allow the reactive power

management through PV systems, although within certain limits.

Reactive power sharing amongst photovoltaic (PV) based distributed generators (DGs)

operating in parallel is a challenging task; especially when they operate under different

operating conditions. Several reactive power sharing algorithms have been reported in past.

However, effect of different operating conditions on the effective utilization of these DGs

and the efficiency of the system is not given due weightage. A reactive power sharing

algorithm referred as equal apparent power sharing with least losses (EAPS-LL) is

proposed here which focuses on these dual objectives. It ensures that the inverters share the

reactive power in such a way that all inverters operate with nearly equal apparent power,

leading to the equal utilization of the inverters. Further, it yields the solution that avoids

the risk of overloading of the inverter and leads to the lower losses in the inverter. The

effectiveness of the proposed algorithm over other algorithms is highlighted through

results obtained in MATLAB/Simulink.

7.1 System description and control

Fig. 7.1 shows the MG system comprising of ‘mg’ number of PV based DGs connected to

the main grid through three-phase inverter. The DGs are connected to the PCC through a
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transformer which is not shown in Fig.7.1 for the sake of simplicity. Zoi, where ‘i’

represents ith DG, represents the total impedance of interfacing inductor, cable and

transformer. PVi in the Fig. 7.1 represents ith PV array and a boost converter where boost

converter not only helps in stepping up the voltage but also extracts the maximum power

from the PV array.

FIGURE 7.1. System configuration of a Microgrid with ‘mg’ DGs

Inverter control is achieved by active-reactive power control method where inverter is

operated as a controlled current source and the desired active and reactive power can be

exchanged with the grid. It works in two loops one inner current control loop to regulate

inverter output current and another outer power loop for intended power exchange.

The active and reactive power references for the power control loop is obtained from the

MPPT algorithm and the proposed algorithm (discussed in next section), respectively while

the power control loop sets the reference for inner current loop. To ensure a secure voltage

regulation at DC bus additional voltage control loop is required. Phase locked loop (PLL)

used for grid synchronization provides desired angle (ρ) for abc to dq frame

transformation. Fig. 7.2 shows control circuit diagram for one of the inverters [77].
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 7.2. Block diagram represents control of PV based DG (a) Control scheme of PV inverter
(b) power and current control loops

Fig.7.2(b) shows the details of the power and current control loops shown in Fig. 7.2(a).

The voltage Vdc, across capacitor C is maintained at a desired voltage, Vdcref by a voltage

control loop. It is ensured that the power obtained from PV array, PPV is entirely

transferred to the grid side so that this voltage is maintained constant. This is done through

the power control loop, which compares actual DG output power (P) with reference power

(Pref). The reactive power reference (Qref) is obtained using the algorithm presented in the

next section. Pref and Qref are used to generate required current references idref and iqref for

the current control loop. Through d-q transformation the direct and quadrature axes

components of the inverter output currents id and iq, respectively are obtained. The current
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control loop finally determines the direct and quadrature components of the reference

waveform from the direct and quadrature axes modulation indices, md and mq, respectively.

7.2   Principle of equal apparent power sharing

This principle represents the fact that any DG which generates lesser active power must

supply more reactive power and vice-versa to maintain equal apparent powers of the

inverters. The principle is highlighted through Fig. 7.3 showing power sharing among four

identical DGs are considered.

As shown in Fig. 7.3, the total apparent power requirement = +  can be met if all

the DGs supply apparent power 4⁄  at the same power factor. Here, = ∑

represents the total active power generated by the DGs and = ∑  is the reactive

power demand of the load, while Pi and Qi are the active power and reactive power

supplied by ith DG, respectively, where i=1 through 4. Fig. 7.3(a) shows the case when the

PV arrays PV1 through PV4 receive uniform irradiation and hence, all the DGs share equal

active power (P1 =P2 =P3 =P4). In order to equalize their apparent powers, the reactive

power must also be the same (Q1 =Q2 =Q3 =Q4). As a result, the magnitude and phase of

apparent power of inverters 1 through 4 (S1 through S4) are same as shown in Fig. 7.3(a)

and aligned with the vector ST. Hence, the resultant apparent power handled by all the DGs

is equal to the algebraic as well as the arithmetic sum of S1 through S4.  The reactive

powers of the inverters must be adjusted such that magnitudes of their apparent power (Si)

is maintained equal as the active power of the PV based DGs is dependent on

environmental conditions (like irradiance, temperature, shading due to clouds etc.) and

hence all DGs generate different active power. This is represented in Fig. 7.3(b) by the

vectors S1 through S4 of equal length (shown with black lines). The principle of

determining Si to achieve the equal magnitudes of the apparent power supplied by DGs is

explained next.

The DGs generating active powers P1 through P4, are operated such that they must try to

meet the total reactive power demand QL of the load. Hence, the total apparent power to be

handled by the inverters is
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=   +  
(7.1)

 where PT is the summation of active powers generated by the PV arrays 1 through 4.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 7.3 Sharing of apparent power (a) With equal active power generation (b) With unequal active
power generation

As all inverters must operate with same apparent power (i.e. ST/4), the reactive power Q1,

that inverter 1 must supply is

 =  4 −  
(7.2)

where P1 is the active power supplied through the inverter 1.

Hence, inverters 2 through 4 must supply the remaining apparent power STnew which is the

difference of two vectors ST and S1(where
2

1
2

11 QPS += ) as shown in Fig. 7.3(b). As a

result, inverters 2 through 4 must supply STnew/3 for equal apparent power sharing. Thus,

the reactive power Q2, that inverter-2 must supply is

2
2

2

2 3
PSQ Tnew -÷

ø
ö

ç
è
æ=

(7.3)

where P2 is the active power supplied through the inverter 2.

Similarly, the reactive powers Q3 and Q4, (and hence apparent power, S3 and S4) that

inverters 3 and 4 must supply are obtained.  This procedure helps to reduce the mismatch

in the apparent power sharing. However, based on the sequence in which reference reactive

powers for the inverters are computed the mismatch  in the  apparent power  sharing  varies

with the same order (sequence).
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7.3   Reactive Power Sharing Algorithm

Fig. 7.4 shows the detailed control algorithm for sharing apparent power amongst ‘mg’

identical inverters. The solution which simultaneously targets two objectives: (i) nearly

equal apparent power sharing amongst the inverters and (ii) reduction in the power loss, is

ensured by this algorithm. The main program shown in Fig. 7.4(a) encases the subroutine

(referred as ‘Equal S’) -- “the principle presented earlier to minimize the mismatch in

apparent power of the inverters” ensures that the equalization of apparent power sharing is

achieved without making any compromise with the power losses in the inverters.

The control algorithm shown in Fig. 7.4(a) evaluates various permutations of scheduling of

the inverters which gives the least power loss for the different possible order of allocation.

The np permutations of the active powers Pi and nominal apparent power ratings SiN (where

i = 1,2 ,3, ...... , mg) for the mg inverters form the  ×    matrices Pperm and Sperm,

respectively. In fact, Pi corresponds to the maximum power PMPPi that ith PV array

generates.

For each permutation j, the subroutine computes the available reactive powers Qi for the

inverters (i = 1,2,3, ...... , mg) using corresponding active power Pperm(j,i) and apparent

power Sperm(j,i) as shown through (7.4)-(7.6). Pperm(j,i) and Sperm(j,i) are replaced by Pi and

SiN respectively, for the sake of simplicity.

 =  ( , ) (7.4)

 =  ( , ) (7.5)

 =  −  (7.6)

The total reactive power support that all the inverters together can provide is

 =  (7.7)

As the maximum power generated  from each PV  array must be  supplied to  the grid,  the

 total power that all the inverters must supply is derived from (7.8)
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 =  (7.8)

Thus, the total apparent power capability of the inverters is expressed by (7.9)

=  +  (7.9)

As it is desired that mg inverters must share the apparent power equally, each inverter must

provide apparent power Snew as computed by (7.10)

=   ÷ [ + 1 − ] (7.10)

In case Snew>SiN indicating ith inverter’s limit is reached, the references Sinew and Qiref, for

apparent and reactive powers are set as SiN and Qi, respectively.

After assigning the reference active power Pi and reactive power Qi to the ith inverter, the

remaining active and reactive powers to be supplied by the rest of the inverters are updated

by subtracting the Qiref and Pi assigned to the earlier inverters. The remaining active power

(PTn) to be supplied and reactive power demand to be met (QTn) is calculated using (7.11),

and (7.12), respectively. Apparent power (Sinew) that ith inverter must supply can be

obtained from PTn  and QTn as expressed by (7.13).

     =  −  ∑ where 00 =P (7.11)

=  −  ∑ where 00 =refQ (7.12)

=
 +

+ 1 −
 (7.13)

Hence, the reference reactive power for the ith inverter (for jth permutation) is derived as

=  −  (7.14)

Thus, the matrix Q for jth permutation, that represents the reactive power references for mg

inverters,  is  obtained.  Finally,  the  current  drawn (Iinv_i)  from  the ith inverter(for the jth)

permutation can be computed as  represented by (7.15).
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_ =
√3 ×

(7.15)

where V is line-to-line rms voltage at inverter terminals.

FIGURE. 7.4 Flowchart for the proposed EAPS-LL approach (a) Main Program to evaluate the  least loss
option (b) Subroutine ‘Equal S’ to equalize apparent power

If R represents the equivalent resistance that considers the on-state resistance of switches,

internal resistance of coupling inductor, transformer etc.,  power lost in the  resistor R for

the ith DG can be obtained by (7.16).
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=  _ × (7.16)

Hence, the total power loss Plosstotal, due to the I2R losses of all mg inverters can be

represented as

=  
(7.17)

The process is repeated for all the permutations for mg! (mg factorial) times to identify the

best possible option that gives the least power loss for the system. Initially, the Plosstotal is

set to high value (Plossmin= 1000000000) and updated continuously in process of search of

the best option having the least loss. The permutation index for the permutation having the

Plossmin is finally used to assign the reference reactive powers Qiref to mg inverters in the

order 1 through mg.

The time required by the algorithm to identify the best possible solution that gives the least

losses with relatively good degree of apparent power sharing amongst the DGs is about

0.1s for mg=6 i.e. five fundamental cycles of 50Hz. The technique can easily be applied for

dynamic conditions where the solution from the very first iteration can be set as the

reference reactive power for the DGs. The time taken to evaluate the first iteration is much

less than even a quarter of a cycle (<0.2ms).The reference (or command) values for

reactive power allocation amongst the inverters can then be gradually updated with each

iteration if the result of the subsequent iteration is favorable in terms of meeting the

objective of least losses.

7.4   Simulation Results

In order to explore the performance of the system shown in Fig. 7.1 with the proposed

control approach, simulations are done using MATLAB/Simulink. The system parameters

adopted for the simulations are summarized in Table 7.1.

In all cases reported in this section, the system shown in Fig.7.1 is controlled using four

different approaches: ORPS[74] , EAPS [77] , EAPS-LSD  and the proposed EAPS-LL.

EAPS-LSD approach first identifies the reactive power references as per EAPS principle
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Table 7.1. Rating and parameters for the system shown in Fig. 7.1.

Parameters Value
No of  PV inverters (mg) 6
Nominal power rating of all DGs (SiN) 500 kVA
Grid voltage (Vg), Frequency (f) 415 V, 50 Hz
Line parameter (Z0i) L=100µH,R=2.07mΩ,Cf=2500µF
Load 1.16MVA at 0.86 power factor lag
Lumped resistance (R) 0.1Ω

and then evaluates the various order of reactive power allocation to identify the one that

gives the least  SD.  The performance of the proposed approach EAPS-LL is compared and

evaluated with reference to other three approaches (ORPS, EAPS and EAPS-LSD). The

performance parameters for comparison are utilization factor of the inverter (UF) and

standard deviation for the utilization factors (SD) besides Plosstotal. Utilization factor is

defined as the ratio of apparent power delivered by inverter to the nominal apparent power

rating of inverter and expressed by (7.18) while standard deviation of the utilization factors

of the inverters is represented by (7.19).

iNS
inewS

iUF =
(7.18)

 =  
1
− 1

( ( ) − ) (7.19)

All these approaches perform identically when all the PV arrays operate under identical

conditions. Hence, illustrations included here consider only the scenario when the PV

arrays generate different amount of power. Reactive power references for inverters are

calculated using these algorithms while the active power references are set at the value

equal to the maximum power which the corresponding PV system generates at a given

instant.

7.4.1 Case 1 : Two different levels of power generation by PV arrays

The case considers that the PV arrays PV1, PV2, and PV3 generate 275kW while the

remaining arrays are generating 300kW. The reason for such mismatch can be the shading

of some arrays by clouds; some arrays not cleaned and have effect due to soiling; modules

of different make for the different groups etc..  Reactive power references for
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these inverters are obtained with different control approaches like ORPS, EAPS, EAPS-

LSD and EAPS-LL and are summarized in Tables 7.2 and 7.3.

The reactive power references for the inverters with ORPS approach are determined in

such a way that the ratio Pi/Qi for the all the inverters remain the same. Hence, the

operating power factor of all the inverters is same. As a result, inverters 1 through 3, which

are associated with the DGs generate lesser active power and supply less reactive power.

The UF of inverters 4,5 and 6 is higher (0.676 as shown in Table 2, 5.5% higher) than that

of inverters 1,2 and 3 as the other three inverters accordingly supply more reactive power

to meet the load demand. Unlike ORPS, other three approaches assign the higher reactive

power to the inverters carrying lower active power, thereby trying to equalize the apparent

power of the inverters. As a result the variation in UF of inverters is insignificant for

EAPS, EAPS-LSD and EAPS-LL, indicating uniform heating of the similar components of

various DGs for EAPS, EAPS-LSD and EAPS-LL. This is also observed from row

corresponding to Piloss, which reflects the power loss associated with ith DG. Piloss for DGs

vary greatly with ORPS while the variation is very less for other three approaches. It is

observed that the standard deviation of the utilization factors of the inverters (SD) is higher

(0.0301) with ORPS than that obtained with other control approaches (0.0015). The total

loss (Plosstotal) is the least with ORPS (122.34kW) and the highest with EAPS-LSD

(122.92kW). However, it can be seen that the difference in the losses with the different

approaches is not that significant.

The vector representation of apparent powers shared by the DGs with various control

approaches is shown in Fig. 7.5. The vectors S1 through S6 for ORPS approach align with

each other indicating the operation at same power factor. The operating power factors of

each DG and of the system are same. As not much difference in the power sharing is

observed for EAPS, EAPS-LSD and EAPS-LL, the vector representations for these

approaches show overlap. Unlike ORPS, for the other three control approaches, all the

DGs operate at different power factors as reflected by the different orientations of vectors

S1 through S6. However, the system power factor is still the same as that obtained with

ORPS.
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Table 7.2. Power sharing with ORPS and EAPS methods for case 1

ORPS Method EAPS Method
I 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Pi(kW) 275 275 275 300 300 300 275 275 275 300 300 300
Qi(kVAR) 144 144 144 156 156 156 172 172 173 128 128 127
Si(kVA) 310 310 310 338 338 338 324 324 325 326 326 326
UF 0.621 0.621 0.621 0.676 0.676 0.676 0.649 0.649 0.650 0.652 0.652 0.652
Piloss(kW) 18.65 18.65 18.65 22.13 22.13 22.13 20.36 20.36 20.43 20.59 20.59 20.54
Plosstotal(kW)
SD

122.34
0.0301

122.87
0.0015

Table 7.3. Power sharing with EAPS-LSD and EAPS-LL methods for case 1

EAPS –LSD Method EAPS-LL Method
I 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Pi (kW) 275 275 275 300 300 300 275 275 275 300 300 300
Qi(kVAR) 173 172 172 128 128 128 172 172 173 128 128 127
Si(kVA) 325 324 324 326 326 326 324 324 325 326 326 326
UF 0.650 0.649 0.649 0.652 0.652 0.652 0.649 0.649 0.650 0.652 0.652 0.652
Piloss(kW) 20.43 20.36 20.36 20.59 20.59 20.59 20.36 20.36 20.43 20.59 20.59 20.54
Plosstotal(kW)
SD

122.92
0.0015

122.87
0.0015
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Figure 7.5. Vector representation showing power sharing amongst DGs for case 1.

7.4.2 Case 2 : All PV arrays generating different active power

The performance in scenario wherein the variation in active power generated by different

DGs is relatively large is explored in this case. The active power generated by PV arrays

PV1 through PV6 are 200 kW, 390 kW, 100 kW, 280 kW, 50 kW and 150 kW,

respectively. Tables 7.4 and 7.5 present the performance comparisons of the various

control approaches in terms of the power shared by the various DGs and the power lost in

the DGs. When operating with ORPS approach, inverter-2 supplying the highest active

power (390kW), also contributes the maximum to the reactive power requirement

(300kVAR). Against it the inverter-4 which supplies the least active power (50kW)

provides only 38 kVAR. Thus, inverter-2 operates near its full capacity (98.4%) while

inverter-5 operates with UF of 0.126 (12.6%). Consequently, large variations are noticed in

the effective utilization of the inverters resulting into SD=0.3138. Unlike ORPS, in EAPS

inverter 2 and 4 carrying relatively more active power (390 and 280kW, respectively) do

not supply any reactive power. Hence, the other inverters supplying lesser active power

have to supply the reactive power, thereby increasing their apparent power mainly to

ensure the total reactive power demand. This helps in minimizing the UFs of the inverters

and reduces the SD to 0.1088.
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Table 7.4. Power sharing with ORPS and EAPS methods for case 2

ORPS Method EAPS Method
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Pi (kW) 200 390 100 280 50 150 200 390 100 280 50 150
Qi(kVAR) 154 300 77 215 38 116 143 0 216 0 284 257
Si(kVA) 252 492 126 353 63 190 246 390 238 280 288 298
UF 0.505 0.984 0.252 0.706 0.126 0.379 0.492 0.780 0.476 0.560 0.577 0.595
Piloss(kW) 12.33 46.86 3.08 24.12 0.76 6.96 11.70 29.44 10.97 15.17 16.09 17.14
Plosstotal(kW)
SD

94.11
0.3138

100.51
0.1088

Table 7.5. Power sharing with EAPS-LSD and EAPS-LL methods for case 2

EAPS –LSD Method EAPS-LL Method
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Pi (kW) 200 390 100 280 50 150 200 390 100 280 50 150
Qi(kVAR) 198 40 246 0 248 247 143 0 216 118 237 185
Si(kVA) 281 392 266 280 253 289 246 390 238 304 242 238
UF 0.563 0.784 0.531 0.560 0.506 0.578 0.492 0.780 0.476 0.608 0.484 0.476
Piloss(kW) 15.33 29.75 13.65 15.17 12.39 16.16 11.70 29.44 10.97 17.87 11.35 10.97
Plosstotal(kW)
SD

102.45
0.0999

92.30
0.1224
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In EAPS the reactive power references for the DGs are always calculated in the order 1-2-3-4-

5-6. Unlike it, EAPS-LSD identifies the best sequence (out of 720 possible combinations) that

gives the least SD for the reactive power allocation. Hence, with EAPS-LSD the SD further

reduces to 0.0999 showing better and more uniform utilization of the inverters. However, the

total power loss increases to 102.45kW as compared to 94.11kW observed with ORPS.

The EAPS-LL overcomes the disadvantage of EAPS-LSD. As observed in Tables 7.4 and 7.5,

the total loss Plosstotal, with EAPS-LL approach is 92.30kW, which is the least when compared

to 94.11kW, 100.51kW and 102.45kW resulted with ORPS, EAPS and EAPS-LSD,

respectively. The SD for these ORPS, EAPS, EAPS-LSD and EAPS-LL are 0.3138, 0.1088,

0.0999 and 0.1224, respectively. Thus, the power loss with EAPS-LL is 8.89% and 11%

lesser, respectively, than that of EAPS and EAPS-LSD approaches with just a marginal

increase of 0.022 in SD of UF (compared to EAPS-LSD) of the inverters. EAPS-LL approach

identifies the best sequence of DG amongst mg! that gives the least power loss for the reactive

power allocation. EAPS-LL approach first identifies the reactive power references as per

principle explained earlier and then evaluates the various order of reactive power allocation to

identify the one that gives the least losses rather than the least SD. Hence, EAPS-LL not only

minimizes the missmatch in the apparent power of the inverters, but also results into lower

power loss ensuring lower and uniform heating of similar components of the various

inverters. The power sharing amongst the converters, which is summarized in Tables 7.4 and

7.5, is represented in form of vector diagram shown in Fig. 7.6. It is observed from Fig. 7.6

that lengths of Si vectors are more or less equal for EAPS, EAPS_LSD and EAPS-LL

approaches while it varies greatly for ORPS method.

FIGURE 7.6.Vector representation showing power sharing amongst the DGs for case 2
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7.4.3 Case 3 : One of the PV array is under maintenance and other generate unequal

powers

For the extreme case when one of the PV array (say PV1) is unable to generate active power

due to reasons like scheduled maintenance of PV array, fault on the array of dc-dc converter,

total shading etc. large disturbances in system the performance is evaluated in this case.

In addition, it is considered that the irradiations on the PV arrays PV1 through PV6 are also

un-identical. The active power generated by PV arrays PV1, PV2, PV3, PV4, PV5 and PV6 are

0kW, 50kW, 320kW, 180kW, 100kW and 100kW, respectively. Reactive power references

for these inverters are obtained with ORPS, EAPS, EAPS-LSD and EAPS-LL methods and

are reported in Tables 7.6 and 7.7.  With ORPS algorithm reactive power capability of array

PV1 is not utilized as PV1 does not generate active power. Further inverter-3 which supplies

the highest active power must contribute the most to the reactive power demand because all

the inverters operate at same power factor for ORPS approach. Hence, the inverter-3 hits its

limit i.e. operates with UF=1. Unlike it for other three approaches, the inverter-1 also

contributes to the reactive power demanded by the load. Further, these methods try to equalize

the apparent power of all the inverters. Hence, EAPS, EAPS-LSD and EAPS-LL results into

SD equal to 0.0912, 0.0881 and 0.1022, respectively which is about 3.5-4 times less than that

obtained with ORPS algorithm. As observed from Table 7.7, EAPS-LSD results into the least

SD. But Plosstotal is relatively higher, about 7.3% higher than that with EAPS-LL approach.

Thus, EAPS-LL shows satisfactory operation in terms of realizing nearly equal apparent

power sharing without compromising on the efficiency of the system. The power shared by

the inverters, which is summarized in Tables 7.6 and 7.7, is represented in form of vector

diagram shown in Fig. 7.7. It is observed from Fig. 7.7 that even for EAPS-LSD and EAPS-

LL, all the Si vectors may not be of nearly equal length mainly because for some inverters

(here 3), the active power from the corresponding PV array itself may be too high, even

greater than the apparent power of the other inverters. The UFs of the inverters may vary even

with EAPS-LSD and EAPS-LL as it is desirable to extract the maximum possible power from

each PV array, in some conditions (as with this Case 3). But the variations are smaller than

that obtained with ORPS as depicted by the SD values in Tables 7.6 and 7.7 and by lengths of

Si vectors in Fig. 7.7
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TABLE 7.6. Power sharing with ORPS and EAPS methods for case 3

ORPS Method EAPS Method
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Pi (kW) 0 50 320 180 100 100 0 50 320 180 100 100
Qi(kVAR) 0 60 384 216 120 120 195 200 0 110 198 198
Si(kVA) 0 78 500 281 156 156 195 206 320 211 222 222
UF 0 0.156 1 0.562 0.312 0.312 0.390 0.412 0.640 0.422 0.444 0.444
Piloss(kW) 0 1.18 48.36 15.3 4.72 4.72 7.36 8.22 19.82 8.61 9.52 9.52
Plosstotal(kW)
SD

74.28
0.3523

63.05
0.0912

TABLE 7.7.  Power sharing with EAPS-LSD and EAPS-LL methods for case 3
EAPS –LSD Method EAPS-LL Method

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Pi (kW) 0 50 320 180 100 100 0 50 320 180 100 100
Qi(kVAR) 222 213 0 87 188 190 209 191 60 104 168 168
Si(kVA) 222 219 320 200 213 215 209 197 326 208 196 196
UF 0.444 0.438 0.640 0.400 0.426 0.429 0.418 0.395 0.651 0.416 0.391 0.391
Piloss(kW) 9.54 9.26 19.81 7.73 8.78 8.92 8.45 7.54 20.51 8.36 7.39 7.39
Plosstotal(kW)
SD

64.01
0.0881

59.64
0.1022
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FIGURE 7.7. Vector representation showing power sharing amongst the DGs for case 3

To illustrate the effectiveness of the dynamic response of the algorithm, a sudden transition

from Case 1 to Case 2 is considered at t=1s.

The active power generated (Pi) for these two cases and the reactive power (Qi) obtained

through the proposed algorithm for the two cases discussed earlier are reproduced again in

the Table 7.8 for the convenience. The reactive powers derived from algorithm, which are

set as the references for the inverters are shown in Fig. 7.8(a) while Fig. 7.8(b) shows the

actual reactive power (Qiact) supplied by the inverters.

TABLE 7.8. Active power and Reactive power for Cases 1 and 2

Case 1 Case 2
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Pi (kW) 275 275 275 300 300 300 200 390 100 280 50 150
Qi

(kVAR)
173 172 172 128 128 128 143 0 216 118 237 185

Qiact

(kVAR)
189 189 190 140 140 140 154 7 230 126 252 196

It is observed from Fig. 7.8 that Qiact follows Qi i.e. have similar nature. However, Qiact is

slightly higher than Qi derived from the proposed algorithm. The reason is the reactive

power demanded by the lines (Qline), which is not considered in the calculation. The error

could be eliminated if Qload + Qline is used in place of Qload (equation (7.1)) in the proposed

algorithm for calculation of Qi.  The SD of UF has increased just marginally by 0.002 in

Case 1 while by 0.009 for Case 2. Thus, the algorithm can effectively  perform  even in the

dynamic conditions.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 7.8. Reactive power sharing amongst inverters (a) References set by the algorithm
(b) Actual reactive power supplied by the inverter

7.5 Summary

PV based DG possesses the capability to provide reactive power compensation apart from

it’s usual capacity to generate active power.  For optimum utilization of PV array and

inverters the active power and the reactive power must be supplied by the inverters while

several such DGs are operating simultaneously, Further, the inverters must operate below

their limits is ensured.

The proposed EAPS-LL approach is only the modification of EAPS-LSD but it ensures

that the inverters (DGs) share the apparent power equally and also yields a solution that

results into the lower losses in the inverters.  The performance with EAPS-LL is similar to

other approaches under uniform insolation conditions when all the DGs generate equal
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active power. However, when the PV arrays (DGs) generate different active power the

results with EAPS-LL approach is the most promising. The significant reduction in power

loss is achieved with EAPS-LL approach with marginal compromise in the value of SD.

Further, the proposed method offers advantages like simplicity, lesser computational

burden, no issue of convergence, same number of iterations every time, similar results for

each simulation run (as long as there is no change in reactive power demand or variation in

the power generation), freedom from issues like initial population selection, non-

dominated sorting, diversity preservation etc. over other evolutionary based technique.
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CHAPTER – 8

Summary, Conclusions and Future Scope

This chapter summarizes the work reported in this report, the major contributions and some

important conclusions. The scope for the future work is also presented at the end of the

chapter.

8.1 Summary of the Contributions and Conclusions

Due to the extensive research the cost of the PV module has decreased manifolds over the

years. However, inspite the ongoing research, the efficiency of the PV modules has not

increased to the extent it is expected. Further, the energy density and the capacity

utilization factor of the PV source are very low. This in a way increases the cost of frames,

space required, commissioning cost etc. Hence, it requires careful investigation into every

aspect related to the design and operation of the PV system to extract the maximum

possible power from the PV array to utilize the PV source as effectively as possible. But,

this task presents certain challenges due to the dependence of the PV array characteristics

on environmental factors like insolation, temperature, shadows created by clouds or nearby

objects and the presence of dust on the arrays. The latter two factors may lead to the

different PV modules of an array receiving different insolation (non-uniform insolation),

referred to as partially shaded conditions. Under such conditions the PV array exhibits

complex characteristics, with multiple steps on I-V characteristics and multiple peaks on

the P-V characteristics, making it difficult for the existing tools to simulate the

characteristics and conventional tracking algorithms to track the Maximum Power Point

(MPP). Partially shaded conditions also have a bearing on power quality, loading of the

neutral conductor created by imbalance in the system and functioning of the control

scheme of the PV inverter. The work reported in this thesis deals with the investigations

into the performance of the PV array and the PV systems under such partially shaded
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conditions and mainly the different techniques to increase the output power of the PV

array.

This thesis has provided comprehensive investigations into the effect of partially shading

or non-uniform conditions on the output power of the PV system operating and offered

some useful suggestions and economic solutions that can help in increasing the output

power and performance of the PV system. Also, the capability of the PV system to

exchange the reactive power has been explored and a novel reactive power algorithm is

presented that not only achieves equal utilization of the inverters, but also identifies the

solution that results into the lower losses (in inverter and line).

The summary of the contributions and some of the important conclusions of the work are

as under:

The DMPPT configuration was earlier reported in the literature. It employs a dedicated

DC-DC converter with each PV module and hence, independent MPPT is possible with

each module. Hence, it offers higher power under partially shaded conditions. However,

investigation of different DMPPT configurations is not reported. This work has

investigated various DMPPT configurations in terms of the output power of the PV array.

It is shown that the DMPPT configuration that results into more strings and less number of

series connected converters is likely to give less output power (than other DMPPT

configurations), as it results into the higher losses in the converter. The reason is the

operation of the converters at the high duty cycle.

With a view to minimize the overall cost and yet have reasonably good amount of power

under partially shaded conditions, two quasi-DMPPT TCT-CC and TCT-GCC are

presented. Rather than connecting a DC-DC converter across each module, a converter is

employed across a tie (of a total-cross-tied PV array) comprising of several modules

connected in parallel. The voltage corresponding to the MPP for the different modules of

the tie, irrespective of the irradiance they receive, is the same. Hence, the control

algorithms adjust the duty cycle of the converters to maintain the operation of the module

around this voltage that corresponds to the maximum power point. Thus, these techniques

increase the output power of the PV array through the converters that operate on the

resultant P-V characteristics of the associated tie. Out of these two techniques the TCT-

GCC is more promising due to the slightly higher power output and lesser complexity.
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These quasi-DMPPT techniques require less number of sensors and converters as

compared to DMPPT. However, the complexity in the control for these quasi-DMPPT

technique increases with the increase in size of the system and hence, recommended for

few kW.

Limited DMPPT approaches presented in this work reduce the number of converters and

sensors (as compared to DMPPT), but at the cost of some reduction in the output power

under partial shading condition.  Various configurations for limited DMPPT approach are

explored in this work. In limited DMPPT as the number of converters increase, the

converter(s) whose PV parallel assembly (or a tie) is highly shaded may fail to generate the

current equal to that of the other converters. Hence, it forces other converters (associated

with unshaded PV parallel assembly) to operate at higher output voltage and duty-cycle,

which increases losses in this converter. This results into decrease in the overall efficiency

of the system. Thus, the limited DMPPT configuration with more number of modules in

parallel must be preferred as it has higher immunity against the shading i.e. has better

ability to equalize the current of the series-connected converters.

The effect of partial shading is the minimum, if the number of modules in the string is the

minimum. However, it demands more converters in series to develop desired high DC link

voltage for the inverter acting as grid interface. Alternatively it could be achieved with less

number of converters provided they have higher gain. High gain can be achieved with the

DC-DC converters like forward, flyback, push-pull, IBFC etc. that involves transformers.

However, the transformer increases extra cost and may lower the efficiency due to the

extra stage and/or indirect energy transfer (e.g. in flyback converter based topologies). The

proposed PV system based on MCHGC can effectively tackle the issue of partial shading

due to the higher voltage gain of the MCHGC. It gives more output power with lesser

components while operating in uniform as well as under partial shading conditions. The

output power is nearly in the range of that obtained with DMPPT. Further, design is

simpler than that of the transformer based configurations.

CHB-MLI is well-suited for high-voltage high-power PV system. It offers feature of

DMPPT at each H-cell level. Further, if the MCHGC having two inputs (due to the two

inherent boost converters embedded in the configuration) is combined with it, offers added

advantage into extraction of higher power during mismatch conditions. The proposed

MCHGC CHB-MLI configuration includes a multiplier circuit based high-gain converter
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(MCHGC) at the first stage. It reduces the number of modules required in series. This

helps in minimizing the problem of mismatch caused by partial shading, thereby increasing

the output power. The control scheme, that tries to equalize the voltage of the various DC

buses of the H-Cells, takes care of the mismatch in the power generated by different PV

arrays (belonging to the same and/or other phases) to a certain extent. Hence, the proposed

MCHGC and the CHB-MLI system performs much better in terms of the power extraction

from the PV array, lower voltage imbalance, and the quality of the current fed to the grid.

The power fed increases by 3-4% (compared to the case when fed by low voltage gain

converters) and THD is observed to be well below 5%. The control scheme also embeds

the feature of exchanging the reactive power with the grid. It provides decoupled active

and reactive power control. However, under non-uniform conditions, a mismatch is

observed in the reactive power exchanged through the three-phases of the grid, which leads

to unequal reactive power distribution in the three phases of the grid.

The available reactive power capacity (or margin) of the PV based DG inverters vary with

the change the irradiance. Hence, reactive power sharing algorithms that shares the reactive

power based on the remaining capacity (margin available) of the associated inverters are

needed to ensure better utilization of inverters thereby preventing the overloading of any

inverter. Equal apparent power sharing algorithm (EAPS) was earlier reported for sharing

reactive power amongst PV based DGs/inverters of equal rating to achieve this objective. It

tries to attain nearly equal utilization of the inverter capacities. However, it results into the

solution that is associated with higher line and inverter losses. The modified EAPS-LL

algorithm is proposed, which incorporates the loop to evaluate various possible order of

assigning the reactive power to the inverters. As the focus of this research work is to

primarily enhance the output of the overall PV system (i.e. to improve the overall

efficiency), rather than focusing on the least standard deviation of utilization factor of the

inverters, the solution that gives the lowest losses is considered as the parameter for

identifying the best solution. The results with EAPS-LL approach is the most promising

especially when the PV arrays (DGs) generate different active power. With a marginal

compromise in the value of SD a significant reduction in the power losses can be achieved

with the EAPS-LL approach. Further, the proposed method offers advantages like

simplicity,  lesser  computational  burden,  no  issue   of   convergence,  same  number   of

iterations every time etc.
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8.2 Scope of the future work

The main aim of this thesis is to investigate into the effect of partial shading on the output

of the PV system and the overall efficiency of the PV system. In this context some

important design and control aspects along with the configurations that help in improving

the output of the PV system are presented. However, still there are some areas which can

be explored in continuation of this work. Some suggestions for further investigations in

this field are as follows.

The work has mainly concentrated on the PV system, where crystalline-silicon (c-Si) PV

modules are considered for the study. The study could be extended to thin film technology

based solar cells like amorphous Silicon (a-Si) or cadmium telluride solar cells.  The thin

film technology is promising due to its lower cost but is less efficient. Hence, thin film a-Si

based system requires more space and modules as compared to c-Si modules based PV

system for the same output power. Hence, DMPPT when applied to thin-film based system

require more converters, increasing the overall cost. It may be interesting to explore the

various options of improving the output power at reasonable cost for such systems. For

specific cases of building integrated PV or the thin film solar cells which are laid on curved

surfaces, the different options could be evaluated.

The work has not considered any type of optimization objective function in the evaluation

of the various alternatives suggested. It may be interesting to devise the multi-objective

function that simultaneously includes the cost minimization, power maximization,

maximization of the inverter utilization factors etc.

While exploring the various techniques, the main goal was to maximize the output power

with reduced number of components (transformers, switches, inductors, capacitors, sensors

etc.). In doing so various other aspects configuration specific aspects have not been

considered. One of the important aspects that is related with the personal safety is the

leakage current. The issue of leakage current as well as such other aspects (like reactive

power exchange between the filter components of the converter) also requires further

investigations.
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Appendix A

Steady state equivalent circuit modeling of Boost
Converter

Boost converter circuit is shown in Fig. A.1.

FIGURE A.1 Boost Converter

When the gate drive signal is high, the MOSFET turns on and the diode is reverse-biased.

The circuit then reduces to Fig. A.2(a). In the conducting state, the MOSFET is modeled

by the on-resistance RDS. The inductor winding resistance is represented as RL.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE A.2 Boost Converter Circuits (a) when MOSFET ON (b) When MOSFET OFF
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The inductor voltage(vL) and capacitor current (iC)are given by

=  −   ( +   ) =  −   ( +   ) (A.1)

=  − =  − =  − (A.2)

When the gate drive signal is low, the MOSFET turns off. The diode becomes forward-

biased by the inductor current, and the circuit reduces to Fig. A.2(b). In the conducting

state, the diode is modeled by voltage source VD and resistance RD.

The inductor voltage and capacitor current for this subinterval are

=  −  − −  ( +   ) =   − − −  ( +   ) (A.3)

=   −  =  − (A.4)

The dc component of the capacitor current is zero.

=  0

  −  +   −   (1 − ) = 0

=  (1 − )
(A.5)

 Where d is the duty cycle of boost converter.

The dc component of the inductor voltage is zero.

=  0

( −   ( +   ))  +  (1 − )(  − − −  ( +   )) = 0

− (1 − ) − (1 − ) −    ( +   ) = 0 (A.6)

Substitute value of IL from equation (A.5) to (A.6) and find output voltage VO.

=  
(1 − )( − (1 − ) )

(1 − ) + + +  (1 − )
(A.7)

Dividing by VS gives voltage conversion ratio:

=  
(1 − )(1 − (1 − ) )

(1 − ) + +  +  (1 − )

(A.8)
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=  
1 − (1 − ) 1

(1 − ) 

1 + + + (1 − )
(1 − )  

(A.9)

Ideal voltage gain of Boost converter is

=  
1

 (1 − )
(A.10)

The efficiency of boost converter is,

η = =   
 ( )

= ( )

              =
( )

( )
( )  

(A.11)
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Appendix B

Steady state equivalent circuit modeling of Flyback
Converter

The flyback converter is based on buck-boost converter. Flyback converter is shown in

Fig. B.1. The turn ratio of flyback transformer is 1 : N.

FIGURE B.1 Flyback Converter

When the gate drive signal is high, the switch SW turns on and the diode D is reverse-

biased. The circuit then reduces to Fig. B.2(a). In the conducting state, the switch SW is

modeled by the on-resistance RON. The inductor winding resistance is represented as RL.

(a) (b)
FIGURE B.2 Flyback Converter Circuits (a) when MOSFET ON (b) When MOSFET OFF

The inductor voltage(vL) and capacitor current (iC)are given by

=    −  ( +   ) =  −   ( +   ) (B.1)

=  − =  − =  − (B.2)
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When the gate drive signal is low, the switch SW turns off. The diode D becomes forward-

biased by the inductor current, and the circuit reduces to Fig. B.2(b). In the conducting

state, the diode is modeled by voltage source VD and resistance RD.

The inductor voltage and capacitor current for this subinterval are

=   −  
+  +  

 =  −  
+ +   

 
(B.3)

=   −  =  − (B.4)

The dc component of the capacitor current is zero.

=  0

  −  +  −  (1 − ) = 0

=  (1 − )
(B.5)

The dc component of the inductor voltage is zero.

=  0

( −  ( +  ))  +  (1 − ) −  
+  +  

 = 0
(B.6)

Substitute value of I from equation (B.5) to (B.6) and find output voltage VO.

=  
−   (1 − )

 ( + )
 (1 − ) + (1 − ) +   

(B.7)

Dividing by VS gives voltage conversion ratio:

=  
−  (1 − )

 ( + )
 (1 − ) + (1 − ) +   

(B.8)
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=  
1 −  (1 − )

(1 − ) 1 + ( + )
 (1 − ) + (1 − )   

(B.9)

Ideal voltage gain of flyback converter is

=  
 (1 − ) 

(B.10)

The efficiency of flyback converter is,

η = = ( )

              =
  ( )

 ( ) ( )   

(B.11)
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Appendix C

Steady state equivalent circuit modeling of
Integrated Boost-Flyback Converter

The Integrated boost flyback converter (IBFC) is is shown in Fig. C.1. The turn ratio of

high frequency transformer is N2 : N1 and N3 : N1 for two winding respectively.

FIGURE C.1 IBFC Converter

When the gate drive signal is high, the switch SW turns on and the diode Dboost , D1 and D2

are  reverse-biased. The circuit then reduces to Fig. C.2(a). In the conducting state, the

switch SW is modeled by the on-resistance RON. The primary winding resistance is

represented as RL. Output capacitances C1, C2 and C3 supplied energy to load.

(a) (b)

FIGURE C.2 IBFC Circuits (a) when MOSFET ON (b) When MOSFET OFF

The inductor voltage(vL) and capacitor current (iC)are given by

=    − ( +   ) =  −  ( +   ) (C.1)
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=  = =  − =  − =  − (C.2)

When the gate drive signal is low, the switch SW turns off. The diode Dboost = D1 , D2 and

D3 becomes forward-biased, and the circuit to Fig. C.2(b). In the conducting state, the

diode is modeled by voltage source VD and resistance RD.

The  capacitor current for this subinterval are

=  − =  − (C.3)

=  − =  − (C.4)

=  − =  − (C.5)

=  −  −  (C.6)

The inductor voltage for this subinterval are

=  + ( + ) + +  + ( + ) + + 

+ ( + ) + +  

(C.7)

=   (C.8)

=   (C.9)

Substitute value of (C.8) and (C.9) in to (C.7).

=  
 

 −  − −  − −  ( +  ) −

             ( + ) − ( + )

(C.10)

The dc component of the capacitor current is zero.

=  0

  −  +  −  (1 − ) = 0

=  (1 − )
(C.11)
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 Similarly,

=  = (1 − )
(C.12)

The dc component of the inductor voltage is zero.

=  0

− ( +  )  +

 (1 − ) 

⎝

⎜
⎛ 1

1 + +  
 −  − −  − − ( + )

−  ( + ) − ( + )

⎠

⎟
⎞

= 0

(C.13)

Substitute value of current from equation (C.6),  (C.11) and (C.12) also find output voltage

VO.

=  
1 +  +  

1 −  ×  

(
 ( )

(   ( )  ( )      ( )
 )

(C.14)

Ideal voltage gain of IBFC converter is

=  
1 + +

 (1 − ) 

(C.15)

If =  =  

=  
1 + 2
 (1 − ) 

(C.16)
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The efficiency of integrated boost flyback converter is,

η = =   ( ) 

 

              =
 

( )

(   ( )  ( )      ( )
 )

(C.17)




